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Abstract

Mobile cellular network operators spend nearly a quarter of their revenue on network

management and maintenance. Remarkably, a signi�cant proportion of that budget is

spent on resolving outages that degrade or disrupt cellular services. Historically, opera-

tors have mainly relied on human expertise to identify, diagnose and resolve such outages

while also compensating for them in the short-term. However, with ambitious quality

of experience expectations from 5th generation and beyond mobile cellular networks

spurring research towards technologies such as ultra-dense heterogeneous networks and

millimeter wave spectrum utilization, discovering and compensating coverage lapses in

future networks will be a major challenge. Numerous studies have explored heuristic,

analytical and machine learning-based solutions to autonomously detect, diagnose and

compensate cell outages in legacy mobile cellular networks, a branch of research known

as self-healing. This dissertation focuses on self-healing techniques for future mobile

cellular networks, with special focus on outage detection and avoidance components of

self-healing.

Network outages can be classi�ed into two primary types: 1) full and 2) partial. Full

outages result from failed soft or hard components of network entities while partial

outages are generally a consequence of parametric miscon�guration. To this end, chapter

2 of this dissertation is dedicated to a detailed survey of research on detecting, diagnosing

and compensating full outages as well as a detailed analysis of studies on proactive

outage avoidance schemes and their challenges.

A key observation from the analysis of the state-of-the-art outage detection techniques

is their dependence on full network coverage data, susceptibility to noise or randomness

in the data and inability to characterize outages in both spacial domain and temporal

domain. To overcome these limitations, chapters 3 and 4 present two unique and novel

outage detection techniques. Chapter 3 presents an outage detection technique based

on entropy �eld decomposition which combines information �eld theory and entropy

xiii



spectrum pathways theory and is robust to noise variance. Chapter 4 presents a deep

learning neural network algorithm which is robust to data sparsity and compares it with

entropy �eld decomposition and other state-of-the-art machine learning-based outage

detection algorithms including support vector machines, K-means clustering, indepen-

dent component analysis and deep auto-encoders.

Based on the insights obtained regarding the impact of partial outages, chapter 5

presents a complete framework for 5th generation and beyond mobile cellular networks

that is designed to avoid partial outages caused by parametric miscon�guration. The

power of the proposed framework is demonstrated by leveraging it to design a solution

that tackles one of the most common problems associated with ultra-dense heteroge-

neous networks, namely imbalanced load among small and macro cells, and poor resource

utilization as a consequence. The optimization problem is formulated as a function of

two hard parameters namely antenna tilt and transmit power, and a soft parameter,

cell individual o�set, that a�ect the coverage, capacity and load directly. The resulting

solution is a combination of the otherwise con�icting coverage and capacity optimization

and load balancing self-organizing network functions.

xiv



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

At a time when mobile cellular network operators are competing for customers demand-

ing higher data rates and greater data capacity at lower costs, keeping revenue margins

up is proving increasingly di�cult. Furthermore, the rising network operating expenses

add to the stress on network operator revenues. Mobile cellular network expenditures

are divided into two primary categories: 1) capital expenditure which is spent on ac-

quiring and updating network entities, and 2) operational expenditure which is spent

on managing and maintaining existing network resources. Based on industry estimates,

mobile cellular network operators spend between 23% and 26% of their total revenue

on mobile cellular network operation [1, 2]. A breakdown of operational expenses re-

veals that a signi�cant proportion of it is spent on managing mobile cellular network

outages and resolving performance degradation. Such service interruptions require hu-

man intervention and may sometimes go unnoticed leading to poor customer experience,

eventually resulting in high customer churn. According to one survey estimate [3], mo-

bile cellular network operators worldwide spent nearly $20 billion in the year 2015 to

counter issues caused by network outages and service degradation which accounts for

almost 1.7% of total revenue and nearly 7% of total operational expenses.

The primary solution to this challenge proposed by researchers and the mobile cellular

network standardization body, 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP), is the de-

ployment of self-organizing network (SON) solutions to automate processes that would

otherwise require skilled human input. SON are broken down into three key areas:

self-con�guration, self-optimization [4] and self-healing [5]. Self-con�guration refers to

solutions that autonomously con�gure mobile cellular network nodes for plug and play.

Self-optimization is related to solutions that target mobile cellular network performance

1



optimization based on operator speci�cations. Self-healing is focused on solutions that

identify performance issues in the mobile cellular network such as cell outages and key

performance indicator (KPI) degradation. On top of the three components of SON

mentioned above, self-coordination was also introduced by the 3GPP as part of Release

10 speci�cations for 4th generation mobile cellular networks [6] to address the potential

con�icts arising between SON solutions that would lead to KPI degradation and partial

outage. Therefore, for the purpose and scope of this dissertation, SON coordination is

considered a sub-type of self-healing and referred to as proactive outage avoidance.

To understand how the four SON components are related, a generalized SON framework

is given in Fig. 1.1. While self-con�guration and self-optimization represent more

implicit areas of operational expenditure reduction, self-healing provides the clearest

quanti�able path towards operational expenditure reduction by minimizing the impact

of mobile cellular network outages [3]. These include outages caused due to failure of

physical or soft components of the network entities, rendering them non-functional and

causing complete or full outages, or signi�cant service degradation leading to partial

outages that may not necessarily generate any system level alarms.

1.1 Self-Healing: Background

1.1.1 Self-Organizing Networks in Cellular Mobile Networks

SON functions gained popularity with the introduction of 4th generation mobile cellular

networks, primarily due to the increased network complexity. The e�cacy of a SON

function depends on four key design components [7]: Autonomy: SON functions must

be independent of human input, Scalability: Any SON functions deployed in the mobile

cellular network must be scalable in terms of both time and space, Adaptability : The

functions must be able to adapt to outside in�uences and internal failures. Additionally,

it has been proposed that future SON networks must be intelligent [8], which implies

2



Fig. 1.1: Self-Organizing Network Framework for Mobile Cellular Networks

that, they must be able to learn from the information generated by the users and mobile

cellular network entities to become completely independent in terms of adapting network

parameters based on the primary goals of the operator.

1.1.2 Self-Healing in Mobile Cellular Networks

Traditionally, mobile cellular network operators have employed human experts to detect,

diagnose and resolve outages in the network. As per the standard fault management

framework de�ned by the 3GPP [9], faults and outages include issues such as hardware

failures of mobile cellular network nodes, software failure issues at the nodes, failures of

functional resources in which case no hardware component is responsible for the fault,

loss of node functionality due to system overloading, and communication failure between

two nodes due to internal or external in�uence. In such cases, the node will become

completely dysfunctional leading to a full outage. As per 3GPP speci�cations, faults

must be accompanied by the generation of an alarm that identi�es the node and the
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type of failure that has occurred. The alarm may contain additional information to aid

the recovery of the system but that is dependent on the equipment manufacturer.

Conversely, many service a�ecting issues in mobile cellular networks do not generate

alarms or may not speci�cally be classi�ed as faults or failures. Such issues are labeled

partial outages. One such example is the degradation of a performance metric due to

sudden changes in the mobile cellular network environment. Partial outages may in-

clude service degradation due to environmental e�ects, sudden variations in tra�c, the

presence of man-made interference sources that hinder normal operation of the network,

or the result of miscon�gured network parameters. Thus, mobile cellular network oper-

ators are dependent on human experts to monitor the network data to identify any such

anomalies and to execute recovery actions to counter them. However, with the advent

of 5th generation networks and the growth in network sizes and subscribers, network

operators can no longer rely purely on human experts to sift through the vast amounts

of network performance data generated consequently in search of anomalies.

Research in Self-Healing

Self-healing speci�cally for cellular networks has been studied as part of several research

projects focusing on SON for cellular networks including the EUREKA Gandalf project

[10] which explored the parametric interactions in 2nd and 3rd generation networks with

the environment and studied the impact of automation in wireless networks, especially

3rd generation mobile cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The key deliverable of the project

was bayesian networks based fault identi�cation and diagnosis toolkit.

Similarly, the SOCRATES project [11] was aimed at investigating the impact of automa-

tion particularly in 4th generation mobile cellular networks, while the QSON project

[12] investigated SON solutions primarily for self-optimization and self-healing along

with preliminary analysis of the interactions of parameters and metrics as part of SON

coordination. The project investigated new techniques, especially the exploitation of
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Fig. 1.2: Reactive Self-Healing Framework

big data analytics [8], to empower existing SON solutions. Recently, the SEMAFOUR

project [13] has been launched which aims to develop a uni�ed self-management system

for heterogeneous radio access networks, comprising multiple radio access technologies

and SON solutions including solutions for network outage detection, diagnosis and com-

pensation for 4th generation standards and possible solutions for future mobile cellular

networks.

Self-Healing Framework for Mobile Cellular Networks

As the number of physical entities in a network increases, the probability of network

outages, both full and partial, may increases proportionally. In order to respond to these
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network outages, typical self-healing solutions employ a reactive three-stage framework.

The �rst stage is detecting network outages for which outage detection algorithms are

deployed. For e�ective self-healing, the outage detection solution must be able to detect

both full and partial outages. In case a network outage is detected, the outage detection

solution �ags the a�ected network node for further actions, depending on the outage

type. For example, in case a cell experiences hardware failure and is no longer able to

send and receive data, it will be �agged for self-healing.

Once the outage has been detected, diagnostic algorithms will execute routines to iden-

tify the exact cause of network outage. For the sample case of hardware failure, the

detection algorithm will examine alarms and fault codes to pinpoint the hardware com-

ponent whose failure led to the outage. This information will then be relayed to the net-

work controller which will either command �eld teams to replace the failed component

or activate the redundancy elements to take over operations of failed entity. Conversely,

if the outage is partial, the diagnosis algorithm will break down the degraded KPIs in

order to identify the reason for the outage.

Upon completion of outage diagnosis, the information is passed along to the �nal stage of

the self-healing function, that is, outage compensation. The outage compensation stage

determines the impact of outage on neighboring entities and the network subscribers

which is then used to execute changes to mitigate the outage. For example, in the case

of hardware failure, outage compensation solution will identify the coverage hole created

as a result of the outage and execute changes in neighboring cells to provide temporary

coverage to a�ected subscribers. Alternatively, in the case of partial outage, the outage

compensation solution may execute emergency parameter changes at either the a�ected

cell or its neighbors or both to recover the degraded KPI/s. The framework for reactive

self-healing is demonstrated in Fig. 1.2.
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1.2 Key Research Drivers for Self-Healing

An overview of the key research drivers for self-healing are as follows.

Reduction of network operating expenses As mentioned already, mobile cellular

network operators can spend as much as 1.7% of total revenue on �xing issues due to

network outages. Network outages have the potential to disrupt service to millions of

subscribers, as recently observed in case studies [14] and [15]. Overwhelming reliance on

manual outage detection, diagnosis and compensation not only slows down the recovery

process, but is also more expensive than autonomous solutions. Thus, autonomous self-

healing solutions are one of the most inviting areas for mobile cellular network operators

to cut down their operational costs for managing network outages.

Increase in network data The limited capability of human experts to absorb large

amounts of network information at the same time and coming to conclusions about the

existence of outages or KPI degradation in mobile cellular network means that as the

number of entities in the network grows, the number of experts to monitor the network

would grow proportionally. This will put further strain on the operators' already in�ated

operating expenses. Self-healing can reduce the load on human experts by providing

solutions for the detection of service degradation and disruptions.

Complexity of network architecture With small cells expected to make up a sig-

ni�cant part of future cellular network infrastructure [16], solutions speci�cally focusing

on them must be developed. This concern is further fueled by the fact that small cells are

subject to sparse reporting due to the low percentage of users associated with them and

a more packed mobile cellular network topology in terms of inter-node distances. This

makes it more di�cult to identify service disruptions at small cells through traditional

means.
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Increase in network density The increasing number of radio nodes in the future

mobile cellular networks can result in an increase in node failures [17]. This is demon-

strated in Fig. 1.3, which shows the outage probability of a cell as mobile cellular

network density increases, obtained using a Poisson distribution based method for es-

timating node failures derived from [17]. Fig. 1.3 shows the probability of a single

node failure in one day (lower line chart), in three days (middle line chart), and seven

days (top line chart). It is clear that probability of node failures is relatively low in

a low density network such as a 2nd generation mobile cellular network. However, as

the network density increases, the probability of node failure increases, so much so that

on any given day the probability of node failure could be anywhere between 60% and

99.8%.

Hardware failures are already a signi�cant area of concern for network operators. In [18]

the authors present an analysis of customer complaints over a period of nine months in

an enterprise network. The authors conclude that nearly 39% of all customer complaints

are due to hardware failures. Therefore, it is safe to assume that if the number of network

nodes is increased signi�cantly, the corresponding probability of hardware failure will

also increase. In wake of increasing number of nodes per unit area, dealing with such

high rates of node failures will be very di�cult if mobile cellular network operators

continue the practice of manual outage management. In short, self-healing solutions

will be less of a luxury and more of a necessity in future 5th generation and beyond

networks.

Increase in network parameters With the introduction of 5th generation services

and the associated technologies discussed above, the number of con�guration and op-

timization parameters are expected to grow signi�cantly [8]. The increasing number

of network control parameters and entities can raise the probability of parameter mis-

con�guration signi�cantly. The frequency and impact of parametric miscon�guration

have been noted by Yin et al. [19]. Based on an analysis of a large number of customer
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Fig. 1.3: Outage Probability of One Cell with Increase in Cell Density

complaints, the authors conclude that nearly 31% of high-severity customer complaints

are due to miscon�gured parameters. Out of this, 85.5% issues were due to mistakes

in parameter con�guration and in only 15% of the cases does a miscon�guration lead

to an actual alarm. Otherwise, the miscon�guration is only identi�ed when a customer

complains about service outage. Though the actual count of customer complaints is

not shared in [19], if it is assumed that there are 2000 parameters in the network and

10,000 complaints are received over a period of two years, the probability of a parametric

miscon�guration every 100 days is 1.5%

A quantitative analysis of parameter miscon�guration in 5th generation mobile cellular

networks is presented in Fig. 1.4 which shows the probability of miscon�guration of

one parameter per cell every 100 days as the total number of con�gurable parameters

per cell increases. The parameter miscon�guration probability is also derived using the

Poisson distribution based method of failure estimation presented in [17]. In Fig. 1.4,

three di�erent probabilities, 0.01% (bottom line chart), 0.05% (middle line chart), and

0.1% (top line chart), of parametric miscon�guration per 100 days are assumed. These
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probabilities are well below the parameter miscon�guration probability estimated from

[19]. Furthermore, since the data in [19] comes from an analysis of customer complaints,

it is safe to argue that parametric miscon�guration does lead to a disruption of service.

From Fig. 1.4 it is clear that parametric miscon�guration will become a major concern

for mobile network operators in future networks.

Fig. 1.4: Probability of Single Parameter Miscon�guration with Increase in Con�gurable
Parameters

Increased focus on subscriber quality of experience calls for increased focus

on self-healing Very high user quality of experience requirements in 5th generation

mobile cellular networks mean near ubiquitous spatial and temporal network availability

for various 5th generation use cases. State-of-the-art network availability estimation

process depends on classic drive test based methods. However, the process is time and

resource consuming while lacking comprehensiveness due to inaccessibility of a major

portion of the network including all areas other than paved roads. Therefore, better

methods are needed for network availability estimation and outage detection for 5th

generation networks.
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Additionally, low latency requirements for several 5th generation use cases mean that

classic methods of manual outage diagnosis and manual outage compensation will not

su�ce. To address this challenge autonomous mechanisms to compensate outages

quickly and seamlessly need to be developed. Furthermore, the vast majority of self-

healing solutions for mobile cellular networks are reactive by nature. This means that

the solutions come into e�ect once an outage has occurred. However, with the increased

emphasis on user quality of experience in 5th generation networks, it is imperative that

proactive self-healing solutions are developed to predict the impact of network outages

and identify compensatory actions to resolve them before they e�ect user quality of

experience.

1.3 Previous Work

In terms of mobile cellular networks, SON and self-optimization have received signi�cant

attention, with comprehensive studies published highlighting the contributions in both

areas. Aliu et al. [20] present an overview of the recent studies carried out under the

scope of SON for cellular networks, while Peng et al. [21] have presented an overview of

state-of-the-art in self-con�guration and self-optimization in mobile cellular networks.

Another area of automation in wireless networks are cognitive radio technologies. Cog-

nitive radio technologies refer to dynamic spectrum access techniques that enable need

based bandwidth allocation to mobile users via heterogeneous physical layer resource

usage [22]. A survey of cognitive radio technologies has been presented by Akyildiz et al.

[23]. Discussion on state-of-the-art and future challenges of cognitive radio technologies

has been presented by Akyildiz et al. [24] while Akhtar et al. [25] have discussed the

exploitation of unlicensed and unused spectral resources for dynamic spectrum alloca-

tion. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [26] have presented a survey of the research studies on

self-optimization for cognitive radio technologies.

In terms of self-healing, a survey of applications from natural systems to software en-
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gineering has been presented in [27] where analogies between self-rectifying software

systems and natural systems have been studied. Psaier and Dustdar [28] discuss the

applications of self-healing in autonomous systems pertaining to the �elds of informa-

tion technology and communications. Furthermore, Paradis and Han [29] have surveyed

studies on self-healing capabilities in wireless sensor networks.

Self-healing techniques in mobile cellular networks have brie�y been discussed in [20]

in the larger context of SON. The authors have presented description of self-healing

in mobile cellular networks accompanied by a review of four outstanding works in the

area. Since the publication of [20], research on self-healing techniques for mobile cel-

lular networks has grown signi�cantly. With the e�orts to propose and standardize

SON solutions for 5th generation technologies reaching their climax, the need for a

comprehensive study on self-healing highlighting the e�orts of research groups, equip-

ment manufacturers and standardization bodies could not be higher. Furthermore, this

dissertation aims to go well beyond the limited contributions of [20] towards surveying

self-healing techniques for mobile cellular networks by breaking down the studies in

terms of the type of outages, the measurements and methodologies used, and their re-

sults, while also proposing methods to detect and resolve outages with particular focus

on future networks.

1.4 Research Objectives

In light of the discussion in sections 1.2 and 1.3, this dissertation explores the following

research questions:

� What is the state-of-the-art in self-healing for legacy and 4th generation mobile

cellular networks?

� What are the limitations of the state-of-the-art self-healing techniques that would

make them nonviable given the direction of technological evolution for 5th gener-
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ation and beyond mobile cellular networks?

� What are the potential solutions to the limitations of the state-of-the-art self-

healing techniques and how can such solutions be implemented?

� What are the gains that could be achieved by solving the challenges faced by

state-of-the-art self-healing techniques vis-a-vis emerging technologies for future

mobile cellular networks?

� Are there any potential means of actually avoiding the situations when self-healing

solutions would need to be invoked, simply by preventing the causes of outages in

the �rst place?

1.5 Contributions

The primary contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:

� First of all, this dissertation takes an in-depth look at the state-of-the-art in self-

healing techniques for mobile cellular networks and organizes them into the three

primary areas of self-healing namely, detection, diagnosis and compensation which

is the intrinsic �ow of self-healing in nature and in practical applications. This

literature survey is categorized in terms of the network topology, performance

metrics, control mechanisms, and methodologies used for detection, diagnosis and

compensation of full and partial outages, as well as proactive prevention of par-

tial outages in a mobile cellular network. This allows easy understanding and

comparison of studies within each particular area of self-healing. To complement

this review of the state-of-the-art, this dissertation also presents a comprehensive

discussion on the challenges in self-healing and identi�es the research directions

therein. Notably, it discusses the two primary types of challenges faced by exist-

ing self-healing solutions to adapt to future network requirements: 1) challenges
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that stem from ambitious quality of experience and low latency requirements of

emerging networks, and 2) challenges that arise from the idiosyncrasies of antici-

pated future network enabling technologies such as ultra-dense cell deployments,

millimeter wave cells (in which outage is the norm, not anomaly) and increased

rate of emergence of sudden tra�c hot-spots due to higher data rate per users

leading to sudden change in KPIs (partial outage).

� Two of the primary limitations of the state-of-the-art self-healing techniques in

general and outage detection techniques in particular learned from the in-depth

review are their susceptibility to noise variance in the source data to be used for

self-healing algorithms and the sparsity of such data. This dissertation explores

why these two issues will be felt even more acutely in future mobile cellular net-

works and how they can be overcome. Based on the insights thus obtained, this

dissertation presents an entropy �eld decomposition based outage detection solu-

tion that can not only detect outages in both space and time, but is also robust

to the noise variance in the data. As well as presenting an algorithm to imple-

ment the proposed outage detection solution in future mobile cellular networks,

this dissertation also provides an analysis of the time complexity of the proposed

solution along with a comparison with other relevant techniques to demonstrate

its e�cacy.

� The proposed spatio-temporal outage detection solution is excellent for solving the

noise variance problem when full network state information is available. However,

if the network data are sparse, the proposed solution is not as e�ective. Therefore,

to overcome the issue of low outage detection success rate due to sparse network

coverage data, this dissertation presents an alternative outage detection solution

that employs the hidden feature extraction capabilities of deep neural networks.

Additionally, the proposed outage detection solution is compared against other

state-of-the-art outage detection techniques as well as the entropy �eld decompo-
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sition based outage detection technique to demonstrate its e�cacy when dealing

with sparse network state data and variable noise.

� Next, using the insights gained from state-of-the-art partial outage avoidance

techniques, this dissertation presents a comprehensive SON function coordina-

tion framework that uses the plethora of network and user level data to create

network state information knowledge database and exploits it to identify the op-

timal parameter values that would take the network to the operator policy based

performance levels.

� Lastly, this dissertation presents a concurrent coverage, capacity and load opti-

mization solution to prevent partial outages caused by miscon�guration of the

three key parameters, namely, cell transmit powers, antenna tilts and cell indi-

vidual o�sets. The solution leverages the framework for partial outage avoidance

by using the network state prediction to optimize user data rates such that cell

load constraints and user satisfaction constraints are fully satis�ed. This solution

provides a guiding pathway for how the proposed framework can be leveraged

to optimize other network performance measures such as mobility management,

energy e�ciency and capacity exploitation e�ciency.

1.6 Dissemination and Publications

The preparation of this dissertation has resulted in two provisional patent applications,

several peer reviewed articles (accepted and pending) as well as conference papers and

presentations. These include:

Patents

P1. A. Imran, A. Asghar and H. Farooq, "Method for enhancement of capacity and user

Quality of Service in Mobile Cellular Networks", provisional patent application
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number: 62681320 �led June 06, 2018.

P2. A. Imran, H. Farooq and A. Asghar, "Method and apparatus for proactive self-

optimization using data about network user behavior, mobility and measure-

ments", 2018 (pending provisional patent application).

Journal Articles

J1. A. Asghar, H. Farooq and A. Imran, "Self-Healing in Emerging Cellular Networks:

Review, Challenges, and Research Directions", IEEE Communications Surveys &

Tutorials, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 1682-1709, 2018.

J2. A. Asghar, H. Farooq and A. Imran, "Concurrent Optimization of Coverage, Ca-

pacity, and Load Balance in HetNets Through Soft and Hard Cell Association

Parameters", IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, vol. 67, no. 9, pp.

8781-8795, Sept. 2018.

J3. H. Farooq, A. Asghar and A. Imran, "Mobility Prediction based Automated Proac-

tive Energy Saving (AURORA) Framework for Emerging Ultra-Dense Networks",

IEEE Transactions on Green Communications and Networking, 2018, DOI: 10.1109

/TGCN.2018.2858011.

J4. A. Asghar and A. Imran, "Proactive SON Function Coordination for 5th Generation

Networks and Beyond", IEEE Network Magazine (revision submitted)

J5. A. Asghar, H. Farooq and A. Imran, "Entropy Field Decomposition Based Time

and Space Aware Outage Detection Solution for Ultra-Dense Millimeter Wave Het-

erogeneous Networks", IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking (under review).

J6. A. Asghar, U. Masood, H. Farooq and A. Imran, "Analysis and Comparison of

Deep Neural Network Based Outage Detection in Variable Noise Environments

and Sparse Network State Data", IEEE Transactions on Communication (under

review).
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J7. H. Farooq, A. Asghar and A. Imran, "Mobility Prediction based Proactive Dy-

namic Network Orchestration for Load balancing with QoS Constraint (OPERA)",

IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking (under review).

Conference Publications

C1. A. Asghar, H. Farooq, and A. Imran, "Concurrent CCO and LB Optimization in

Emerging HetNets: A Novel Solution and Comparative Analysis", in Proc. IEEE

PIMRC'18, Bologna, Italy, September 2018.

C2. A. Asghar, H. Farooq, and A. Imran, "A Novel Load-Aware Cell Association for Si-

multaneous Network Capacity and User QoS Optimization in Emerging HetNets",

in Proc. IEEE PIMRC'17, Montreal, Canada, pp. 1-7, October 2017.

C3. U. Masood, A. Asghar, A. Imran, and A. N. Mian, "Deep learning based detection

of sleeping cells in next generation cellular networks", in Proc. IEEE GLOBE-

COM'18, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 2018.

C4. H. Farooq, A. Asghar, and A. Imran, "Mobility Prediction empowered Proactive

Energy Saving Framework for 5G Ultra-Dense HetNets", accepted in Proc. IEEE

GLOBECOM'18, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 2018.

C5. A. Asghar, H. Farooq and A. Imran, "Outage Detection for Millimeter Wave Ultra-

Dense HetNets in High Fading Environments", (under review).

C6. H. Farooq, A. Asghar, and A. Imran, "Mobility Prediction based Proactive Dy-

namic Network Orchestration for QoS aware Load balancing", (under review).

1.7 Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive survey

of the state-of-the-art self-healing techniques for mobile cellular networks along with
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a summary of challenges they face, particularly in wake of emerging mobile cellular

network technologies. Based on the lessons learned from the challenges facing the state-

of-the-art outage detection solutions, chapter 3 presents an entropy �eld decomposition

based solution that is tailored for future networks. Chapter 4 presents another solu-

tion for outage detection that is based on deep neural networks which is able to detect

outages accurately even in networks with sparse coverage information. Leveraging the

lessons learned from the state-of-the-art solutions for partial outage prevention, chap-

ter 5 presents a comprehensive framework that employs data analytics, mathematical

analysis and machine learning techniques to avoid the issue of parametric miscon�gu-

ration while also obtaining the optimal parameter set for given network con�guration

and usage statistics. The chapter also presents a solution that leverages said frame-

work to optimize network coverage, capacity and load using cell transmission powers,

antenna tilts and cell individual o�sets, thus preventing partial outages due to their

miscon�guration. Finally, chapter 6 presents a conclusion of the work incorporated in

this dissertation and summarizes the future work that can be undertaken as a result of

the �ndings presented herein.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Survey of Self-Healing Techniques

As identi�ed in the introduction of this study, self-healing techniques for mobile cellular

networks can be broken down into two broad categories that is, 1) reactive, and 2)

proactive self-healing techniques. In this chapter, a comprehensive review of state-of-

the-art reactive self-healing techniques is presented. This includes detection, diagnosis

and compensation of both full and partial outages once they have occurred, as well as

proactive avoidance of partial outages.

However, before presenting a survey of self-healing solutions for mobile cellular networks,

a collection of key de�nitions is presented here that will enable the reader to quickly

comprehend the nuances of the techniques reviewed in this chapter.

2.1 Key Components of Self-Healing Techniques for Mobile Cellular Net-

works

The �ve core components that constitute the logical structure of these studies are: 1)

methodology, 2) network topology, 3) performance metrics, 4) control mechanism, and 5)

direction of control. Fig. 2.1 shows the taxonomical distribution of the studies included

in this chapter based on the self-healing framework and these core components.

2.1.1 Methodology

Each study presenting a solution for detection, diagnosis or compensation of outages

follows an underlying methodology. These can be split into three broad categories:

1) heuristic, 2) analytical and 3) learning based. Heuristic solutions follow a set of
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Fig. 2.1: Taxonomical Breakdown of Self-Healing Solutions
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pre-de�ned rules and are built upon intuition or prior knowledge gained from exist-

ing literature or experience. Two heuristic solutions commonly found in literature are

rule based algorithms, which follow a set of if-else rules, and frameworks, which mostly

consist of guidelines. Analytical solutions break down a given problem into its math-

ematical components which are then solved to achieve an optimal or close to optimal

solution. Analytical solution methodologies include techniques such as convex opti-

mization [30], non-convex optimization (such as pattern search [31], genetic algorithms

[32], simulated annealing [33]), multi-objective optimization [30], and game theory [34].

Learning based solutions are built on machine learning techniques popularized by the

�eld of computer science. These algorithms rely overwhelmingly on user and network

data and very little on expert knowledge [35]. Machine learning techniques are gen-

erally split into three overarching techniques [36, 37] that is, supervised, unsupervised

and reinforcement learning.

2.1.2 Network Topology

The term network topology is de�ned as the architecture or layout of the network in

terms of cell deployments. More speci�cally, network topology is used to describe the

tiered structure of the network. There are two main types of network topologies used in

literature. Homogeneous networks consist of only one tier of cells. These cells may be

only macro cells with large coverage areas or only small cells which have lower power,

and consequently lower coverage. Conversely, a combination of macro and small cells

forming a multi-tier cellular network is referred to as a heterogeneous network (HetNet).

While most studies on legacy mobile cellular networks employ homogeneous network

topology as the baseline, HetNets are quickly gaining popularity due to their �exibility

and their potential to achieve the goals set out for 5th generation and future cellular

networks [38].
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2.1.3 Performance Metrics

Performance metrics are the benchmark measurements used to evaluate network per-

formance and can be obtained from network entities and user-generated reports. The

solutions and algorithms presented in any study rely heavily on the choice of perfor-

mance metrics employed in the study to construct and evaluate them. The performance

metrics most relevant to studies on self-healing can be classi�ed under the umbrella

term network health.

Network health is a broad term used to describe the performance of the network in

terms of universally accepted KPIs such as Accessibility, Retainability and Mobility

[39]. Accessibility is the ability of subscribers to access the network resources for data

transmission and includes KPIs such as attach success rate, radio resource control setup

success rate, connection setup success rate, random access success rate etc. Retainability

is the ability of the network to carry a data session to its completion without drop and

is characterized by the session drop rate KPI. Mobility is the ability of the network to

allow successful transition of a subscriber from one cell to another with minimal impact

on services and is generally represented by handover attempt, success and failure rate

KPIs.

Additionally, measurements signifying network coverage including reference signal re-

ceived power (RSRP), and network quality including spectral e�ciency, signal-to-interference

and noise ratio (SINR), reference signal received quality (RSRQ), network and user data

throughput, channel quality indicators and data latency are also often employed in the

design and analysis of self-healing solutions.

2.1.4 Control Mechanism

Control mechanism is de�ned as the method of controlling SON solution functionality

and can be categorized by the following methods: 1) centralized, 2) distributed, and
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3) hybrid. Centralized control implies that the SON functions are controlled from one

central controller connected to every node in the network, whereas distributed control

implies that the control of SON functions resides within the network nodes. Hybrid

control is a combination of central and distributed control and implies that while some

SON functions may reside inside a centralized SON controller, other less computationally

heavy functions which do not directly impact neighboring nodes, can be distributed to

the nodes.

2.1.5 Direction of Control

Direction of control de�nes whether a SON function is designed to optimize the node-

to-user link, user-to-node link, or both. Solutions designed to optimize the node-to-user

link are downlink controlled, whereas the solutions optimizing the user-to-node link are

uplink controlled. Some solutions optimize both downlink and uplink and thus, o�er

bidirectional control of network performance.

2.2 Outage Detection in Cellular Mobile Networks

While the standardized self-healing framework [5] does present a roadmap to a fully

integrated self-healing framework, the precise inner workings of each component have

been deliberately left open-ended. This has allowed researchers and network equipment

manufacturers to come up with proprietary algorithms to suit the needs of evolving

mobile cellular networks. In this and the following sections the research done in each of

the self-healing framework components is described, beginning with a review of outage

detection techniques. The studies in this section are ordered based on the type of outage

and methodology employed within.
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2.2.1 Full Outage Detection in Mobile Cellular Networks

The following subsections describe techniques and methodologies proposed for full out-

age detection in mobile cellular networks. The studies included in this section have been

summarized in Table 2.1 in terms of techniques, network architectures, measurements

and tools used within them.

Table 2.1: Qualitative Comparison of Cell Outage Detection Algorithms

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Full
Outage
Detection

[40]
Heuristic Rule based

Homoge-
neous

Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality Central-

ized

DL

[41]
Accessbility,
Quality

[42]

Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Coverage

[45]
Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

UL/DL

[73] HetNet Coverage Hybrid

DL

[48]

Unsupervi-
sed Learn-
ing

Homoge-
neous

Accessibility,
Mobility,
Coverage Central-

ized[56] Coverage

[59,62,63,
66]

Mobility,
Coverage

[68]
Retainability,
Mobility

[54] Coverage Distrib-
uted

[71]
HetNet

Coverage Central-
ized[74] Retainability

[70] Coverage Hybrid

Heuristic Solutions for Full Outage Detection

Heuristic algorithms and frameworks for cell outage detection are heavily reliant on

pre-existing knowledge of domain experts which makes them extremely useful for de-
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ployment in existing mobile cellular networks. One such framework has been proposed

by Amirijoo et al. [40] which employs rule based decision tree algorithm for full out-

age detection in mobile cellular networks. The framework derives its rules from expert

knowledge to create full outage detection trigger thresholds for performance metrics

such as cell load, radio link failures, handover failures, user throughputs and cell cover-

age. A more comprehensive approach to rule based outage detection has been proposed

by Liao et al. [41] that uses variations in user performance metric distributions to detect

outages. The authors propose the construction of a weighted cost function composed of

channel quality indicator distribution, the time correlation of channel quality di�erential

and radio resource connection re-establishment requests. The cost function is treated as

a hypothesis of normal cell performance. A cell is considered in outage if its neighboring

cells fail this hypothesis that is, their targeted KPIs deviate from normal. The authors

demonstrate that, using measurements from cell edge users, the proposed algorithm can

detect neighbor cell outages almost instantaneously.

Learning based Solutions for Full Outage Detection

Beyond the heuristic methodologies of identifying outages in the network, machine

learning based algorithms have been the prevailing method for full outage detection

in research. Most of the studies on full outage detection that employ learning based

algorithms can be split into two categories that is, supervised learning techniques for

full outage detection solutions and unsupervised learning techniques for full outage de-

tection.

Supervised Learning Techniques for Full Outage Detection Supervised algo-

rithms are a popular choice in terms of full outage detection due to their reliance on

pre-classi�ed data. In the study by Mueller et al. [42], the authors have compared the

performance of a rule based heuristic algorithm against a decision tree algorithm [43]

and a linear discriminant binary classi�cation function [44] to identify complete cell
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outages. The algorithms use user reports containing downlink signal power measure-

ments to detect when a cell stops featuring in neighbor cell lists due to outage. The

results show that the expert system is faster but less successful in detecting neighbor cell

outages while the linear discriminant binary classi�cation function performs the best in

terms of true positive detection rate.

Another supervised learning approach for full outage detection is developing cell pro�les

for outage detection. Alias et al. [45] have proposed to develop performance pro�les of

cells in mobile cellular networks using hidden Markov chains [46] which track the state

progression of network nodes that undergo outages. The proposed framework requires

execution of controlled outages to build state pro�les using signal quality and signal

strength measurements of the outage a�ected cell and its neighbors. These measure-

ments are then used to identify cell performance in real-time to predict if a cell has

experienced an outage. The results show that the proposed approach can reach an

accuracy of up to 90% in low fading environments.

Since the idea of executing controlled outages to build cell pro�les may be prohibitive

for live mobile cellular networks, Szilágyi and Novaczki [47] have proposed to construct

default activity pro�les of cells using simulated network data to detect when a cell faces

an outage. The proposed algorithm uses level functions which continuously monitor

downlink signal metrics such as channel quality, call drop rate and handover timing

advance to detect when a cell falls below the acceptable threshold set by human experts.

The authors have demonstrated that the proposed approach can act in near-real time by

detecting outages within a few minutes of occurrence, which is a signi�cant improvement

over the detection time by human experts, especially in very large networks.

Unsupervised Learning Techniques for Full Outage Detection The unique

ability of unsupervised learning algorithms to cluster data into distinct groups without

any pre-classi�cation makes them highly popular in outage detection applications. A
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major application of unsupervised learning is the detection of cells that are in outage

but do not generate any alarms, otherwise known as sleeping cells. Detection of such

cells is not immediately possible manually due to the lack of alarms accompanying the

outage which makes their detection a highly useful application of unsupervised learning.

An extensive comparison of clustering algorithms for sleeping cell detection has been

presented by Chernov et al. [48] where they have compared the performance of k-Nearest

Neighbors (kNN) [49], self-organizing maps (SOM) [50], Local-Sensitive Hashing [51] and

Probabilistic Anomaly Detection. The authors use random access channel access failure

measurements in addition to the high-dimensional minimization-of-drive-test (MDT)

data [52] as input data for clustering algorithms. To compare the performance of in-

dividual clustering algorithms, receiver operating characteristics and precision-recall

curves are used. The results show that Probabilistic Anomaly Detection has the best

receiver operating characteristics out of the four algorithms and a higher precision-recall

curve compared to the other algorithms. Additionally, the authors have compared the

training time of the four clustering algorithms which shows that Local Sensitivity Hash-

ing has a training time of linear order, whereas Probabilistic Anomaly Detection takes

the least amount of time to detect sleeping cells compared to the other algorithms.

Another clustering algorithm, Dynamic A�nity Propagation [53], has been utilized for

sleeping cell detection by Ma et al. [54]. The proposed algorithm uses Dynamic A�nity

Propagation to calculate user clusters based on received power values of neighboring and

serving cells reported by users, while Silhouette index [55] is used as clustering quality

criterion to estimate the number of signi�cant user clusters. The resultant clustering

is mapped to physical data including user location to identify cells in outage. While

the approach clearly succeeds in identifying sleeping cells using simulated outages, it is

possible that in a live network, some users su�ering deep fade may be wrongly clustered.

Dimensionality Reduction for Unsupervised Learning While the above unsu-

pervised learning solutions have a high degree of accuracy, their computational cost is
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equally high because network and user data can have very high dimensions. In addition

to being resource hungry, the highly dimensional network and user data may cause in-

creased detection latency as well as over-�tting. As the implications of these caveats are

likely to surface in large scale real network, they are not exclusively addressed in above

studies that rely on simulated small-scale network and user population for performance

evaluation.

To tackle high dimensional network and user data, Chernogorov et al. [56] have proposed

to construct di�usion maps [57] of user handover attempts and successes data. These

di�usion maps are obtained through Eigen decomposition of Markov matrix obtained

from the di�usion maps of network and user data. The resulting low-dimensional data

are used to create cell coverage dominance maps which are then used to detect sleep-

ing cells through k-means clustering [58] of cells into normal and sleeping cell clusters.

Alternatively, Chernogorov et al. [59] have employed principal component analysis [60]

to reduce the dimensionality of network and user data. The lower dimension data are

then used to identify sleeping cell using the FindCBLOF algorithm [61] which separates

clusters of normal cells from sleeping cells. Although a direct comparison of the results

of the approaches in [56] and [59] has not been presented, the authors separately demon-

strate that the proposed algorithms in [56] and [59] can identify sleeping cells and the

a�ected neighboring cells as a result of the outage with high level of accuracy and also

quantify the impact of the outages in terms of failed handover and call events.

Alternatively, Zoha et al. [62, 63] have addressed the challenges posed by high dimen-

sionality through multi-dimensional scaling [64]. Multi-dimensional scaling allows easy

visualization of the high dimensional network and user data by translating them into

fewer dimensions using kernel transformations. This reduces the convergence time of

clustering algorithms. In [62], the resulting low dimensional data are passed to Local

Outlier Factor (LOF) [65] algorithm for sleeping cell identi�cation, whereas kNN and

LOF are compared with each other in [63]. It is observed that kNN outperforms LOF
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in terms of speed and reliability since LOF can sometimes misclassify normal cells.

The concepts from [62] and [63] are further extended by Zoha et al. [66] to include

comparison of LOF with One-class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) algorithm [67]

under di�erent shadowing scenarios. The results show that like kNN, OCSVM algorithm

also outperforms LOF. Since LOF is limited to identifying localized outliers to cell

clusters, the algorithm is prone to identifying normal cells as sleeping cells. This is

avoided in both kNN and OCSVM because of the global approach adopted by both

algorithms which only identi�es global outliers. However, OCSVM takes signi�cantly

longer to train compared to either k-NN or LOF algorithms.

Full Outage Detection in HetNets

In the studies described above, the target topology for outage detection was invariably

a homogeneous mobile cellular network of macro cells. Due to the large serving radii of

macro cells and high subscriber count associated with them, generating measurements

for full outage detection is not a primary concern.

What makes outage detection in HetNets di�erent than homogeneous net-

works? Cell outage detection in HetNets di�ers compared to homogeneous networks

due to the architectural di�erence between the two topologies. The low computational

ability of small cells, sparse network information due to fewer connected users and pro-

posed future 5th generation solutions such as network densi�cation means that outage

detection algorithms for HetNets must be designed separately. The in�uences of sparse

network data on outage detection algorithms plays an extremely important role in the

accuracy of the algorithm. Less data can mean less accurate outage detection and an

increase in false positive rate.

This fact is demonstrated by Chernov et al. [68] who compare the performance of several

learning based outage detection algorithms using radio link and handover failure metrics
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under di�erent subscriber density levels. The results demonstrate that as the number

of subscribers per cell, and consequently samples of performance metric report, starts

to decrease, the area under the curve of true positive rate plot decreases exponentially.

The authors also demonstrate that this result is true regardless of the outage detection

algorithm, which makes it a universal issue. Similar evidence is also implicit in the

results presented in [45, 62, 63, 66].

Outage Detection in Sparse Data Environment In a sparse data environment

such as a HetNet with control-data separation architecture [69], Onireti et al. [70, 71]

have proposed to use Grey �rst order one variable prediction model [72] to predict

downlink received power of the cell at locations where no such data are reported. Outage

detection is triggered when sudden changes in user associations are observed. The Grey

prediction model predicts the downlink received power of the cells if user associations

had remained the same. The predicted information is then compared to actual downlink

measurement reports to identify cells in outage. For this purpose, the authors use k-NN

and LOF algorithms with k-NN demonstrating higher prediction accuracy just as it did

for the case of homogeneous networks [63]. The choice of Grey prediction models in this

study stems from the fact that these models have been shown to have higher prediction

accuracy in sparse data environments compared to other prediction algorithms such as

linear regression.

The algorithm proposed by Wang et al. [73] also refers to a HetNet with control-data

separation and outages in small cells are detected through a comparison of predicted

versus actual measurements. Measurement prediction is made using collaborative �l-

tering where data collected during normal circumstances from highly correlated users

is used to generate predictions for normal cell performance. The predicted data is then

passed through sequential hypothesis testing which measures the likelihood of a hypoth-

esis being true and returns the hypothesis with maximum likelihood to be true that is,

whether a cell is in outage or not. The proposed algorithm is accurate nearly 75% of
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the time even in very low user density (1 user per 10000m2) and very high fading (8

dB).

Finally, Xue et al. [74] have proposed to use simulated radio link failure data of normal

and outage-hit cells to overcome the lack of data generated per cell in an ultra-dense

HetNet. The authors propose to use kNN clustering to detect outages in HetNets using

simulated outages in the network to train the algorithm.

2.2.2 Partial Outage Detection in Cellular Networks

Partial outage detection has historically been the domain of network optimization ex-

perts since, unlike full outage, KPI degradation generally does not generate network

alarms. Degradation of network performance can lead to poor user quality of experi-

ence and may go unnoticed not only because no alarms are generated, but also because

unlike full outage, the e�ect of partial outage may not manifest itself right away in the

form of customer complaints. Therefore, it is integral to include partial outage detection

in the autonomous self-healing framework. In this subsection recently proposed solu-

tions for partial outage detection in mobile cellular networks are discussed, while Table

2.2 presents a qualitative comparison of the studies included in this subsection. Before

presenting techniques for partial outage detection, it is clari�ed that the terms partial

outage and performance degradation are used interchangeably in this subsection.

Heuristic Solutions for Partial Outage Detection

Heuristic solutions leveraging large-scale network data for Partial Outage

Detection Karatepe and Zeydan [75] have proposed a heuristic rule based algorithm

for network miscon�guration detection due to its scalability and speed of operation

compared to learning based approaches especially when dealing with large-scale net-

work data. The authors deploy a Hadoop [76] based data processing cluster to process

large amounts of customer call detail record data which contain timestamps, handover
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Table 2.2: Qualitative Comparison of Partial Outage Detection Algorithms

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Partial
Outage
Detection

[75]

Heuristic

Rule based

Homoge-
neous

Mobility Central-
ized

DL
[78,84] Quality
[79] Retainability Distrib-

uted
UL

[77]

Framework

Accessibility,
Retainability,
Quality

Central-
ized

DL
[81] Quality

[82]
Retainability,
Mobility

[83]
Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

[86]

Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Retainability,
Quality

[87,88]

Accessibility,
Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

[91,93]

Unsupervi-
sed Learn-
ing

Quality

[95]

Accessibility,
Retainability,
Coverage,
Quality

DL/UL

[96] Quality Distrib-
uted

DL

[97]
Retainability,
Mobility Central-

ized
[102,104]

Accessibility,
Retainability

[105] Retainability
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attempts and successes, and all the cells a user is associated with during the call. After

data processing, the information is forwarded to a heuristic algorithm that matches user

location with the associated cells and returns any miscon�gurations observed during the

call. The authors claim that the proposed algorithm can detect miscon�gured cells over

82% of the time.

Similarly, Sha�q et al. [77] have proposed to compare cell pro�les during routine network

operation with performance during heavy tra�c situations to identify partial outages.

The authors use data from a large mobile cellular network operator to study the trend

of several network performance metrics including radio link setup failures, user counts,

dropped calls, blocked calls, data session count, data session duration and the average

time between consecutive data sessions of a user. The resulting time series pro�les of

cells during routine operation is compared with their operation during an unusual tra�c

activity period such as a sporting event. The authors demonstrate that if the normal

cell performance during routine operations is known, it is possible to predict the level of

cell performance degradation during non-routine events with a high degree of accuracy.

Comparative analysis based Heuristic solutions for Partial Outage Detec-

tion In order to facilitate partial outage detection through comparative analysis of

normal and degraded cell behavior, Novaczki and Szilagyi [78] propose construction of

faultless network performance pro�les by �tting network performance metrics such as

channel quality to a β-distribution. The detection algorithm compares the parameters

of real time cell performance distribution with the faultless performance distribution

parameters. In case the real-time parameters di�er from faultless pro�le parameters by

a threshold decided by experts, the cell is considered to be su�ering partial outage.

Comparison of time-series distribution has also been explored by D'Alconzo et al. [79]

who propose to construct univariate probability distribution functions of performance

metrics including number of synchronization packets and number of distinct network
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addresses contacted. The baseline distribution functions are constructed for di�erent

temporal resolutions to avoid false detections. The approach in [79] di�ers from that

in [78] since the proposal is to identify partial outages using the Kullback-Leibler di-

vergence [80] or relative entropy of current behavior distribution from baseline behavior

distribution, while the behavior distribution modeling is not limited to β-distributions.

Correlational comparison of time-series is an alternative methodology of comparative

analysis based techniques for partial outage detection. An example of correlational com-

parison has been presented by Asghar et al. [81] who have proposed to utilize Pearson's

correlation factor to match cells based on cell load estimated through the number of

active users associated with the cell. The algorithm states that if a cell falls below

an arbitrary correlation threshold with multiple cells with which it was previously well

correlated, it is considered to be degraded. The authors demonstrate that not only

is the proposed method e�ective for detecting slow partial outages, it is also e�ective

for full outage detection. However, the performance of this algorithm is highly depen-

dent on correlated cells that is, if multiple correlated cells su�er same degradation, it

may go undetected. To avoid this pitfall, Muñoz et al. [82] have proposed to correlate

successful handover count and call drop count time series of a cell with a synthesized

data series that represent partial outage and a reference data series of the cell itself

during normal behavior as a preventive measure for false �ags. High correlation with

synthesized data and low correlation with reference data signi�es partial outage. The

authors advocate use of time-series correlations over cumulative data correlations since

cumulative correlation may hide any short-term degradations in cell performance. How-

ever, time-series correlation requires higher and faster computations especially if more

performance metrics are included in the comparison process.

Other heuristic solutions for Partial Outage Detection In their work on partial

outage detection, Sanchez-Gonzalez et al. [83] propose a decision tree based solution to

identify partial outages in a mobile cellular network. The proposed algorithm applies
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a set of expert-de�ned rules separating normal and degraded behavior on the uplink

and downlink received power measurements, handover failures, and radio link failures

to categorize the performance of each cell. If a cell fails said rules, it is considered to be

in partial outage and diagnostic functions are initiated. The solution is validated using

real-network data where it is able to e�ectively identify the degraded cells.

Merging heuristic and learning based methodologies, Kumpulainen et al. [84] have pro-

posed a hybrid solution for partial outage detection. The proposed solution evaluates

channel quality measurements of a cell over one day and categorizes the quality sam-

ples as good, medium and bad based on a heuristic algorithm developed using expert

knowledge. Additionally, the solution utilizes fuzzy C-means clustering [85] to generate

cell clusters based on the commonality of their pro�les in terms of channel quality data

distribution over a day [84, Fig. 7]. Based on the similarity of channel quality mea-

surement distribution of a cell over a day with fuzzy clusters, the solution decides if it

is degraded. The authors have demonstrated that the proposed solution can not only

identify degraded cell performance but also the amount of time it spends as degraded.

However, scalability of the solution requires further investigation since the proposed

approach is limited to evaluation of one performance metric over a period of a whole

day.

Learning based Solutions for Partial Outage Detection

One of the application areas of machine learning is the estimation of network reliability

explored by Sattiraju et al. [86]. The authors capture long-term reliability data such as

link availability and apply semi-Markov transition process to construct renewal models

for normal and degraded network link states. Link reliability is de�ned as the amount

of time network links spend in normal states and two transition actions that is, failure

and repair exist in the network. The authors �nd that lower reliability states are highly

absorbing states that is, once a link is su�ciently degraded, its recovery probability
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approaches zero.

Ciocarlie et al. [87], have also explored the feasibility of deploying time-series averaging

based anomaly detection algorithms over variable window lengths. However, unlike the

heuristic approaches presented in [78] and [79], the proposed algorithm uses autoregres-

sive integrated moving average to compute predicted KPI values for a cell which are

then compared with an ensemble of models for di�erent unspeci�ed KPIs. The authors

propose to construct normal and anomalous KPI models using di�erent techniques in-

cluding empirical cumulative distribution function and SVM with radial basis function

kernel. The proposed solution is validated against human experts using visualization

tools. Results show that while the proposed approach is able to accurately predict a

partial outage, the detection delay between outage occurring and being detected was

never less than �ve hours. Another important concern raised by the authors is the expo-

nential training time of the machine learning algorithms which can make the proposed

methodology prohibitive in live networks. The authors have provided further re�nement

of this approach in [88] by including the utilization of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [89]

to identify the sliding window size for data streams used to train the SVM models.

Another key distinction of [88] over [87] is that the authors use seasonal trend decom-

position based on Loess [90] to identify and remove outliers from the original training

data to create true performance models.

A key commonality among [78, 79, 87, 88] is the use of individual data streams for

input to outage detection algorithms. However, Barreto et al. [91] postulate that using

single variable data streams for anomaly detection, though simple, is not always e�ec-

tive. Therefore, the authors have proposed a joint neural network that takes univariate

and multivariate data containing channel quality measurements, tra�c loads and user

throughputs from the network as inputs to generate global and local network perfor-

mance pro�les which are used to detect anomalous cells via percentile based con�dence

intervals computed over global and local network pro�les. The authors demonstrate
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the e�cacy of training a multivariate neural algorithm by presenting a comparison with

a single-threshold neural algorithm using several neural network based algorithms in-

cluding winner-take-all, frequency sensitive competitive learning [92], SOM and neural

gas algorithm. Results show that the proposed multivariate partial outage detection

algorithm consistently outperforms single-threshold method in terms of false positive

alarm rate by 0.6% to over 5.5%.

Frota et al. [93] have presented an extension to the work in [91] where the authors com-

bine the originally proposed multivariate neural networks with Gaussian distribution

based SOM clustering algorithm to create a partial outage detection algorithm. The

authors use network core tra�c statistics to train the Gaussian distribution based SOM

clustering algorithm which is compared with multivariate heuristic anomaly detection

methods. It is demonstrated that the proposed technique can lower false partial out-

age detection rate by nearly 30% when trained over 10% of dataset compared to the

algorithm proposed in [94] for fault diagnosis in rotating machines. However, the so-

lution proposed in [93] builds on an underlying assumption that network performance

metrics such as user count, throughput, noise levels and interference levels are normally

distributed which may not hold always true in typical real networks.

Partial Outage Detection using Self-Organizing Maps Self-Organizing Maps

are a popular neural networks based clustering technique. SOMs work by projecting

input vectors of large size onto a 2-dimensional space using weights obtained by train-

ing the underlying neural network. A number of studies have proposed SOM based

algorithms for partial outage detection including [91, 93, 95, 96, 97].

As already discussed, Barreto et al. [91] and Frota et al. [93] have used SOMs for

comparison based partial outage detection. On the other hand Lehtimäki and Raivio

[95] harness the capability of SOMs to arrange similar input vectors of network mea-

surements including call request blocking, tra�c channel availability, channel quality,
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voice call tra�c, and uplink/downlink signal strength together. The authors use this

arrangement to identify cells with partial outage through k-means clustering algorithm.

The proposed scheme is compared with principal component analysis and independent

component analysis [98] to detect partial outages in control signaling and tra�c chan-

nel statistics of a real 2G network. Results show that SOM and principal component

analysis performed equally well while outperforming independent component analysis.

Kumpulainen and Hätönen [96] also use SOM based clustering to detect localized partial

outages compared to the general global partial outage detection models. The proposed

algorithm �rst creates SOM which is then used to identify best matching units for each

node in the map and distance (quantization error) between the two units is calculated.

A cell is considered in partial outage if its best matching unit is also in outage and the

distance between the two is less than a pre-de�ned threshold. The authors compare the

usage of local partial outage detection model using SOM with Gaussian Mixture Models

and k-means clustering with results showing that the local anomaly detection scheme

not only detects all the outages but also whenever the activity level of a cell changes.

Gómez-Andrades et al. [97] employ a similar approach to [96] in their work where SOM

is used to arrange the cells based on signal strength, quality, call drop and handover

failure metrics, and then clustered using Ward's hierarchical clustering [99]. The authors

use the Davies-Bouldin index [100] and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [101] to set the

number of clusters to be created in the SOM. The clusters are labeled as normal or

faulty based on expert knowledge. A comparison of the proposed methodology with a

rule based algorithm and a Bayesian network classi�er shows that the proposed approach

outperforms them by 31% and 12% respectively.

Partial Outage Detection using clustering techniques Apart from SOMs, other

unsupervised clustering technique such as k-means, density based and hierarchical clus-

tering, topic modeling and LOF clustering have also been explored in literature for
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partial outage detection. Rezaei et al. [102] have presented a comparison of several su-

pervised partial outage detection schemes in a 2G network. The study uses input data

including call blocking and drops, as well as signal quality measurements. Classi�ca-

tion techniques explored by the authors for partial outage detection include chi-squared

automatic interaction detection [103], quick unbiased e�cient statistical tree, Bayesian

networks, SVM, and classi�cation and regression trees. The authors �nd that SVM

has the best detection rate among supervised learning techniques (94%) but requires

from longer training time while quick unbiased e�cient statistical tree has the shortest

training time with relatively high accuracy (93%).

Ciocarlie et al. [104] use topic modeling to detect partial outages in a cellular network.

The method resembles other clustering techniques with the di�erence that it assigns

a probability to the presence of commonality within the cluster of cells. Once the

clusters have been developed, the framework uses domain knowledge to identify which

cluster represents anomalous behavior. The approach is tested on real-network data with

veri�cation of results performed using visual analysis of data by experts. Alternatively,

Dandan et al. [105] have used kernel based LOF anomaly detection which is simply LOF

with kernel based distance calculation. The authors propose using kernel based LOF

to identify cells in partial outage by associating a degree of anomaly to each cell in a

density map for LOF based on kernel Gaussian distance. Normal cells are characterized

by having a kGD of 1 and any cells with kernel Gaussian distance above are outliers.

The authors also suggest that kernel based LOF can better deal with non-uniform

distributions of cells in real datasets compared to typical LOF algorithm. The proposed

method has a 91% success rate in detecting outages compared to 70% for normal LOF.

2.2.3 Summary and Insights

Outage detection is one of the most labor intensive process in a mobile cellular network.

Researchers have devoted a lot of attention to autonomous full and partial outage detec-
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tion solutions. Majority of these solutions attempt to detect outages based on coverage

metrics such as received signal strength. For outage detection in future 5th generation

networks with millimeter wave cell deployment, researchers will need to consider addi-

tional metrics. This is because millimeter wave cells have a very high pathloss leading

to natural loss of coverage even at a distance of a few hundred meters [106]. A challenge

for future studies is to come up with solutions that can detect outages in spite of the

coverage limitations of millimeter wave cells.

A common theme among the studies for full and partial outage detection is the growing

use of machine learning techniques in general, and unsupervised clustering techniques

in particular, for outage detection. This reduces the chances of outages due to uncon-

ventional reasons, such as weather anomalies, to be missed. This is not the case for

heuristic and supervised machine learning based solutions since they are only trained

to look for evidence of outage based on human expert knowledge. This does not mean

that unsupervised learning solutions for outage detection can become industry standard

as is. Some of the major issues concerning unsupervised learning solutions include:

1 Machine learning techniques in general are prone to errors due to noise in the

recorded dataset, as demonstrated in [45, 62, 63, 66]. This means that unsuper-

vised learning solutions deployed for outage detection in areas with high shadowing

and multipaths, such as metro hubs, can result in higher false negatives. Future

solutions for outage detection must address this issue before they can become

practically viable.

2 Majority of techniques for outage detection discussed above only consider spatial

data for outage detection purposes. This means that the KPI data used for outage

detection is gathered over a set of spatial points representing user locations for one

time instance. Therefore, outages detected by these solutions are instantaneous.

This raises the issue of outages that are extremely short-lived, have little impact

on subscriber quality of experience, and may be gone by the time they can be
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compensated. To address this issue, future solutions for outage detection must

consider the temporal dimension as well as the spatial dimension of user reported

data to di�erentiate between temporary and long-term outages.

3 Most of the approaches for outage detection reviewed above require a secondary

analysis by human expert to con�rm the existence of the outage which can add

some delay before outage compensation is triggered. This can be an issue in 5th

generation networks where low latency and high quality of experience requirements

mean that the outages would have to be detected and compensated as quickly as

possible.

In addition to addressing the above issues, future studies for outage detection must

also incorporate the e�ects of millimeter wave propagation and capacity enhancement

solutions such as massive MIMO. Additionally, detecting partial outages in massive

MIMO cells such as failure of some beams will also need to be addressed. Based on the

review of existing literature, there are no current studies that expressly include either

of these two features which makes them prime candidates for future research in outage

detection.

2.3 Outage Diagnosis in Cellular Mobile Networks

Once a network outage (full or partial) is detected, the next phase is to diagnose the

underlying cause of the outage. In this section, the literature on Outage Diagnosis is

analyzed. Some full outages can trigger fault alarms, thus eliminating the need for full

outage detection in those particular cases. However, the exact cause of the failure still

needs to be diagnosed. Conversely, the key di�culty in diagnosis with partial outage

is the lack of fault alarms associated with the anomalies which makes their diagnosis

more di�cult, thus requiring sophisticated diagnostic techniques. Table 2.3 provides the

qualitative comparison of studies describing full and partial outage diagnosis techniques.
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Table 2.3: Qualitative Comparison of Outage Diagnosis Algorithms

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Full
Outage
Diagnosis

[47] Heuristic Rule based

Homoge-
neous

Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

Central-
ized

UL/DL

[107]

Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Accessibility,
Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

[108,110] Retainability

DL

[102]
Unsupervi-
sed Learn-
ing

Accessibility,
Retainability

Partial
Outage
Diagnosis

[77] Heuristic Framework
Accessibility,
Retainability,
Quality

[104]

Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Accessibility,
Retainability

[114]

Accessibility,
Retainability,
Mobility,
Quality

[115] Retainability

[97] Unsupervi-
sed Learn-
ing

Retainability,
Mobility

[116] Quality UL

2.3.1 Diagnosis of Full Outages in Cellular Networks

A starting point towards full outage diagnosis is building the knowledge-base of possible

faults. A quite extensive description of standard faults in cellular networks has been

presented in [9] which are applicable to 2G, 3G and 4G networks. The standard docu-

mentation also provides alarm descriptions for faults associated with hardware failure,

software failure, functionality failure or any other faults that cause the network node to

stop performing its routine operations. However, outage diagnostics have remained in

the domain of human experts who use their knowledge to identify outage causes. While

this method is e�ective, it cannot remain as the method of choice going forward towards

ultra-dense networks.
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To this end, some studies have proposed techniques combining expert knowledge with

mobile cellular network data to create autonomous outage diagnosis algorithms. One

such approach has been demonstrated by Szilágyi and Novaczki [47] which utilizes expert

knowledge to create targets for network performance such as channel quality, dropped

calls and handover failures. The solution uses weighted sums of the di�erence of actual

KPI value to the target value to calculate a diagnostic score. The algorithm then uses

expert knowledge to associate a range of scores with di�erent fault causes to complete

the diagnosis process. The proposed technique is validated using real data, with results

showing that the algorithm was able to diagnose each outage correctly.

Learning based solutions for Full Outage Diagnosis

Solutions for outage diagnosis using stationary KPI targets derived from expert knowl-

edge can become obsolete quickly in the face of changing network dynamics. Khanafer

et al. [107] argue this point and propose an alternate learning based solution using Naïve

Bayes Classi�er (NBC) to predict possible causes of hardware faults and KPI degra-

dations in the network given the symptoms (failures). The algorithm uses discretized

value ranges for various KPIs including blocked calls, dropped calls, connection request

failures, and HO failures to indicate normal and faulty performance states. The authors

compare two di�erent techniques of KPI value discretization namely percentile based

discretization and entropy minimization discretization. Results show that outage di-

agnoses are over 10% more accurate when entropy minimization discretization is used

compared to percentile based discretization.

Barco et al. [108] compare the performance of a NBC for outage diagnosis with a mod-

i�ed NBC which assumes the independence of causal in�uence [109]. The two methods

are compared using data from a live network containing faults such as call drops, han-

dover failures and call blocking with results showing modi�ed NBC to be more e�cient

in terms of simplicity with the same level of accuracy as regular NBC. However, in
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order for modi�ed NBC to diagnose outages accurately, it needs knowledge of prior KPI

distributions in the event of an outage. Barco et al. [110] have discussed the process

of developing this knowledge using a knowledge acquisition tool. The tool combines

past diagnoses performed by experts with fault data from the mobile cellular network.

The tool takes faults such as high network congestion or high call drops, possible causes

such as high interference, observed performance metrics at the time of the fault such

as handovers due to high interference, and cell parameter settings. Combining this

information, the tool outputs the prior probabilities of di�erent diagnoses.

Unlike other techniques for full outage diagnosis, Rezaei et al. [102] propose to use un-

supervised clustering techniques for fault diagnosis and present a comparison of several

such techniques including expectation minimization, density based spatial clustering of

applications with noise [111], agglomerative hierarchical clustering [112], X-means and

k-means clustering. The authors use clustering algorithms to split cells based on their

call drops and blocking values. Diagnosis is done by comparing cells in clusters to faulty

cells with known diagnosis. Validation is done using expert knowledge to con�rm the

result of fault diagnosis through clustering. The clustering results are veri�ed using

the Silhouette Coe�cient [113] and show that expectation minimization is the most

successful technique in terms of data clustering with clearest cluster divisions between

di�erent sets of faulty cells.

2.3.2 Partial Outage Diagnosis in Cellular Networks

Diagnostic techniques are primarily needed in mobile cellular network for performance

degradations scenarios that is, partial outages which generally do not generate any

alarms. The operators can de�ne thresholds for KPI values to generate customized

alarms; however, apart from being useful only for KPI degradation detection, this tech-

nique cannot help in diagnosis or root cause analysis. For this reason, partial outage

diagnosis carries great importance in autonomous self-healing solutions for SON.
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Sha�q et al. [77] have presented an analysis of real-time measurements from some cells

of a large mobile cellular network before, during and after two abnormally high tra�c

events. The results have been used to present heuristic detection and diagnosis schemes

for network congestion and dropped calls during such events along with suggestions on

how to rectify these problems. The authors analyze network performance measurement

for call connections, link performance and data service performances, and suggest that

major issues in terms of call drops and congestion occur when users access the network

without coordination. While this would not pose problems during routine network

operations since the network is designed to handle such tra�c, it becomes an issue

during major events or gatherings if additional capacity is not deployed. The analysis

presented in the paper solely relies on expert knowledge to derive diagnostic inferences

from the real data.

Partial Outage Diagnosis using Learning based Techniques

Other than heuristic techniques, learning based techniques have also been exploited in

literature [97, 104, 114, 115, 116] for KPI degradation diagnosis.

Supervised Learning Techniques for Partial Outage Diagnosis Ciocarlie et al.

[104] propose to use Markov Logic Networks and Principal Component Analysis to

diagnose weather-related and parameter miscon�guration-related partial outages from

real network data. The proposed technique generates clusters of degraded cells using

Principal Component Analysis which are then passed through a Markov Logic Network

for diagnosis. The Markov Logic Network generates a sequence of events that would

lead to a degradation in call drop rate, throughput or handover failures, thus leading to

the diagnosis. Weights for each sequence of events in the Markov Logic Network leading

to a diagnosis are initialized using expert knowledge and updated with each successful

and unsuccessful diagnosis. The diagnostic results of the proposed approach have been
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validated against expert diagnoses. The proposed approach also relies heavily on expert

knowledge to generate the event sequences used in the Markov Logic Networks.

Barco et al. [114] present a comparison of the impact of continuous versus discretized

data models for auto-diagnostic systems in cellular network using Bayesian network clas-

si�er. The authors use β-distributions to construct continuous models from KPI data

streams, and selective entropy minimization discretization [117] to construct discrete

KPI models. The study uses dropped call rate, blocked call rate, handover blocking,

throughput, and active neighbor set update rate KPIs to generate probability of degra-

dation in the network given a set of symptomatic KPI distributions. The results show

that continuous models exhibit nearly 10% higher diagnosis accuracy when the train-

ing set size is su�ciently large (∼2000 examples) while the discrete models are more

accurate (∼20%) when the training data are sparse (∼50 examples).

The results from [114] have been used by Barco et al. [115] to propose a hybrid KPI

modeling methodology called Smoothed Bayesian Networks which can decrease the sen-

sitivity of diagnosis accuracy to imprecision in the model parameters. The posterior

probabilities of the causes follow a smoother transition near the boundaries between

states given their related symptoms in Smoothed Bayesian Networks than in traditional

Bayesian networks. The authors compare the accuracy of diagnoses for both Smoothed

Bayesian Networks and Discrete Bayesian Networks on real network data for diagnosis

of call drop rate. The results suggest that Smoothed Bayesian Networks perform better

by almost 10% when there was a certain degree of inaccuracy in the model brought

about by sparseness in data. However, Discrete Bayesian Networks perform better on

a larger dataset resulting in a more accurate KPI model.

Unsupervised Learning Based Solutions for Partial Outage Diagnosis SOMs

have been used frequently not only to detect KPI degradations [93, 95, 96, 97], but also to

diagnose them [97, 116]. Gómez-Andrades et al. [97] have used SOM based clustering
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cell in 4G networks based on call drop rate, channel interference, handover failures,

received signal strength, channel quality, and throughput to diagnose the possible cause

of performance degradations in the eNBs. The clustering algorithm arranges cells based

on their degree of association with other degraded cells by �nding the best matching

unit for each cell. If a cell is experiencing KPI degradations, it will be clustered with

pre-existing degraded cells with known diagnosis. The authors demonstrate that the

proposed scheme can outperform rule based algorithms and Bayesian Network Classi�ers

by ∼32% and ∼12% respectively but takes longer to train compared to the other two

techniques. Laiho et al. [116] have proposed a similar solution to diagnose degradations

in channel quality and frame error rate in 3G networks with the exception that the cells

are clustered using k-means clustering. Cells are diagnosed by taking the diagnosis of

the nearest known degraded cell and the results are validated using real-network data

and comparing expert diagnoses with the diagnoses generated by the technique.

2.3.3 Summary and Insights

Outage diagnosis is a relatively under-explored aspect of self-healing in mobile cellu-

lar networks compared to outage detection and compensation techniques. Part of the

reason for this are the standardized fault and alarm codes that are automatically gen-

erated in the event of a full outage due to hardware/software failure. However, no such

standardized diagnostics exist for partial outages. This is because the same partial out-

age may be caused by two di�erent sets of circumstances. For this reason, majority of

studies on outage diagnosis use supervised learning solutions such as Bayesian networks

and Markov logic networks which can associate a probability with each known cause

leading to an outage. However, the use of such solutions can be challenging in practical

networks since training them would require constructing a database of every root cause

resulting in an outage.

To address this issue, future studies on outage diagnosis should focus on how this
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database of root causes can be created without creating arti�cial outages. In addition,

causes of full and partial outages in future 5th generation networks with millimeter wave

cells, massive MIMO and ultra-dense cell deployment must also be explored since they

are an uncharted territory as yet.

2.4 Outage Compensation in Cellular Mobile Networks

Outage compensation forms the core element of the self-healing framework; therefore,

it is no surprise that, among the three components of self-healing, outage compensation

has received the most attention from the research community. Compensation actions

and algorithms are designed speci�cally to provide temporary service to users in case

of a full outage or partial outage since both events are not immediately recoverable.

While detection and diagnosis of full outage and partial outage in a mobile cellular

network require di�erent methodologies, compensatory actions for both events involve

similar techniques. The majority of studies on compensation algorithms are presented

as a solution for full outage but lend themselves seamlessly to compensation for partial

outages.

The key principle of outage compensation is to leverage resources from neighboring cells

of outage-a�ected cells to provide temporary services in a�ected area. These resources

include cell bandwidth and user associations which can be modi�ed using primary pa-

rameters such as cell/user equipment transmit powers, and antenna parameters as well

as secondary parameters such as neighbor lists and cell selection parameters [40]. In the

following subsections, compensation algorithms are presented based on the optimization

objective with description of their methodology of optimization along with parameters

of choice and other taxonomically signi�cant insights.
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2.4.1 Coverage Area Optimization for Outage Compensation

One of the key consequences of network outages and KPI degradations is the loss of

network coverage near e�ected network entity. Several studies [66, 71, 118, 119, 120,

121, 122] have presented outage compensation algorithms that focus on coverage opti-

mization. A list of these studies along with their proposed techniques is presented in

Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Qualitative Comparison of Coverage Optimization Algorithms for Compensation

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Coverage
Optimiza-
tion

[118]
Heuristic Framework

Homoge-
neous

Retainability,
Coverage,
Quality

Central-
ized

DL

[119]
Coverage,
Quality

UL/DL

[120]
Coverage,
Quality

DL

[121] Analytic-
al

Non-convex
Optimiza-
tion

Coverage,
Quality

UL/DL

[122]
DL

[66] Learning
Based

Reinforce-
ment
Learning

Coverage

[71] HetNet

Choosing the right neighboring cells, optimization parameters, and recovery

action

Choice of neighboring cells, optimization parameters, and recovery action plays an im-

portant role in the e�ectiveness of an outage compensation solution and has been inves-

tigated in [118], [119], and [120] respectively. The self-healing framework proposed by

Asghar et al. [118] de�nes an outage compensation algorithm that uses received power
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measurements from users of outage-a�ected cell to create coverage polygons for neigh-

boring cells. The algorithm then iterates through di�erent antenna con�gurations of key

neighboring cells with potential coverage overlap to outage cell until coverage constraints

of all users are met. Additionally, the algorithm monitors downlink throughputs and

radio link failures of the neighboring cells to benchmark network recovery. A demon-

stration of the algorithm by the authors on real network outages shows it can e�ectively

compensate for outages within 2 hours of their occurrence.

The outage compensation framework proposed by Amirijoo et al. [119] compares com-

pensation potential of di�erent control parameters suggested in [40] that is, reference

signal power, uplink target received power level P0 and antenna tilt in mitigating outage-

induced performance degradations. An iterative algorithm is used to update the param-

eters of neighboring cells and their results are benchmarked. Results in terms of cell

coverage and user throughput indicate that uplink target received power level P0 and

antenna tilt are the most e�ective parameters for improving coverage, while P0 is most

e�ective for improving throughput.

Frenzel et al. [120] discuss choice of optimal recover action based on three inputs that

is, the probability of e�ectiveness of a solution which depends on the outage cause,

the preference of the network operator for a recovery action, and the preference of the

network operator for a degradation resolution. The authors propose a weighted-sum

function which returns the cost of selecting a solution, action and resolution tuple. The

proposed framework is �exible to changing network technology as more tuples can be

added for future networks; however, the determination of probabilities and preferences

requires manual input by experts.

Non-convex Coverage Optimization Techniques for Outage Compensation

Several studies have explored the use of non-convex optimization methods for outage

compensation based on the analysis that in a large network with a diverse set of op-
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timization parameters, outage compensation can be a NP-hard non-convex problem.

Conversion of the outage compensation problem into a convex problem requires too

many generalizations and assumptions which can make the result unsuitable for prac-

tical implementation. Jiang et al. [121] and Wenjing et al. [122] base their solutions

on this premise and use non-convex optimization techniques to solve the problem of

coverage optimization.

Jiang et al. [121] have proposed a cost function minimization approach which uses

weighted sum of downlink channel quality and received signal strength. The authors

state that the problem is a large scale non-convex optimization problem. Outage com-

pensation is carried out by calculating the optimal uplink target received power P0 using

a non-convex optimization technique called immune algorithm [123] for cost function

maximization. The authors show that the immune algorithm improves both coverage

and channel quality after optimization and can converge in a very short time period.

The results, compared against two other techniques [124], [125], show that the proposed

methodology can signi�cantly improve coverage post-optimization by 10% without sig-

ni�cantly sacri�cing cell edge throughput. However, it is observed that the immune

algorithm is highly sensitive to initial parameters that is, it may not be able to escape

the infeasible solution set if initial parameters are not set correctly.

Similarly, Wenjing et al. [122] propose that the minimization of coverage holes and pilot

pollution using downlink pilot powers of neighboring cells for outage compensation is

also a non-convex problem. In this study, the authors propose to use a non-convex

optimization technique called particle swarm algorithm [126]. Results on the analysis

of the algorithm indicate that it is highly e�cient in terms of execution time while also

recovering over 98% of the coverage area in terms of signal strength without signi�cantly

degrading link quality. However, like immune algorithm, the particle swarm algorithm

is also highly dependent on initialization parameters for convergence.
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Learning based Coverage Optimization Solutions for Outage Compensation

Examples of learning based algorithms for outage detection and diagnosis covered in

the previous sections mostly employed classi�cation and clustering techniques. How-

ever, reinforcement learning [37] represents the most e�ective learning based solution

for outage compensation algorithms, primarily due to its ability to identify maximum

reward strategies over a learning period. One reinforcement learning based solution for

outage compensation has been proposed by Zoha et al. [66] within a complete learning

based self-healing framework. The outage compensation component of the framework

is built upon fuzzy-logic based reinforcement learning which adjusts antenna tilts and

cell transmit powers to achieve the desirable compensated performance in terms of cell

coverage. The compensation algorithm makes incremental or decremental step changes

in optimization parameters after an outage using exploration of new rewards or ex-

ploitation of past rewards. The resulting network state from the reinforcement learning

database is interpreted through the fuzzy-logic regulator as better or worse than the pre-

vious state which then dictates the next step of the reinforcement learning algorithm.

The authors demonstrate that the proposed solution can improve post-outage cell edge

coverage by 5 dB while also helping to regain mean data rate to pre-outage levels.

A similar approach to [66] has been presented by Onireti et al. [71] for heterogeneous

networks with the di�erence that the fuzzy logic component has been replaced with

an actor-critic module for enabling reinforcement learning. The actor-critic module

executes an exploratory or exploitative actions such as changing antenna tilt or transmit

power of a neighboring cell based on probability of reward learned over time. The critic

then evaluates the reward associated with the action taken and updates past rewards

and probabilities. The solution is compared against the one presented in [66] with

results showing it improves cell coverage and channel quality, particularly for cell edge

users, and brings them closer to pre-outage levels.
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Table 2.5: Qualitative Comparison of SINR Optimization Algorithms for Compensation

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

SINR
Optimiz-
ation

[124]
Heuristic Rule Based

Homoge-
neous

Coverage,
Quality

Central-
ized

UL/DL

[127]
HetNet

Quality

Distrib-
uted

DL
[128] Analytic-

al

Convex
Optimiza-
tion

[129]
Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Central-
ized

[130] Homoge-
neous

Distrib-
uted

2.4.2 SINR Optimization for Outage Compensation

A secondary consequence of outage compensation can be the degradation of SINR of

existing users in neighboring cells due to parameter recon�guration. Therefore, some

studies [124, 127, 128, 129, 130] use SINR as the objective to be optimized while includ-

ing the existing and outage-a�ected users into the optimization process. This allows

them to avoid or minimize the degradation of SINR in areas not a�ected by outage.

Table 2.5 lists a qualitative comparison of the studies targeting SINR optimization for

outage compensation.

Heuristic SINR Optimization Solutions for Outage Compensation

Wang et al. [127] present a distributed heuristic outage compensation algorithm for

SINR optimization in HetNets. The proposed algorithm minimizes the number of neigh-

boring cells to be recon�gured to achieve desired post-outage SINR. This is done by

calculating an inner group of femtocells that can recover the outage-a�ected femtocell

through recon�guration of transmit powers, and by creating a second outer group of
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femtocells beyond which no further outage compensation actions can be propagated to

prevent the e�ects of recon�gurations from rippling outwards. The authors demonstrate

that the proposed technique requires fewer neighboring cells for SINR optimization com-

pared to other solutions such as [131] while also reducing the number of cells with neg-

ative di�erential SINR compared to pre-outage values. However, the authors also show

that as the density of the mobile cellular network increases, the grouping algorithms

takes longer to converge.

While the solution in [127] endeavors to �nd the optimal set of compensating neigh-

bors, the solution put forth by Amirijoo et al. [124] focuses on optimization parameters

of the neighboring cells for outage compensation. The algorithm iterates through val-

ues of uplink target received power P0 and the antenna tilts of neighboring cells in a

homogeneous network. The optimal set is obtained when cell coverage can no longer

be improved without a�ecting SINR. Results indicate that the algorithm can regain

pre-outage SINR and coverage values in low network load scenario. Moreover, the

compensation potential of the solution in terms of SINR improves as the network load

decreases while quality degradation is most visible for high and medium loads.

Convex SINR Optimization Solution for Outage Compensation

Lee et al. [132] present an outage compensation solution using the concept of collabo-

rative resource allocation strategy. The solution is based on reallocation of dedicated

bandwidth called Healing Channels (HCs) to provide physical channel resources to users

a�ected by an outage. The concept has been used in associated studies for outage com-

pensation, such as the one by Lee et al. [128] who use a fairness-aware collaborative

resource allocation algorithm with the objective of maximizing the sum of logarithmic

user rates. The maximization process guarantees user fairness in terms of resource allo-

cation while maximizing user throughput which is directly related to bandwidth and user

SINR. Use of log-rate removes the possibility of outage facing users not being allocated
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any resources and ensures that the rate maximization algorithm treats all users fairly.

The proposed scheme is compared with a number of competing resource allocation solu-

tions for outage compensation including regular collaborative resource allocation [128],

non-cooperative resource allocation, and the outage compensation solution for wireless

sensor networks proposed in [133]. Results show that even though regular collabora-

tive resource allocation o�ers nearly 10% more mean throughput gains, those gains are

overshadowed by large disparity between maximum and minimum throughput levels.

On the other hand the fairness aware-collaborative resource allocation algorithm o�ers

a fairer throughput distribution between users.

Learning based SINR Optimization Algorithms for Outage Compensation

Saeed et al. [129], and Moysen and Giupponi [130] employ reinforcement learning tech-

niques to optimize SINR for outage compensation. Saeed et al. [129] propose a fuzzy

Q-learning algorithm for compensation of SINR loss due to outage. The algorithm

con�gures transmit power and antenna tilts of neighboring cells iteratively using fuzzy

logic control and records the rewards in terms of change in downlink SINR of a�ected

users. The rewards are used by the reinforcement learning algorithm for learning future

actions which might lead to better outage compensation in terms of overall DL SINR.

Simulation results indicate around 40% of e�ected users are restored to their original

SINR under low load conditions. Similarly, Moysen and Giupponi [130] propose rein-

forcement learning technique for adjusting neighbor cell coverage using antenna tilt and

the downlink transmission power. The approach di�ers from the one in [129] such that

the actions and rewards are calculated using the actor-critic approach discussed previ-

ously in [71] for coverage optimization instead of fuzzy logic. To make the algorithm

in [130] work, each cell reserves a certain amount of frequency bandwidth for users ef-

fected by the outage. Neighboring cells are informed of this bandwidth through the

inter-cell interface so that a distributed and cooperative outage compensation solution
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Table 2.6: Qualitative Comparison of Capacity Optimization Algorithms for Compensation

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Cell
Capacity
Optimiz-
ation

[132,134]
Analytic-
al

Convex
Optimiza-
tion

HetNet

Accessibility,
Quality

Distrib-
uted

DL[135] Non-convex
Optimiza-
tion

Homoge-
neous

Central-
ized

[136]
HetNet

Distrib-
uted

[137] Learning
Based

Supervised
Learning

Central-
ized[131,138] Homoge-

neous

can be achieved. The algorithm modi�es cell power and antenna tilts in �xed step sizes

to exploit the reward of each change which is based on the SINR of users e�ected by

outage. Simulation results indicate that compensation delay is around 500 ms and the

approach can compensate 98% of outage users.

One key observation regarding reinforcement learning solutions is that solutions such as

the ones presented in [66], [71], [129] and [131] require considerable number of training

examples, or outages, before their actions can become e�ective. This can make e�ective

deployment of such solutions a challenge for mobile cellular network operators.

2.4.3 Cell Capacity Optimization for Outage Compensation

Like degradation in SINR, cell overloading is another consequence of network outages

resulting from re-association of a�ected users to neighboring cells. Moreover, compen-

satory actions to achieve another objective, such as coverage optimization, can also

result in overloading of neighboring cells. This can lead to users being blocked and

service requests being discarded, which a�ects subscriber quality of experience. To cir-

cumvent these problems, some studies [131, 132, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138] have focused
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on outage compensation solutions that focus on optimizing user associations so that

the load is fairly distributed among neighboring cells. Table 2.6 presents a qualitative

comparison of these studies.

Convex Capacity Optimization Solution for Outage Compensation

As mentioned previously, Lee et al. [132] have proposed an outage compensation solution

for HetNets based on collaborative resource allocation. The authors state that users in

faulty femtocells cannot be served reliably by the macro cells due to power imbalance

between macro cell and small cells, and cell edge performance limitations of macro cells.

Therefore, only normal small cells can support users in a faulty small cell. To this end,

the reserved HCs of healthy small cells are allocated cooperatively to users of the outage-

a�ected cell. The proposed scheme �nds adaptable set of HCs, sub-channels and power

allocation to maximize network capacity through convex optimization implemented via

an iterative gradient descent algorithm. The solution is quick and improves the total

capacity utilization of neighboring cells by nearly 30% while also ensuring fairness in

terms of user throughputs.

The collaborative resource allocation solution [132] is further extended by Lee et al.

[134] to include collaborative beamforming strategy along with HC allocation for out-

age compensation. The proposed cooperative beamforming strategy can be performed

without power cooperation between nodes, and is also the optimal transmission strat-

egy under individual power constraints. The proposed algorithm performs HC selection

through convex optimization based on maximizing system capacity in outage scenario,

and then carries out sub-channel allocation and power allocation based on an itera-

tive algorithm. The proposed solution is compared against several resource allocation

schemes including regular collaborative resource allocation, equal power allocation [133]

and multi-user iterative water �lling [139] schemes, with the results showing that for 10

HCs, the proposed algorithm improves the average cell capacity by 5% and user fairness
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by 10%.

Non-convex Capacity Optimization Solutions for Outage Compensation

As already discussed, a diverse set of problem constraints and parameters can result in

the outage compensation problem becoming non-convex. To solve these problems re-

searchers must resort to non-convex optimization methods. One such solution presented

by Xia et al. [135] uses genetic algorithm [32] to solve the capacity optimization problem

for outage compensation. The problem objective is to minimize the sum of squared dif-

ference between capacity utilization of a compensated cell and average network capacity

utilization in a homogeneous network. In this study, the genetic algorithm searches over

the user association sets including users a�ected by the outage to �nd the set that min-

imizes the capacity utilization objective. Results show that the proposed methodology

can improve average resource utilization by at least 5% compared to non-optimized cell

capacity utilization. The key advantage of using genetic algorithms is their immunity to

initialization point and their ability to get out of the non-feasible zones in the solution

set. However, as the size of a system grows larger, the genetic algorithm takes longer

to converge.

Rohde and Wietfeld [136] propose to use probabilistic network performance estimation

to compensate network outages through ad-hoc deployment of unmanned aerial vehi-

cles (UAVs) mounted relays. Aerial relays can help to exploit unused local capacities of

nearby macro cells which cannot be used optimally for connectivity by users or ground

based relays when no line of sight link is available. The proposed algorithm builds

probabilistic estimation models of interference and throughputs through iterative modi-

�cation of relay positions to achieve stable cell loads. The authors have compared results

using 1 to 6 aerial relays at di�erent distances from outage cell under stationary user

locations with results showing that as the number of relays increases and distance from

outage cell center decreases, average resource utilization on neighboring cells decreases.
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Table 2.7: Qualitative Comparison of Spectral E�ciency Optimization Algorithms for Com-
pensation

Solution Reference Method-
ology

Sub-
Method

Network
Topol-
ogy

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mecha-
nism

Direction
of Con-
trol

Spectral
E�ciency
Optimiz-
ation

[140]
Analytic-
al

Convex
Optimiza-
tion HetNet Quality

Distrib-
uted DL

[141]
Game The-
ory

[142]

Multi-
objective
Optimiza-
tion

Central-
ized

Learning based Capacity Optimization Solutions for Outage Compensation

Aráuz and McClure [137] utilize probabilistic graphic models derived from Bayesian Net-

works to detect sleeping cells in HetNets and compensate for their outage. Probabilistic

graphic models are used to predict user distribution in the outage-a�ected cell as well.

It also allows the categorization of incoming load based on the user distribution and the

active cell load without the need to store lengthy baseline data. Each neighboring cell of

the faulty cell arranges the predicted load probabilities in increasing order and decides

the expansion of its coverage. The authors report that the probabilistic graphic model

can successfully predict the expected user distribution and incoming loads for majority

of the cases which results in 91.1% of the cases in total coverage recovery with just two

sectors cooperating by expanding their footprint. Total recovery is reported for 96%

of the cases with three sectors cooperating. The key advantage of proposed approach

is that instead of using all neighboring sites or sectors it can yield substantial recovery

using only two or three neighboring sectors.

In another study based on supervised learning, Tiwana et al. [131] use statistical learn-

ing with constrained optimization for outage compensation. The study utilizes logistic

regression to extract the functional relationships between the noisy KPIs including �le
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transfer time, block call rate and drop call rate, and cell resource utilization. These

relationships are then processed by an optimization engine to calculate the optimized

resource allocation which improves the KPIs of a degraded cell. The process is iter-

ative and converges to the optimum value in few iterations, which makes it suitable

for large mobile cellular networks. Results using Monte Carlo simulations indicate 44%

improvement in blocked call rate and ∼26% improvement in �le transfer time.

The algorithm in [131] has been extended by Tiwana [138] to utilize α-fair packet

scheduling for radio resource allocation at neighboring cells for outage compensation.

At α = 0, the scheduler acts as max-throughput scheduler, whereas at α = 1, the sched-

uler becomes proportional fair. Changing the value of α allows compromise between

higher capacity (higher throughput for its mobile users) and greater coverage (serving

higher number of users concurrently). The results indicate that for α = 1.3, the average

blocked call rate decreases by 61%, which is a gain of 17% compared to the scheme in

[131], while average bit rate falls by 4%. However, for α = 0.8, the average bit rate

increases by 3% while blocked call rate falls by 5%.

2.4.4 Spectral E�ciency Optimization for Outage Compensation

Spectral e�ciency is the ratio of data rate to the used bandwidth and depends on factors

which include user distribution, interference, neighboring cell load, geographical SINR

distribution, topology, spectrum reuse, modulation schemes, and the number of data

links between the communicating nodes, among others. Therefore, spectral e�ciency

is heavily dependent on the outage compensation actions and has been used as the

optimization objective in several studies [140, 141, 142] which are presented below while

their qualitative comparison is given in Table 2.7.

The physical implementation of HCs, described in [132], has been discussed by Lee et al.

[140] for outage compensation. The study assumes that indoor base stations or small

cells can support scalable bandwidths which can be used to compensate users a�ected by
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outage in neighboring small cells. Furthermore, it is shown that the maximum spectral

e�ciency in the event of an outage is achieved when the minimum number of HCs,

predetermined by an indoor central unit, is assigned to support users covered by the

outage-a�ected cell. The proposed technique achieves the largest average cell capacity

and user fairness in terms of spectral e�ciency when compensating cells can be selected

by a�ected users opportunistically for each HC, which is called the multi-cell diversity

e�ect.

Fan and Tian [141] employ game theory to address outage compensation in HetNets.

The authors propose a resource allocation scheme in which data transmission can be

done cooperatively by the cells. Similar to the approach in [134], channel allocation and

cooperation is done at sub-channel level that is, by splitting the bandwidth of healthy

cells for the purpose of compensating users a�ected by the outage. The problem is

formulated as a rate maximization coalition game with weights for individual users and

is solved using equal power allocation strategy. Once coalitions are formed between

users and compensating cells, the authors use Lagrangian multipliers to solve for the

optimal power set with the objective function of maximizing rate over a coalition. The

approach requires users to go through multiple iterations of cell coalitions until the

Pareto-optimal coalition is found which may require signi�cant time expense.

Finally, He et al. [142] present a multi-objective optimization based approach for outage

compensation in Cloud-RAN architecture. The optimization objective is the weighted

sum of spectral e�ciency of edge users of outage-a�ected remote radio units, and average

spectral e�ciency of users in outage and compensating remote radio units. Optimization

parameters that is, antenna tilt of adjacent remote radio units, are adjusted to expand

the coverage in an online-iterative manner. The algorithm is designed to maximize

spectral e�ciency of compensating cells and users a�ected by the outage but does not

guarantee global maximization. Results show that the solution can recover spectral

e�ciency of users a�ected by an outage by 90%.
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2.4.5 Summary and Insights

A review of techniques for outage compensation in self-healing mobile cellular networks

suggests four basic metrics are targeted in the event of an outage. These are: 1) coverage

area, 2) SINR, 3) cell capacity/load, and 4) spectral e�ciency. The optimization of these

metrics is suitable for legacy mobile cellular networks. However, future 5th generation

cellular networks will be more complex and quality of experience-focused. This means

that outage compensation solutions of the future will have to focus on more than just

these basic metrics. Some examples of potential metrics which will be important in 5th

generation cellular networks include energy e�ciency, service latency, and throughput

�uctuations [38].

Ensuring service latency by itself will be a major challenge for network operators in 5th

generation mobile cellular networks due to the complex nature of these networks. A

review of outage compensation studies suggests that the most popular techniques for

outage compensation are convex and non-convex optimization. Both of these techniques

are computationally tedious and require far more time than would be acceptable in a 5th

generation network. Furthermore, as these networks become denser, and the number of

tunable parameters increases, the optimization process will get slower and more complex.

Thus, one of the foremost challenges for future outage compensation solutions will be to

reduce the time it takes for an optimization algorithm to reach its solution. Exploring

trade-o�s between di�erent metrics for outage compensation in 5th generation networks

will also be an interesting future area of study.

Another important research area in terms of outage compensation solutions is their

integration into the larger SON framework. The SON framework includes technique

for self-optimization which oftentimes use the same parameters as outage compensation

techniques. For example, coverage and capacity optimization solutions use transmit

powers, antenna tilts and beam-forming parameters which are also key for outage com-

pensation techniques, as evidenced by the review of studies above. To avoid this issue,
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network operators will need to incorporate a self-coordination entity to resolve such

con�icts. Additionally, coordination will be important to avoid the triggering of self-

optimization as a result of some outage compensation action. For example, changing

the azimuth of a cell to provide coverage to subscribers of a cell a�ected by a full outage

might trigger coverage and capacity optimization in a neighboring cell. This could, in

turn, trigger a cascade of changes in neighboring cells. While some studies have pro-

posed the use of exclusion zones to reduce the impact of outage compensation on other

cells [127], this area needs further research.

Finally, like existing outage detection and outage diagnosis techniques, outage compen-

sation techniques do not incorporate technologies such as massive multi-input multi-

output antennas and millimeter spectrum utilization. To enable self-healing in 5th gen-

eration networks, more solutions must be explored which focus on these technologies,

making this a key area of research.

2.5 Proactive Self-Healing Techniques for Partial Outage Avoidance

So far the discussion in this chapter has revolved around reactive techniques for dealing

with full and partial outages. However, partial outages caused by parametric miscon-

�guration, which may happen due to human error or due to multiple SON functions

executing con�icting parametric changes, are of equal if not higher importance especially

in light of growing outage probabilities in future mobile cellular networks as shown in

Figs. 1.3 and 1.4. As existing mobile cellular networks upgrade to more emerging tech-

nologies, the use of SON functions will become inevitable [143], and without any proper

coordination between them, so too will partial outages due to their con�icts [7].

A wide variety of these con�icts have been described by Lateef et al. [144] who have

also discussed the potential causes of these con�icts including due to parametric depen-

dencies, KPI dependencies, and logical dependencies of di�erent SON functions among

others. To avoid such con�icts, Kemptner and Tsvetkov [145] and Galani et al. [146]
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have separately presented conceptual road maps for how a SON coordination system

can be created in the network which will have the authority to control and streamline

SON function actions for smooth network operation.

Since the o�cial addition of SON coordination into the SON framework by the 3GPP

[147], research on SON coordination solutions has grown signi�cantly with a diverse

array of solution methodologies being proposed. These methodologies can be grouped

together into four overarching techniques:

� Frameworks for SON Coordination

� Heuristic Solutions for SON Coordination

� Analytical Solutions for SON Coordination

� Machine Learning Solutions for SON Coordination

Note that due to the nature of solutions for SON coordination, the following revised

de�nitions for frameworks and heuristic solutions are used for all subsequent discussion.

Frameworks refer to general guidelines for the implementation of a solution and as such

do not have well de�ned internal structures. Conversely, heuristic solutions refer to

strictly guided algorithms that follow a set of rules to reach upon an optimal value of

some objective function. In the following subsections a discussion of the studies that

fall within each of the methodologies for SON coordination, as shown in the self-healing

taxonomy in Fig. 2.1, is presented. Additionally, individual characteristics of each study

based on the key components of self-healing techniques are presented in tabular form in

each subsection.

2.5.1 Frameworks for SON Function Coordination

Frameworks have historically been the most common approach towards solving the SON

coordination problem. A list of all framework based SON coordination solutions is given
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Table 2.8: Qualitative Comparison of Frameworks for SON Coordination

Solution Reference
Network
Topology

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mechanism

Direction of
Control

SON
Coordination
Frameworks

[148] Heterogeneous
Coverage,
Quality,
Accessibility Centralized

DL
[149]

Homogeneous

Coverage,
Quality

[150, 151,
152, 153,
154, 155,
156]

Coverage,
Quality,
Mobility

[157] Quality Distributed

in Table 2.8. One of earliest frameworks for SON coordination is from Tsagkaris et al.

[148] who leverage the concept of SON coordinator presented in [146] to present a SON

coordination framework for heterogeneous networks. The authors propose four modes

of SON coordination: 1) hierarchical coordination for SON functions operating at same

entities but di�erent time scales, 2) parallel coordination for SON functions operating

at di�erent entities but at same times scales, 3) synchronous coordination where the ac-

tions of di�erent SON functions are synchronized to avoid overlap, and 4) asynchronous

coordination where the SON functions initiate actions without waiting for the impact

of other actions. It is postulated that a combination of synchronous and hierarchical

coordination would be the way forward for future heterogeneous networks and demon-

strate the e�cacy of the proposed approach by coordinating between load balancing

of macro cells and backhaul resource allocation of small cells. The authors compare

network coverage, downlink throughput and backhaul link capacity as a result of the

proposed technique against a non-coordinated network and show that their approach

achieves better performance with fewer SON function con�icts.

In [149], the authors present a SON coordination framework that has two means of

avoiding con�icts between SON function. First it implements a three step SON function

coordination mechanism which can: 1) enable, 2) disable, and 3) suspend a SON function
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for con�ict prevention. Secondly, it implements a three step SON action coordination

mechanism that can: 1) stop, 2) suspend, and 3) modify a SON action to avoid potential

con�icts with other SON actions. The authors state that the priorities for di�erent SON

functions and their actions will be provided by the operator in the form of high-level

KPIs which will be broken down by the coordinator to decide how to navigate between

di�erent SON function con�icts.

Schmelz et al. [150] present a brief description of the di�erent types of con�icts that

could occur in a 3rd and 4th generation mobile cellular network. The authors leverage

this information to propose priority based SON coordination which operates using three

unique sub-systems: 1) policy translator converts high level KPI priorities by the net-

work operator into lower level KPI and SON function priorities, 2) alignment function

aligns the actions of di�erent SON functions into a queue based on the priority of their

respective KPIs and actions, and 3) data analyzer collects the data for results of SON

action execution for feedback to the network operator for future priority adjustment.

Ali-Tolppa and Tsvetkov [151] have proposed a SON coordination framework that uses a

similar approach to the one presented in [150] with the assumption that the impact of a

SON action is known beforehand. The �rst stage of the proposed framework streamlines

all SON actions by weeding out all con�icting actions. In the next phase the framework

executes all non-con�icting actions and veri�es their impact for future action execu-

tions. Similarly, Bandh et al. [152] have proposed a policy based SON coordination

framework which takes KPI priorities from the network operator and translates them

into priorities for di�erent SON functions and their actions. Additionally, the proposed

framework measures the impact time of each SON action including preparation, ex-

ecution and monitoring, and prevents any other SON actions from interfering during

that time period. The authors demonstrate the e�cacy of their proposed algorithm

by coordinating the antenna tilt and transmit power changes initiated by a coverage

and capacity optimization function to optimize network coverage. Results show that
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the proposed approach achieves better network coverage and fewer outages than an

uncoordinated system.

Bandh and Schmelz [153] have carried the concept of separating SON function actions

in time a step further by proposing that the execution cycle of a SON action should be

divided into four phases: 1) enforcement time is the time a SON action takes to be fully

implemented, 2) visibility delay is the time it takes for a SON action to become visible in

terms of updated parameter values, 3) protection time which is required to fully observe

the impact of a SON action on the network, and 4) relevance time during which the

impact of SON action remains relevant. The authors suggest that SON actions can be

scheduled in such a way that they do not interfere with the execution cycle of other

SON actions, thus removing the possibility of a con�ict.

Similary, Romeikat et al. [154] have proposed to use the information regarding the pri-

ority, impact area and time duration of a SON function action to coordinate between

di�erent SON functions. The proposed framework has three states: 1) acknowledge

where a SON action request is acknowledged, 2) reject where a SON action request is

rejected, and 3) rollback where a previously implemented SON action is rolled back.

Concurrent requests to the coordinator are handled based on a dynamic priority allo-

cation scheme. If request from a function is accepted, its priority is lowered and if it is

rejected, its priority is raised. The authors demonstrate the e�ectiveness of their frame-

work by coordinating the antenna tilt and transmission power changes by a coverage

and capacity optimization function and show that the framework allows fewer call drops

and higher data rates for users compared to an uncoordinated system.

Another similar approach is proposed by Mwanje and Mitschele-Thiel [155] who propose

to use the knowledge about the targeted network entities and the execution time of

di�erent SON function actions to schedule their implementation in the network. The

authors postulate that con�icting SON actions can be allowed to execute concurrently

if they are separated in space by at least one tier of cells, or if they are separated in
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terms of time scales for action visibility. The authors use the example of handover

optimization and load balancing to show that their proposed scheduling system can

achieve more balanced cell loads, fewer handover failures and fewer radio link failures

compared to uncoordinated systems.

Yet another SON action scheduling framework is proposed by Stamatelatos et al. [156]

who suggest that all SON actions must go through a four-stage process that: 1) moni-

tors, 2) analyzes, 3) plans, and 4) executes each SON action based on a set of priorities

provided by the network operator. Based on the proposed framework, no two SON func-

tions can execute actions at the same time at any spatial or temporal level regardless

of the fact that there may not be any con�ict between them.

Finally, Moysen and Giupponi [157] propose a SON coordination framework that lever-

ages past information about interactions of SON functions to predict future con�icts.

The proposed framework then implements a con�ict prevention mechanism that takes

advantage of game theory to coordinate between di�erent SON functions. The authors

give the example of coverage and capacity optimization and intercell interference co-

ordination to show that using past data about SON con�icts allows the framework to

learn pareto optimal values of antenna tilts and transmission powers so that no cell can

improve its average downlink throughput without degrading the performance of another

cell.

2.5.2 Heuristic Solutions for SON Function Coordination

Heuristic solutions o�er a more explicit method of coordinating between SON functions

by de�ning the objectives of their algorithms clearly and the parameters that would

be optimized. This makes heuristic solutions another popular choice for SON function

coordination. Table 2.9 provides a quantitative comparison of heuristic solutions for

SON function coordination.

One such solution is proposed by Vlacheas et al. [158] who have used operator priorities
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Table 2.9: Qualitative Comparison of Heuristic Solutions for SON Coordination

Solution Reference
Network
Topology

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mechanism

Direction of
Control

Heuristic
Solutions
for SON
Coordination

[158]
Homogeneous

Coverage,
Quality,
Accessibility

Centralized

DL

[159]
Quality, Mo-
bility, Acces-
sibility

[160] Heterogeneous
Coverage,
Quality

[161] Homogeneous
Coverage,
Quality,
Accessibility

[162] Heterogeneous
Retainability,
Mobility, Ac-
cessibility

Distributed
[163]

Homogeneous

Coverage,
Retainabil-
ity, Mobility,
Accessibility

[164]
Retainability,
Mobility

[165]
Coverage,
Retainability

[166]
Retainability,
Mobility

[167]

Coverage,
Retainabil-
ity, Mobility,
Accessibility

[168]
Retainability,
Mobility, Ac-
cessibility

[169]
Heterogeneous

Coverage,
Quality Centralized

[171] Quality
[172] Homogeneous Quality Distributed
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to optimize a multi-objective optimization problem involving multiple SON functions

for their coordination. The authors de�ne the objective function as weighted sum of

the coverage and capacity optimization and intercell interference control SON functions.

The authors then propose a heuristic algorithm that solves the multi-objective problem

to obtain the optimal physical resources to be allocated to each user and cell transmit

powers. The authors compare the resulting spectral e�ciency and cell capacity utiliza-

tion to demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs better than an uncoordinated

system.

Multi-objective optimization is a common approach for solving the SON coordination

problem and majority of the heuristic solutions solve some form of it through a set of

pre-de�ned steps. One such approach is presented in [159] where the authors propose to

coordinate between coverage and capacity optimization, load balancing and handover

optimization SON functions by solving the maximization problem of weighted sum of

channel quality, ping-pong handover, and cell load KPIs. The authors propose a heuris-

tic algorithm that searches for the optimal values of antenna tilts and cell individual

o�set parameters for which the objective function is maximized.

Bjornson et al. [160] discuss the e�ectiveness of multi-objective optimization for solving

the SON coordination problem and suggest that this is the best possible approach going

forward. The authors show that it is possible to solve a weighted sum of KPIs by looking

for the pareto optimal values of network parameters. To back this statement, the authors

present a case study of spectral e�ciency, downlink throughput, and energy e�ciency

optimization by �nding the pareto optimal values of serving antenna count, number

of allowed users per cell and cell transmit powers. Results show that the proposed

algorithm performs better than an uncoordinated system in terms of overall downlink

throughput and blocked user requests.

In a similar approach to [159], Dinh and Kuklinski [161] propose to use heuristic al-

gorithms on con�icting SON functions. However, the authors propose to exploit the
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time sensitivity of changes from di�erent SON function to enable their coordination.

The authors propose two algorithms for coordination between handover optimization,

load balancing and admission control SON functions. The �rst algorithm optimizes

handover o�set parameter to minimize the weighted sum radio link failure, ping-pong

handover, handover failure and outage KPIs for load balancing. The authors assume

that load balancing will not interfere with handover optimization due to bigger time

scale. The other algorithm is designed to minimize the same objective function using

time to trigger and cell hysteresis parameter for handover optimization on a much �ner

time scale. The authors use real network data to demonstrate how the two algorithms

can operate concurrently without interfering with each other.

In [162], the authors propose a heuristic solution for SON coordination that works by

leveraging SON function priorities de�ned by the network operator, and de�ning two

event types: 1) undershot events, where the coordination algorithm initiates changes

when the current target KPI value is below a certain threshold, and 2) overshot events,

where the changes are initiated as a result of target KPI values exceeding set thresholds.

The authors demonstrate the results for a heuristic algorithm by optimizing handover

count, call request, handover failure and blocked call KPIs using dynamic cell capacity

and reserved handover capacity parameters, and show that the proposed algorithm

outperforms a system with no SON coordination.

Two of the most popular SON functions for heuristic coordination solutions are mo-

bility robustness optimization (MRO) and mobility load balancing (MLB) functions.

Coordination between the two functions has been explored in several studies including

[163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168]. In [163], the authors have proposed a heuristic solution to

coordinate between the two SON functions which polls both cells and users for degra-

dation in network coverage, blocked calls, dropped calls, handover failures, ping-pong

handovers and capacity demand KPIs. If a degradation is detected, the proposed algo-

rithm initiates search for the optimal values of cell individual o�set and cell hysteresis
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parameters that minimize the weighted sum of these KPIs.

Similarly, Lobinger and Stefanski [164] propose a priority based heuristic solution to

coordinate between MRO and MLB where MRO is given higher priority over MLB.

The authors demonstrate the e�cacy of this proposition by presenting three versions

of their algorithm: 1) where MLB is switched o� and only MRO is active, 2) where

MRO is switched o� and MLB is active, and 3) where MLB and MRO are enabled

but MLB is suspended to allows actions from MRO to execute in order to avoid any

KPI degradations. The authors show that the proposed solution with mixed MRO and

MLB achieves better network reliability with fewer dropped calls and handover failures

compared to an uncoordinated system.

A similar approach is proposed in [165] where the authors prioritize MRO over MLB by

de�ning ranges of cell individual o�set, time to trigger and cell hysteresis parameters

within which the MLB function can operate without e�ecting MRO. The heuristic algo-

rithm proposed by the authors monitors network coverage and radio link failure KPIs

to dynamically update the parameter ranges for MLB. Liu et al. [166] also prioritize

MRO over MLB in their proposed approach to tune handover o�set, cell individual o�-

set and time to trigger parameters for optimization of handover failure, call drop rate

and ping-pong handover KPIs. The algorithm assumes that majority of the user are

stationary which means MLB does not act frequently. Conversely, MRO is a frequent

actor in modifying the optimization parameters and is given a higher priority over MLB

for its actions. The authors demonstrate that by keeping cell individual o�set static

and tuning the other two parameters using MRO only, the solution can achieve better

KPIs than an uncoordinated system.

In [167], the authors propose to resolve the con�ict between MRO and MLB by com-

bining the actions of the two functions into one unique action. The authors use the

example of handover margin parameter to demonstrate their solution. The proposed

algorithm combines the optimal values from the two algorithms to produce one �nal
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handover margin value. For example, if MLB proposed a negative value and MRO pro-

poses a positive value, the �nal action is the sum of the two values. The authors show

that proposed algorithm achieves better network coverage, handover success rate, call

drop rate and blocked call rate than uncoordinated actions of the two functions.

Mwanje and Mitschele-Thiel [168] propose to use a game theory based heuristic al-

gorithm that searches for the pareto optimal values of time to trigger, cell hysteresis

and cell individual o�set for coordination between MRO and MLB. The proposed al-

gorithm initiates bargaining games between sets of adjacent cells such that the values

for radio link failure, ping-pong handover, handover count and cell load KPIs become

quasi-stationary meaning values for one cell do not improve without degrading KPIs for

an adjacent cell.

Heuristic algorithms are also a popular choice for coordinating between other SON func-

tions. One such example is the coordination between handover optimization and energy

e�ciency which is explored in [169]. The authors suggest that there is a parametric con-

�ict between the two functions in terms of cell transmission powers and on/o� states.

The authors use integer linear programming [170] to optimize the values of the two

parameters for maximization of a weighted sum of the two SON functions. The authors

show that using the proposed solution, network operators can achieve better energy

savings without degrading handover KPIs compared to an uncoordinated system.

Coordination between coverage and capacity optimization and energy e�ciency is the

focus of [171] where the authors use cell on/o� switching to reduce network energy

consumption with constraints on minimum assured average downlink throughput and

network coverage reliability. The proposed algorithm monitors average downlink SINR

values reported by all users compared to a pre-de�ned threshold to identify when a cell

can be switched on or o�. In contrast to other heuristic SON coordination techniques,

spatial SON coordination is explored in [172] where the authors propose to coordinate

the resource allocation SON function between multiple adjacent cells. The authors
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propose a heuristic solution that creates bargaining games between adjacent cells to

optimize their transmission powers in order to maximize the joint downlink throughput

of all adjacent cells. The result of the algorithm is a set of pareto optimal transmission

powers for which the average cell throughput is maximized.

2.5.3 Analytical Solutions for SON Function Coordination

Table 2.10: Qualitative Comparison of Analytical Solutions for SON Coordination

Solution Reference
Network
Topology

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mechanism

Direction of
Control

Analytical
Solutions
for SON
Coordination

[174]
Homogeneous

Coverage,
Accessibility

Distributed DL/UL

[176]
Coverage,
Accessibility,
Quality

Centralized

DL

[178] Quality UL/DL

[179]
Heterogeneous

Coverage,
Quality,
Accessibility DL

[180]
Quality

[181] Distributed

Analytical solutions for SON coordination are generally a product of translating the

relationship between KPIs targeted by SON functions and the optimization parameters

into analytical expressions which are either tractable or can be solved using common

stochastic optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and

pattern search among others [173]. Analytical solutions allow network operators in-

depth visibility of the workings of SON coordination and o�er greater control over SON

functions. Table 2.10 gives a list of SON coordination solution that leverage analytical

techniques.

An example of an analytical solution for SON coordination is presented by Tall et al.

[174] who propose to model the relationships between KPIs and their optimization

parameters in the form of sets of linear equations which can be solved using convex
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optimization. The authors establish linearity of these relationships by employing the

Hartman-Groÿman theorem [175] for �nding the point of the function near a hyperbolic

equilibrium point. The authors demonstrate the e�ectiveness of their solution using

the example of admission control and load balancing SON functions. Using transmis-

sion power and bandwidth as the optimization parameters, the authors show that the

proposed solution results in fewer blocked requests, more balanced cell loads and lower

outage probability compared to an uncoordinated system.

In [176] the authors have presented an analytical solution for joint coordination of

coverage and capacity optimization and load balancing SON functions in a homogeneous

macro cell network using antenna tilts and cell individual o�set parameters. The authors

propose to minimize the log sum of cell loads which is calculated by adding the number

of resources allocated to each user. User association is done using a combination of

o�ered downlink throughput at the cell and the downlink received signal strength. The

load minimization problem is solved using a variation of Nelder-Mead pattern search

algorithm [177] over the antenna tilts and cell individual o�sets of all cells. The authors

show that compared to coverage and capacity optimization only and load balancing only,

the proposed solution performs much better in terms of load distribution and overall

downlink throughput.

[178] is an extension of [176] where the authors use a similar pattern search algorithm to

optimize antenna tilts for maximization of uplink and downlink throughputs with sparse

network knowledge. The sparsity of knowledge comes in the form of missing antenna

tilt and throughput relationship and user location information. Another extension of

[176] is [179] where the authors optimize cell transmission powers and the allocation of

sub-band resources for coordination between MLB and inter-cell interference control.

Users are associated with cells based on the o�ered throughput and received signal

strength. The objective of the proposed solution is to minimize the log sum of cell loads

for given transmission powers and sub-band allocations. The optimal values of the
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parameters are obtained using the pattern search algorithm described in the previous

studies. The authors suggest that the proposed algorithm can also achieve energy

saving implicitly by optimally allocating bandwidth resources to users allowing network

operator to potentially switch o� unused cells.

A similar problem to the one described in [179] is solved in [180] where the authors

propose an analytical solution for maximizing downlink SINR across all the users using

transmit power control which results in coordination between admission control and

inter-cell interference control SON functions. The proposed solution transforms non-

convex power control into convex problem using the log transform and then solves it

using convex optimization.

In [181] the authors propose to jointly formulate admission control and load balancing

SON functions into a single tractable expression. This is done by assuming that small

and macro cells in a network are distributed according to a Poisson point process [182].

This allows the authors to exploit the properties of Poisson point processes for the

formulation of a tractable expression for downlink SINR with cell individual o�set and

transmission power parameters. The objective of the problem is to maximize the average

downlink SINR for all users and the authors use it to demonstrate the upper-bound of

SINR that can be achieved for di�erent cell densities across the network.

2.5.4 Machine Learning Solutions for SON Function Coordination

Machine learning techniques have seen a sharp uptick in usage for solving optimization

problems in di�erent domains and SON function coordination is no di�erent. Table

2.11 presents a list of all machine learning based SON coordination solutions available

in literature. One of the earliest examples of machine learning being used for SON

coordination is by Deb and Monogioudis [183] who compare an analytical and machine

learning solution for maximizing uplink SINR across the network by coordinating the

uplink transmission powers of users in the network. The authors formulate the up-
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Table 2.11: Qualitative Comparison of Machine Learning Solutions for SON Coordination

Solution Reference
Network
Topology

Performance
Metrics

Control
Mechanism

Direction of
Control

Machine
Learning
Solutions
for SON
Coordination

[183]
Homogeneous

Quality

Distributed

UL

[184]
Coverage,
Quality

DL[185] Accessibility
[186] Heterogeneous Quality

[187] Homogeneous

Coverage,
Mobility,
Quality,
Accessibility

link SINR as a function of randomly overlapping uplink transmissions and use convex

optimization, stochastic optimization and linear regression to solve the optimization

problem. The authors show that the proposed solution improves uplink SINR across all

the user compared to an uncoordinated system with stochastic optimization achieving

better results than linear regression.

The most commonly used machine learning technique for SON coordination is reinforce-

ment learning [37] which has been used in numerous studies due to its exploration and

exploitation properties for reward calculation. In [184], the authors use reinforcement

learning with a Markov decision process to coordinate between several SON functions.

The authors propose that each SON function can be modeled as a Markov decision

process. Within each decision process there are states which point to good or bad net-

work KPI values. To explore these states and to exploit knowledge of past rewards in

terms of KPI improvement, the authors use reinforcement learning. Thus, the �nal SON

function action is decided by the reinforcement learning algorithm to maximize cumu-

lative reward for all SON functions. The approach is demonstrated using the example

of channel quality, SINR and network coverage KPIs which are jointly optimized using

cell individual o�set, time to trigger, handover o�set, antenna tilt and antenna azimuth

parameters.
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A similar approach is presented in [185] with the di�erence that the authors use the ex-

ample of spatial coordination between di�erent cells to optimize cell loads between them

using cell individual o�set and transmit power parameters. The authors demonstrate

that the proposed solution can improve cell load distribution and downlink through-

put compared to an uncoordinated system. Another spatial SON coordination solu-

tion leveraging reinforcement learning is presented by Simsek et al. [186] who propose

to use reinforcement learning for coordinated selection of antenna beams from neigh-

boring small cells for maximization of average downlink throughput. The reinforce-

ment learning algorithm exploits knowledge of channel quality matrices for di�erent

antenna beamwidth con�guration and explores new con�gurations to achieve the opti-

mal beamwidth selection. The authors compare their solution against the minimization

of mean square error based beam selection method which is the most commonly used

approach in real network. Results show that the proposed scheme can achieve greater

average throughput compared to the state-of-the-art technique.

A variation of reinforcement learning is Q-learning which does not require a complete

analytical breakdown of relation between states, actions and rewards and instead relies

on the long term average rewards obtained using repeated exploration and exploitation.

The approach is used by Mwanje et al. [187] for coordination between MRO and MLB

SON functions. The reward which is to be maximized by the reinforcement learning

solution is a weighted sum of radio link failure, handover count, and ping-pong handover

for MRO, while for MLB it is the cumulative change in cell loads. The solution de�nes

actions as changes in time to trigger, cell individual o�set and handover o�set parame-

ters. The authors demonstrate that when the two functions are deployed together using

the action scheduling algorithm de�ned in [155], the overall reward, that is, the target

KPIs are much higher than the KPI values for an uncoordinated system.
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2.5.5 Summary and Insights

The survey of SON coordination techniques presented above shows how far SON coor-

dination has come from being a nascent idea to a reality and necessity in future mobile

cellular networks of 5th generation and beyond. However, there is still a long way to go

until the problem of SON coordination can be considered solved. This is because each

of the methodologies listed above has certain limitations that must be overcome before

SON coordination will become universally employed.

A quick overview of SON coordination frameworks shows that these are usually highly

abstract solutions that are meant to be more like guiding principles rather than practical

solutions. Furthermore, some of the assumption in frameworks such as the stationarity

of the network, and prioritization of some SON functions over others will clearly not

be optimal when faced with fast changing environments of ultra-dense multi-technology

heterogeneous networks that will form the backbone of future networks.

On the other hand, heuristic solutions are e�cient and provide quick solutions to small

coordination problems. However, as the number of SON functions, optimization param-

eters and number of nodes will increase, heuristic solutions will �nd it more di�cult to

come up with solution in acceptable amount of time, thus violating the latency require-

ments of future mobile cellular networks.

The two best approaches for comprehensive SON coordination and proactive partial

outage avoidance are using analytical and machine learning solutions since analytical

solutions fully characterize SON functions, KPIs and their relationships with optimiza-

tion parameters while machine learning solutions can exploit large amounts of past

data to attain optimal SON coordination. However, analytical solutions are complex

to derive and often require signi�cant assumptions that may not hold true in practical

networks. Similarly, machine learning algorithms need large amounts of training data

and training time until they become practically viable, and even then they need to be

periodically updated lest they fall victims to the problem of concept drift [8].
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Based on this analysis, the best potential solution for SON coordination appears to be a

combination of all four methodologies, that is, a framework for SON coordination that

leverages big data analytics and machine learning techniques to create semi-analytical

models for KPI and optimization parameter relationships with the choice of SON func-

tion dictated by network state extracted from user and cell level data. One such frame-

work along with a solution for partial outage avoidance leveraging it is presented in

chapter 5 of this dissertation.

2.6 Challenges and Future Prospects in Self-healing for 5G and beyond

In order for future 5G mobile cellular networks to achieve the desired gains laid out

by the research and standardization community [38], SON solutions must play a far

greater role than ever before [8]. This means that future mobile cellular networks must

be intelligent, proactive, knowledge-rich and interactive at the same time. To achieve

this goal, researchers must develop solutions which enable the network to achieve self-

reliance, and harness the power of vast quantities of data generated by the users and

network nodes to empower such solutions. However, Self-healing in future mobile cellular

networks must cope with several research challenges which have been discussed below.

Challenge 1: Coping with increased outages due to increased network density

Network densi�cation, driven by the need to meet capacity and data rate requirements

of 5G mobile cellular networks, means that future mobile cellular networks will have

to handle far more network nodes than before. Higher cell densities coupled with tech-

nologies such as millimeter wave spectrum utilization, and more con�gurable parameters

will result in frequent network outages driven by both parametric miscon�gurations and

routine equipment failures as demonstrated in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4.
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Possible Solution and Future Direction

A number of research areas have been highlighted in recent studies that can aid in

dealing with network outages quickly and e�ciently, especially in the context of dense

and ultra-dense HetNets. One such approach is the control-data separation architecture

(CDSA) [69] where the control functionality lies with macro cells while data transmission

is handled by small cells. This adds redundancy to the network architecture. For

example, in the event of a small cell failure, the macro cell can handle both control and

data transmissions to the a�ected users.

Furthermore, with the development of UAV technology for enabling 5G mobile cellular

networks, UAV based outage compensation techniques, such as the one presented in

[136], can become ubiquitous. Additionally, decreasing cost of small cell deployment

will mean network densi�cation itself can be used to create redundancies within the

network such that the UE-to-cell ratio becomes less than 1. This will mean that in

the event of a small cell failure, there will be additional small cells ready to serve the

users without e�ecting their quality of experience. Network densi�cation will play an

especially signi�cant role in the context of millimeter wave cells where coverage will be

limited to line of sight links and outages due to link obstruction will be frequent.

Challenge 2: Coping with sparsity of data due to smaller number of users

per cell

With network densi�cation, another challenge arises in the form of data sparsity due to

fewer users per cell. This will make full outage detection and partial outage detection

extremely di�cult since there will not be enough measurements to accurately distinguish

between cell edge users and outage scenarios. Moreover, even though the expected

throughput per user will increase, decreasing user density per cell will mean fewer users

will consume more data, hence data sparsity will stay an issue for Self-healing in 5G

mobile cellular networks.
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Fig. 2.2: Proactive Self-Healing Framework for Future Cellular Networks

Possible Solution and Research Direction

As was shown in section 2.2, the overwhelming majority of full outage detection and par-

tial outage detection solutions relied on machine learning techniques. However, unlike

analytical or heuristic techniques, learning based algorithms are overwhelmingly depen-

dent on data from the network, which can be sparse especially in the case of ultra-dense

small cell deployment. To improve the accuracy of learning based outage detection so-

lutions and to counter data sparsity in future mobile cellular networks, measurement

prediction techniques can be used. Predictive techniques such as Grey prediction model

[72], and smoothing techniques such as Witten-Bell smoothing [188] and Good-Turing

smoothing [189] can be used to remove knowledge gaps in the measurement data.

Challenge 3: Meeting 5G latency requirements in self-healing

5G mobile cellular networks are expected to have end-to-end data latency of 1 ms. This

means that any Self-healing solution deployed in the network must be able to detect,

diagnose and compensate any outage in far less time than state-of-the-art solutions.
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Possible Solution and Research Direction

While solutions to proactively avoid outages due to parametric miscon�guration have

been discussed extensively in section 2.5, future self-healing solutions must be fully

proactive in nature. This implies that the self-healing framework will predict when and

where an outage might occur with some probability, and execute changes in neighboring

cells proactively. Despite the seemingly random nature of outages, especially full out-

ages, outage prediction is possible and has been demonstrated by Kumar et al. [190] who

have used di�erent machine learning techniques such as neural networks, NBC and SVM

to predict the next fault from real network data. Similarly, Kogeda and Agbinya [191]

have predicted fault occurrences by collecting the past data and calculating maximum

likelihood of next fault location using Bayesian Network prediction models.

All of the above-mentioned techniques rely on exploitation of big data [8] to identify key

patterns in cell and user performance data and associating the information with previous

outage information and data. This will allow the proactive self-healing algorithms to

identify changes in network performance that lead to a failure or an outage. Fig. 2.2

illustrates the concept of exploiting big data resources for prediction of faults in a

future mobile cellular network. The de�nition of big data in the context of Self-healing

framework includes historical fault data, user transition and handover data, network

tra�c and cell load data, and contextual data mined from sources such as social media.

A more comprehensive solution for proactive outage prevention in also discussed in

chapter 5 of this dissertation.

Challenge 4: Meeting quality of experience requirements in self-healing

The combination of requirements for 5G mobile cellular networks including low latency,

high capacity, high throughput and low energy consumption means 5G networks will be

user quality of experience centric compared to legacy networks which were user quality

of service centric. This implies that meeting user quality of experience requirements
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will be the utmost priority in future mobile cellular networks, even in the event of an

outage. Given that outages due to failures and parameter miscon�gurations are likely

to increase, meeting user quality of experience will be a key challenge for Self-healing

solutions.

Possible Solution and Research Direction

The solution to meeting user quality of experience requirements despite outages is to

deploy intelligence-rich proactive Self-healing framework such as the one shown in Fig.

2.2. The user-centricity of the framework will be driven by spatio-temporal user activity

models. These include user mobility models derived from user transition data in the

form of MDT reports [52] along with user location information which can easily be

harvested from the positioning sensors inside modern cell phones. Additionally, user

behavior load prediction models can be generated using machine learning techniques

shown in Fig. 2.3 while contextual data from social media sources such as Twitter and

Facebook can be mapped to network topology which would help to identify potential

tra�c hotspots and failures. Historical fault data collection can be done by setting up

databases that would include network failure records as well the KPI data immediately

preceding the failure. All this information will be fed to the proactive fault prediction

algorithms which would sit alongside a reactive Self-healing triggering algorithm which

monitors fault data from live network.

Challenge 5: Coping with bandwidth constraints for Self-healing

Bandwidth constraints are one of the greatest limiting factors for mobile cellular network

capacity. Limited bandwidth means extra capacity can only be added by adding more

cells into the network. However, as discussed previously, network densi�cation can lead

to a rise in network outages itself. Furthermore, bandwidth limitation becomes even

more acute in the event of an outage when already strained neighboring cell resources
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Fig. 2.3: Machine Learning Tools to Enable Proactive Self-Healing Framework for Future
Cellular Networks

can become completely choked causing partial outages.

Possible Solution and Research Direction

While millimeter wave spectrum utilization has been promoted as the primary solution

to bandwidth limitation [106], it is still in exploratory phases. In addition, the lim-

ited range of millimeter wave cells does not make them the ideal candidates for outage

compensation solutions unless they are deployed in very high densities. One possible so-

lution to the issue of bandwidth limitation for Self-healing is to deploy spectrum sensing

or cognitive radio solutions [25, 24]. Some outage compensation solutions based on spec-

trum splitting have been proposed in [132, 134, 140, 141] but these solutions propose to

reserve HCs speci�cally for outage compensation. Given that mobile cellular networks

are already facing bandwidth shortage, this approach may not be suitable especially

when there are no outages. To avoid dedicating bandwidth for outage compensation,

cognitive radio technologies can be explored to split the spectrum between HCs and

normal bandwidth speci�cally in the event of an outage. Not only would this improve

radio resource utilization under normal circumstances, it can also improve the service

provided to outage-a�ected users by assigning them low interference resources.
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2.7 Conclusion

Self-healing is potentially the most powerful SON component in terms of reducing mobile

cellular network operational expenses, especially for future 5th generation and beyond

networks. This chapter explores the full breadth of studies pertaining to self-healing

techniques for mobile cellular networks. The studies on self-healing have been broken

down by the area of self-healing framework they belong to in addition to their method-

ologies, topologies, design metrics and control mechanisms. Additionally, the survey

includes the studies for avoiding outages due to SON function con�icts, also known as

self-coordination which has been discussed under the umbrella of self-healing. This is

done in order to consolidate the work done on outage prevention, detection, diagno-

sis and compensation under into a comprehensive survey on mobile cellular network

outages.

In addition to the review of existing literature supporting self-healing for mobile cellu-

lar networks, this chapter presents and elaborates the challenges faced by self-healing

functions in terms of future 5th generation and beyond mobile cellular networks while

also presenting possible solutions and future research directions. This literature survey

and the insights gained from it pave the way for solutions presented for outage detection

and prevention in the proceeding chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

Outage Detection Using Entropy Field Decomposition for High

Noise Environments

Quality of experience (QoE) enhancement compared to legacy mobile cellular networks

is the primary drive of 5th generation mobile cellular networks [192]. To enable this

QoE enhancement, 5th generation networks will rely on a combination of factors in-

cluding 10x more throughput, less than 1 ms latency, and 10x more battery life than

4th generation mobile cellular networks [193]. To meet these expansive requirements,

several solutions have been proposed [194], with network densi�cation [195] and mil-

limeter wave (mmWave) spectrum utilization [196] among the most popular. It has

been demonstrated that a combination of network densi�cation and mmWave spectrum

deployment could potentially yield exponential increase in area spectral e�ciency [197].

However, network densi�cation and mmWave spectrum utilization are not without their

own limitations. Ultra-dense heterogeneous networks (UDHNs) are prone to generating

sparse network coverage information due to low user density per cell [68]. On the other

hand, mmWave cells are subject to very high pathloss due to their operation in 30GHz

- 300GHz band. One solution to reduce the impact of high pathloss in mmWave cells

is the deployment of highly directional antennas with beam-widths as low as 7° [198].

Unfortunately, this opens mmWave cell networks to the problem of very large coverage

gaps that must be �lled by additional antennas per cell compared to traditional macro

cells or by employing umbrella macro cells.

The challenges above highlight the di�culties of ensuring reliable and omnipresent cover-

age in mmWave-UDHNs, especially considering the QoE requirements for 5th generation

networks. Even without these challenges, ensuring coverage in mobile cellular networks
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requires continuous network performance testing and monitoring. Gaps in network cov-

erage result from following three causes: 1) poor network planning, 2) changes in radio

environment, and 3) cell outages �partial or full. Coverage gaps due to �rst two causes,

also known as coverage holes, require mobile cellular network operators to invest heavily

in regular network coverage testing, usually through drive-tests. However, the process

is time and resource consuming while lacking comprehensiveness due to inaccessibility

of a major portion of the network that is, all areas other than paved roads. On the

other hand, identifying and resolving cellular network outages, as described through

the literature survey in chapter 2, requires highly trained engineers parsing gigabytes of

network health logs and network performance indicator data looking for outages. Given

the continuous growth in cell density and increasing pressure to reduce operational costs

[199], both of the above approaches are quickly becoming impracticable [200, 201].

3.0.1 Related Work

To address the coverage hole and outage detection problem, 3GPP has introduced the

minimization of drive test (MDT) reports feature [202] that is used for baseline cov-

erage data in the proposed solution. MDT reports are a solution to the challenges

of periodic drive testing, high carbon footprint, and rising operational costs of mo-

bile cellular networks. These reports consist of serving and neighboring cells identities,

downlink received power levels, and channel quality measurements. The measurements

are collected periodically by user equipment (UE) in both connected and idle modes and

are reported back to the network along with their location tags. This o�ers network

providers a more detailed view of network coverage, including indoor network cover-

age, compared to drive tests. MDT reports have been used for designing coverage hole

[203, 204, 205], and outage detection solutions [62, 63, 71, 66, 70, 71], as well as other

SON functions [206, 59, 207].
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Coverage hole and outage detection in mobile cellular networks

Given the signi�cance of the problem in network service management, in the last few

years, full and partial outage detection has been studied extensively as was presented in

chapter 2. A small subset of those studies that is most relevant to the solution proposed

in this chapter are discussed here.

Most prior studies on outage detection have focused on homogeneous macro cellular

networks [62, 63, 71, 104, 88, 56], as large number of users per cell in macro cell provide

enough data for classic machine learning methods to be trained for coverage anomaly

detection. For example, in [62, 63] the authors employ kNN [208] and LOF [209] tech-

niques to detect coverage anomalies in macro cell environment. The authors use the

two clustering techniques to separate cells into normal and anomalous based on their

received power measurements from MDT data, and use expert analysis to determine the

accuracy of anomaly detection. In [66, 210] the authors compare LOF with one-class

SVM [67] using MDT data with di�erent levels of shadowing and inter-site distances.

The authors compare the Receiver Operating Characteristic curves of the two techniques

and demonstrate that for the same shadowing and inter-site distance, one-class SVM

outperforms LOF considerably.

Apart from the use of MDT data for outage detection, some studies such as [104, 88, 56]

also propose to use cell level performance metrics such as uplink and downlink data rates,

radio link failures, and handover failures to detect network outages. In [104, 88] the

authors use SVM and auto-regressive integrated moving average to identify network

anomalies using network throughput data. The authors construct healthy network per-

formance models using the two techniques and predict future cell performance data from

those models. If there is a signi�cant deviation between actual and predicted data, the

algorithm determines that the cell is in outage. In [56] the authors use handover and

radio link failure data to predict network outages in the network. The authors create

a di�usion map of changes in user associations due to handover and call failure events.
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The solution then maps the user association changes to cell dominance areas in the

di�usion map. Finally, the solution runs k-means clustering algorithm [58] to detect the

cell with abnormal changes in user associations.

In contrast to the plethora of studies on cell-wide outage detection, only a few studies

have addressed the problem of coverage hole detection [203, 204, 205]. In [203] the

authors argue that MDT report data does not necessarily represent a complete net-

work coverage picture. Therefore, they apply Bayesian prediction framework on a real

network MDT report data to predict missing data and generate radio network coverage

maps. These maps are then used to predict the presence of coverage holes by estimating

their likelihood based on neighboring pixel. The algorithm in [203] is extended in [204]

to use four neighboring pixels, instead of one, to construct the network coverage envi-

ronment map. Moreover, the authors use Bayesian kriging and interference cartography

to generate these maps, which improves the prediction accuracy. In [205] the authors

propose to use a combination of radio link failures along with a piece-wise deterministic

coverage model to predict the boundaries of coverage and, consequently, coverage holes.

The use of deterministic coverage model in [205] eliminates the uncertainty in coverage

estimation due to shadowing.

Despite advancements in coverage hole and outage detection described above, there

exist several key issues that need to be addressed for such solutions to be applicable to

mmWave UDHNs:

Sensitivity to shadowing Most of the existing cell outage detection solutions are

highly sensitive to shadowing. This is a key observation made in [66, 210] where the

authors have investigated the impact of shadow fading on the accuracy of several out-

age detection algorithms. The authors have shown that as the standard deviation of

shadowing increases, machine learning based outage detection models become less ac-

curate ultimately becoming analogous to a coin toss. The same is true for accuracy of
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coverage hole detection solutions which rely on neighboring pixel data to predict the

existence of a coverage hole [203, 204]. Since heavy shadowing is an intrinsic feature

of mmWave-UDHNs, a practical solution for coverage hole and cell outage detection in

such networks must be robust to the e�ects of shadowing.

Inclusion of Spatio-Temporal Domains Network coverage is susceptible to ran-

domness due to shadowing in both spatial and temporal domains. However, prior stud-

ies, such as the ones discussed above, only consider coverage information in terms of

spatial snapshots taken at certain time instants. This implies that the solutions de-

pendent on this information run at each time instant with no information cascading to

subsequent time snapshots. This leads to the possibility of instantaneous coverage holes

or outages triggering outage compensation algorithms if they occur at the time when

the snapshot of the coverage is being built, or coverage holes or outages being missed

out between the snapshots. Even the solutions based on time-averaged models such as

[104, 88, 211] do not o�er the temporal depth to deal with these instantaneous coverage

�uctuations. Similarly, while some studies employ temporal coverage data to identify

network anomalies [212, 213, 214, 77], they do not explicate the complete spatial impact

of these anomalies on the subscribers or their QoE. Given these issues, any coverage hole

or outage detection solution must consider both spatial as well as temporal domains in

the detection process.

Sensitivity to data distribution model Many prior studies discussed above lever-

age tools such as k-means, LOF, SVM, Bayesian kriging, or Bayesian prediction frame-

works that implicitly assume some speci�c data distribution, usually Gaussian, expo-

nential or some variation of the two. However, acute dynamics of mobile environment,

particularly those associated with mmWave UDHN can make these assumptions invalid.

Therefore, an outage detection solution that does not rely on a-priori assumptions about

distribution of data is highly desirable, particularly to be applicable for mmWave UDHN.
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Coverage Hole and Outage Detection in mmWave UDHNs As mentioned in

chapter 1, the likelihood of outages increases with cell density as well as complexity

of the cell hardware which will be the case in mmWave-UDHNs. While some outage

detection solutions have been proposed to incorporate heterogeneous network topology,

to the best of the author's knowledge, a coverage hole or outage detection solution that

explicitly targets mmWave-UDHNs while addressing idiosyncrasies of such networks

does not exist.

3.0.2 Proposed Approach and Contributions

In this chapter a new approach for anomaly detection is proposed, one that is based

on entropy �eld decomposition (EFD), an algorithm �rst introduced by Frank and

Galinsky [215]. EFD has previously been used successfully for brain activity mode

detection in biomedical engineering [216] and the study of severe weather phenomenon

[217]. However, this is the �rst use of EFD in the context of wireless communication

networks. The motivation for leveraging EFD to solve cell outage and coverage hole

detection problem is its ability to identify the �ow of information in data over both space

and time by combining information �eld theory [218] and entropy spectrum pathways

theory [219]. Furthermore, EFD is independent of baseline data model/distribution

and it actively suppresses the e�ects of noise in activity mode detection process which

makes it a natural solution for coverage hole and outage detection in mmWave-UDHN

environments marked by heavy shadowing.

3.1 System Model

Consider a system with single-cell connectivity for the sake of simplicity and assume

that the user association changes immediately after an outage which is a reasonable

assumption for mmWave - UDHNs with highly overlapping cell coverage.
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3.1.1 Network Coverage

For the purpose of developing this solution, it is assumed that a user is in outage when

the downlink received power of that user from its associated cell P c
r,u falls below a

threshold P th
rout that is,:

Outage := P c
r,u ≤ P th

rout (3.1)

and in a coverage hole when P c
r,u falls below a threshold P th

rch
that is, :

Coverage Hole := P c
r,u ≤ P th

rch
(3.2)

where P th
rch

> P th
rout . The rest of the discussion in this and subsequent section will focus

on outage detection but it lends itself directly to coverage hole detection as well without

any changes.

To calculate P c
r,u, the standard exponential pathloss model is considered, the log of

which can be written as:

P c
r,udBm

= f(P c
t , Gu, G

c
u, a, d

c
u, β) + εcu (3.3)

where P c
t is the transmit power of cell c, Gu is the gain of user equipment, Gc

u is the

channel gain of cell c, a is the pathloss constant and depends on the clutter, εcu is the

shadowing at the location of user u from cell c and usually assumed to be log-normally

distributed, dcu is the distance of subscriber u from cell c, and β is the pathloss exponent.

Assuming each of Gu, G
c
u, a, d

c
u and β remains constant, (3.3) can simply be re-written

as:

P c
r,udBm

= f(P c
t ) + ε (3.4)

Thus, each subset P̂t of the set of cell transmit powers Pt will result in a di�erent set of

received powers Pr. As such, the likelihood of getting a set of downlink received powers

Pr given some set of transmit powers P̂t can be de�ned as:
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p(Pr) =

∫
p(Pr|P̂t)p(P̂t)dP̂t (3.5)

In the event of a cell outage, the loss of transmission from the a�ected cell will result

in a unique set of downlink received powers Prout . Given this set of received powers,

the set of transmit powers including the a�ected cell transmit power can be estimated

using Baye's rule as:

p(P̂t|Prout) =
p(Prout , P̂t)

p(Prout)
(3.6)

3.2 Entropy Field Decomposition

For a deterministic system with a �xed signal propagation model and no shadowing,

the estimation of (3.6) is simply a question of going through all the subsets P̂t and

calculating the resulting sets Pr. However, for a system with random variations in the

signal, this estimation becomes more complex. Furthermore, if these random variations

a�ect the system both spatially and temporally, as is the case in real mobile cellular

networks, obtaining the conditional probabilities in (3.6) becomes intractable. However,

one method of obtaining an estimate of these probabilities which has been explored in

[218] is to use information �eld theory which represents the probability distributions in

terms of an information �eld. In this case, the transmit power or signal data must �rst

be represented as an information �eld such that:

Pt(xl, yl, tl) ≡ Pt(ζl) =

∫
ϑδ(ζ − ζl)dϑ (3.7)

where ζl = xl, yl, tl represents the transformation of spatial coordinates xi, yi, i =

1, ..., NM and temporal coordinate tj, j = 1, ..., O as a point on the information �eld ϑ.

The key descriptor of an information �eld is the Hamiltonian H which corresponds to

the total energy of the �eld [220] and is de�ned as:

H(Pr,ϑ) = −ln (p(Pr,ϑ)) (3.8)
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Using the above transformations, (3.6) can be re-written as:

p(ϑ|Pr) =
eH(Pr ,ϑ)

Z(Pr)
(3.9)

where Z(Pr) =
∫
eH(Pr ,ϑ)dϑ is called the partition function. Since the spatio-temporal

received powers in a real network are not independent of each other, Pt(ζl) is consid-

ered an interacting �eld [218] whose Hamiltonian can be derived through Taylor series

expansion of (3.8) as given in [215]:

H(Pr,ϑ) = H0 +
1

2
ϑ†D−1ϑ− j†ϑ+

∞∑
n=1

1

n!

∫
...

∫
V

(n)
ζ1...ζn

ϑ(ζ1)...ϑ(ζn)dζ1...dζn (3.10)

whereD matrix is the information propagator, the vector j is the information source, the

(.)† notation represents the adjoint of a matrix, and H0 is the free energy Hamiltonian

[220] which can be obtained by integrating the joint probability p(Pr,ϑ) over Pr and ϑ.

Since H0 is a consequence of an interaction-less �eld, it simply acts as a scaling factor

for an interacting �eld. Also, since it is assumed that the received power at each point

is not independent of other points due to shadowing and fading e�ects, H0 can be safely

ignored. The terms V (n)
ζ1...ζn

represent the interactions of up to n �eld components and

are integrated over each coordinate. The matrix D and vector j can be obtained by

using the free theory formalism for a Gaussian signal [218] and are given as:

D =
[
σ2
P̂t

−1
+ f(P̂t)

†N−1f(P̂t)
]−1

(3.11a)

j = f(P̂t)
†N−1Pr (3.11b)

where σ2
P̂t

= 〈P̂tP̂t
†〉 is the covariance of the transmit powers and N is the covariance

of noise in the data.

The interaction terms V (n)
ζ1...ζn

can be obtained using entropy spectrum pathways theory

which ranks the optimal pathways within a disordered lattice according to their path

entropy [219]. To construct the entropy pathways, a coupling matrix Q must be con-
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structed from points on the information �eld lattice. This can be done by generating

an adjacency matrix Aij of spatio-temporal points in the dataset Pr and using the

transformation ζl = xl, yl, tl to obtain the components of Q matrix as follows:

Q(ζi, ζj) = Pr(i)Pr(j)Aij (3.12)

It is important to highlight here that the Q matrix can be used to represent any rela-

tionship between two or more points in the network regardless of the signal propagation

model and the distributions of shadowing and fading. This is a major advantage com-

pared to other techniques such as Bayesian classi�cation that rely on some underlying

assumptions regarding data and noise distributions which can lead to very high mis-

classi�cation error if the actual distribution di�ers from the assumed one.

The information �eld can be reconstructed via entropy spectrum pathways that allow

the representation of the �eld in terms of the eigenmodes of Q using Fourier expansion.

In mathematical terms, �eld components are given as:

ϑ(ζl) =
K∑
k

[bkϕ
(k)ζl + b∗kϕ

∗(k)ζl] (3.13)

where ϕ(k) is the kth eigenmode, bk is the mode amplitude of kth eigenmode and the

∗ operator refers to the conjugate of a number, while K is the number of signi�cant

eigenmodes considered for �eld transformation. A key insight here is that by only

considering the most important eigenmodes and keeping K to a reasonably small value

compared to the total number of eigenmodes, a decent estimate of the information

�eld can be obtained, thus reducing the problem complexity signi�cantly. To test the

importance of an eigenmode, the corresponding eigenvalue λk can be compared with

the determinant of the noise covariance matrix N .

Using the above information, the transformed information Hamiltonian H(Pr, bk) can

be obtained by:
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H(Pr, bk) =
1

2
ak
†Λak − jk†ak +

∞∑
n=1

1

n!

K∑
k1

...

K∑
kn

Ṽ
(n)
k1...kn

ak1 ...akn (3.14)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of Q, Ṽ (n)
k1...kn

represent the

interaction terms of the eigenmodes, and jk is the amplitude of the kth eigenmode in

expansion of the information source j:

jk =

∫
jϕ(k)dζ (3.15)

To calculate the values of mode amplitudes, the Hamiltonian is minimized with respect

to the �eld and the �eld is replaced with its transformation in terms of its eigenmodes

[215] which gives:

Λbk = jk −
∞∑
n=1

1

n!

K∑
k1

...
K∑
kn

Ṽ
(n)
kk1...kn

bk1 ...bkn (3.16)

If the �eld interaction terms V (n)
ζ1...ζn

are de�ned as powers of the coupling matrix Q such

that:

V
(n)
ζ1...ζn

=
α(n)

n

n∑
p=1

∏
m=1
m6=n

QζpQζm (3.17)

then the mode interaction terms Ṽ (n)
k1...kn

are obtained by:

Ṽ
(n)
k1...kn

=
δ(n)

n

n∑
p=1

(
1

λkp

n∏
m=1

λkm

)∫ ( n∏
r=1

ϕ(kr)(ζ)

)
dζ (3.18)

where coe�cients δ(n) should be chosen su�ciently small to ensure the convergence of

(3.18). Using the formulation presented above, the posterior probability of the �eld

can be obtained as de�ned in (3.9). The decomposition of the information �eld into its

modes provides a re�ection of the �eld into its independent modes.
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Algorithm 1 Outage Detection Using EFD

Input: Pt,Prnorm ,PrRT ,Uc
Output: ϑ(ζl), c in outage

1: Calculate Q from (3.12) using PrRT
2: Obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q
3: Calculate entropy �eld ϑ using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Q from (3.13)

4: for l ∈ 1, ..., NMO do

5: if ϑl > 0 then

6: {u(xout, yout)} = {u(xout, yout)}+ u(xl, yl)

7: end if

8: end for

9: if {u(xout, yout)} = φ then

10: continue

11: else

12: for u(xout, yout) ∈ {u(xout, yout)} do {cout} = {cout} + {c =

arg max∀c∈C P
c
r,u(xout,yout)norm

}
13: end for

14: end if

3.2.1 Outage Detection Using Entropy Field Decomposition

The result of applying EFD to the coverage data is an entropy �eld which identi�es how

information �ows across the spatio-temporal domains. In order to make this resulting

�eld output useful for outage detection in MCNs, algorithm 1 presents the proposed

coverage hole and outage detection solution.

The algorithm takes user-cell association Uc information from the MDT data and the

network coverage data when no outage is present in the network Prnorm , as well as real-

time spatio-temporal coverage data PrRT . The real-time data are processed using EFD

which outputs the data points where high information �ows are detected. In simple

terms, the EFD algorithm gives the boundary between outage and non-outage e�ected

areas. The points with high energy that is, the points at the boundary of the outage

are passed to a localization module which identi�es the cell with which the high energy

points are associated. Once the degraded cell is identi�ed, it is passed as an output

which can be fed to an outage diagnosis and compensation algorithm.
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3.2.2 Complexity Analysis of EFD based Outage and Coverage Hole De-

tection

The complexity of algorithm 1 depends on two key factors: 1) the size of input matrices

Prnorm and PrRT , and 2) the duration of time over which outage detection is being done.

These factor de�ne the size of adjacency matrixA which in turn de�nes the computation

required to estimate the matrixQ. Let N = M and L = N2∗O, thenA andQ are LxL

matrices. Calculating A is then O(L2) complex. Q matrix calculation only requires to

replace estimated Qij values at points where Aij 6= 0 which is O(log(L)) complex. The

eigenvalue decomposition of Q is O(L3) complex [221]. The reconstruction of ϑ(ζl) is

O(K) complex based on (3.13). Finally, identifying points with non-zero entropy is a

simple search action which is also O(log(L)) complex. Thus, the complete algorithm

is O(L3 + L2 + 2 ∗ log(L)) complex. Fig. 3.1 shows the complexity of the EFD based

outage and coverage hole detection algorithm when N = M and O = 2 which con�rms

the estimated complexity.

Fig. 3.1: Complexity of EFD based outage and coverage hole detection algorithm
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3.2.3 Other techniques for outage detection

To evaluate the performance of EFD based outage detection, it is compared with two

unsupervised machine learning techniques namely 1) independent component analysis

(ICA) [98] and 2) k-means clustering [58]. Both of these techniques are brie�y described

here before the discussion on simulation details and results.

Independent Component Analysis

Just like EFD, ICA is an unsupervised clustering technique and is highly useful for

decomposing real datasets where the noise distribution in the source signals may not

always be Gaussian. ICA �nds clusters in a dataset in the form of source signals which

can be used to reconstruct the received signals such that:

Pr = A ∗ Pt (3.19)

where Pr is the received signal vector, Pt are the source signal vectors and A is the

weight matrix for signal reconstruction.

There are several methods of estimating Pt andA including projection pursuit, infomax,

maximum likelihood estimation [222], and reconstruction ICA [223]. For the purpose of

comparison with the proposed EFD based outage detectio solution, reconstruction ICA

is employed as the algorithm of choice. Reconstruction ICA was initially developed to

denoise and reconstruct images from only a few source signal vectors obtained using

ICA. Since the objective here is not only to identify the source of an outage but also its

impact area, reconstruction ICA is used to separate the outage source signal from noise

source signal and normal source signal, which is then used to reconstruct a map of only

outage a�ected areas.
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k-means Clustering

k-means clustering is another commonly used unsupervised clustering technique. The

k-means clustering algorithm splits the data into k separate clusters based on their

distance from randomly distributed means. The most common implementation of k-

means clustering is also referred to as Lloyd's algorithm [224] which iteratively updates

the values of the k di�erent means based on the distance between the means and data

points. The algorithm begins by assigning each data point Prp to a set of points S(t)
i

which are closest to the mean µi in terms of Euclidean distance such that:

S
(t)
i = {Prp : ||Prp − µ

(t)
i ||2 ≤ ||Prp − µ

(t)
j ||2∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} (3.20)

The means are updated based on the new sets or clusters such that:

µ
(t+1)
i =

1

S
(t)
i

∑
Prp∈S

(t)
i

Prp (3.21)

The algorithm continues to update the means until it converges or some stopping criteria

for distance is met.

3.2.4 Simulation Setup

To obtain coverage data, an ultra-dense network of mmWave cells and small cells is

created in a 260m x 260m area of downtown New York City as shown in Fig. 3.2.

The coverage data are generated using Atoll Radio Planning Software [225]. The small

cells (red) are con�gured to operate in 2GHz frequency spectrum with omni-directional

antennas, while the mmWave cells (green) are con�gured to operate in the 28GHz spec-

trum with directional antennas. Antenna speci�cations for mmWave cells were obtained

from [106]. mmWave and standard Aster propagation models [226] which use ray trac-

ing for mmWave and small cell pathloss calculation are employed while taking factors

such as clutter information, atmospheric absorption, and frequency-selective fading into
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Table 3.1: Parameter Settings for Simulation Testing of EFD Based Outage Detection Solu-
tion

System Parameters Value

Number of Sites mmWave: 7; Small: 4

Transmission Frequency mmWave: 28GHz; Small: 2 GHz

Transmission Bandwidth mmWave: 100 MHz; Small: 20 MHz

Transmit Power mmWave: 30 dBm, Small: 20 dBm

Antenna Tilt mmWave: 7°; Small: 0°

Antenna Gain mmWave: 18 dBi; Small: 5.7 dBi

Site Placement Random

Shadowing Street: 0 dB - 10 dB
Open Space: 0 dB - 10 dB
Grassland: 2 dB - 12 dB
Low Vegetation: 4 dB - 14 dB
Building ≥ 30m: 8 dB - 18 dB
Building 12m - 30m: 10 dB - 20 dB
Building < 12m: 12 dB - 22 dB

account. Cell transmit power is used as the input signal for information �eld genera-

tion; however, any other coverage actuation parameter such as transmitter antenna tilts

or transmitter antenna gains can be used just as easily if the relationship between the

parameter and output data is known. To simulate outages, the transmitters of Small

Site 1 and mmWave Site 1 shown in Fig. 3.2 are deactivated one by one. Rest of the

details of simulation parameters are given in Table 3.1.

3.2.5 Results

The results presented below compare proposed EFD based outage detection solution

with ICA and k-means clustering based outage detection algorithms. Simulations were

carried out for a range of shadowing levels to assess the e�cacy of EFD in mitigating

the e�ects of noise in the data. Furthermore, results for two di�erent scenarios are

presented: 1) no outage, and 2) outage to investigate the ability of EFD to distinguish

between coverage holes and outages. Note that though the algorithms for EFD, ICA

and k-means clustering use data from the two spatial and one temporal dimensions, the

presented results for baseline coverage data are averaged over time. To compare the
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Fig. 3.2: Network Layout

results of EFD, k-means and ICA, two coverage snapshots are shown, one for 0 dB open

area shadowing and one for 10 dB open area shadowing.

The true positive detection rate and false positive detection rate are calculated for each

algorithm with open area shadowing standard deviation ranging from 0 dB to 10 dB

giving a performance benchmark in a range of scenarios in a dense urban setting. It

is important to highlight here that as the open area shadowing standard deviation is

changed, shadowing standard deviation for other clutter classes such as di�erent building

heights is also changed by the same amount. Furthermore, to ensure generality, the true

and false positive outage detection rates are averaged over 100 simulation iterations.
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Impact of Shadowing on Coverage Hole Detection

For this study, coverage holes are de�ned as points where Pr < −105 dBm. Since all

three algorithms are unsupervised, this threshold can be set to any value without the

loss of generality.

Fig. 3.3: Coverage hole detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 0 dB open
space shadowing

Fig. 3.4: Coverage hole detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 10 dB open
space shadowing
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Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show coverage holes in the network and the results for the three

coverage hole detection algorithms when open area shadowing standard deviation is

set to 0 dB and 10 dB respectively. Sub�gs. (a) show network coverage in terms of

RSRP, Sub�gs. (b) show the results for EFD algorithm, Sub�gs. (c) show the results

of k-means clustering, while Sub�gs. (d) show the results for ICA algorithm.

While the e�cacy of each algorithm can be visually observed from Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, a

comprehensive evaluation of the three algorithms requires more analytical comparison.

To this end, Fig. 3.5 presents the true positive detection rate (TPR) of the three

algorithms when open area shadowing standard deviation is varied between 0 dB and

10 dB. k-means clustering performs the best of all three algorithms in terms of TPR

for low shadowing levels. However, as the level of shadowing increases, EFD begins to

become more dominant as the di�erence between indoor and outdoor coverage becomes

starker. On the other hand, TPR for k-means clustering begins to fall as shadowing

increases because the predicted cluster mean values start getting closer to each other

resulting in some coverage holes being misclassi�ed.

Fig. 3.5: True positive rate of coverage hole detection over varying shadowing with EFD,
k-means clustering and ICA
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Fig. 3.6: False positive rate of coverage hole detection over varying shadowing with EFD,
k-means clustering and ICA

For a complete perspective, the false positive detection rate (FPR) of the three algo-

rithms is also compared and is given in Fig. 3.6. EFD starts o� with a relatively high

FPR which continues to increase with increase in shadowing standard deviation. This is

because EFD identi�es the maximum entropy boundary in the information �eld which

means areas near the edge of a coverage hole will also have non-zero entropy leading

to false positives. As a result, as the number of coverage holes increases, so does the

FPR for EFD. Conversely, the FPR for k-means decreases as shadowing increases. For

k-means this is again because of reduced mean separation which leads to fewer false pre-

dictions. For ICA, the FPR increases because of its unsupervised nature which means

it clusters some areas with Pr > −105 dBm with coverage holes. Since the overall Pr

values �uctuate more with increase in shadowing standard deviation, the potential for

misclassi�cation obviously increases.

It is pertinent to point out here that since coverage holes are not actually outages but

just the absence of coverage in a particular region, using a solution that has higher TPR

and higher FPR is preferable than having a solution with low TPR and low FPR. This

is particularly true in the case of coverage holes detection since it is still acceptable to
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err on the side of caution if we can get higher detection accuracy and coverage hole

detection is not as time sensitive as outage detection.

Impact of shadowing on Outage Detection

To compare the performance of the three algorithms in detecting outages in the network

regardless of network coverage or shadowing, two di�erent scenarios are employed: 1)

small cell outage and 2) mmWave cell outage. Outage a�ected areas are de�ned as the

spatio-temporal points where user association uc changes after a cell becomes a�ected

by a full or partial outage. Again, since all three algorithms are unsupervised, this

outage criteria can be applied without the loss of generality.

Small Cell Outage Detection: Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show the small cell outage and the

results for the three algorithms when open area shadowing standard deviation is set to

0 dB and 10 dB respectively. Sub�gs. (a) show network coverage in terms of reference

signal received power (RSRP), Sub�gs. (b) show the results for EFD algorithm, Sub�gs.

(c) show the results of k-means clustering, while Sub�gs. (d) show the results for ICA

algorithm.
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Fig. 3.7: Small cell outage detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 0 dB open
space shadowing

Fig. 3.8: Small cell outage detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 10 dB
open space shadowing

Fig. 3.9 compares the TPR for the three solutions for small cell outage detection and

it can be seen that ICA performs the best of all three algorithms for lower levels of

shadowing standard deviation. However, as the shadowing standard deviation increases,
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Fig. 3.9: True positive rate of small cell outage detection over varying shadowing with EFD,
k-means clustering and ICA

k-means begins to become the more dominant algorithm. On the other hand EFD begins

with rather low value of TPR but improves as the level of shadowing increases. The

increase in TPR for k-means clustering is due to the fact that k-means does not the have

the capacity to separate outages from coverage holes resulting in all of the outage points

and coverage holes being lumped together as shadowing standard deviation increases.

On the other hand, the increase in TPR for EFD stems from the fact that at low

shadowing, the number of points associated with the outage a�ected small cell are very

high but EFD only detects the source of the outage. However, with the increase in

shadowing standard deviation, the number of points associated with the outage a�ected

cell grows smaller which means EFD is able to identify them with higher accuracy.

Conversely, a comparison of FPR from Fig. 3.10 shows that as the shadowing increases,

the ability of k-means to distinguish outages from coverage holes clearly decreases. Same

is true for ICA but to a lesser degree since ICA is better at separating source of variation

in data than k-means. Compared to both ICA and k-means, EFD has zero FPR for all

levels of shadowing due to its ability to extract the source of an anomaly very cleanly

from the data regardless of the noise variations.

It is pertinent to note here that the trend for EFD TPR is increasing with increase in
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Fig. 3.10: False positive rate of small cell outage detection over varying shadowing with EFD,
k-means clustering and ICA

shadowing, and when taken in context with its FPR, it clearly shows that EFD is the

better algorithm for outage detection in high noise environments. Furthermore, since

EFD takes both spatial and temporal data as input, not only does it identify the point

where received power changes in space, it also detects where the received power changes

in time.

mmWave Cell Outage Detection: Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 show the mmWave cell

outage and the results for the three algorithms when open area shadowing standard

deviation is set to 0 dB and 10 dB respectively. Sub�gs. (a) show network coverage in

terms of reference signal received power (RSRP), Sub�gs. (b) show the results for EFD

algorithm, Sub�gs. (c) show the results of k-means clustering, while Sub�gs. (d) show

the results for ICA algorithm.
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Fig. 3.11: mmWave cell outage detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 0 dB
open space shadowing

Fig. 3.12: mmWave cell outage detection using EFD, k-means clustering and ICA with 10
dB open space shadowing

From Fig. 3.13 it can be seen that ICA performs the best of all three algorithms in

terms of TPR at low to mid levels of shadowing standard deviation and its TPR remains

stable with increasing shadowing. However, this increase needs to be seen in the context

of its FPR given in Fig. 3.14 which also increases as the level of shadowing increases.
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This is again because at higher levels of shadowing, it becomes more di�cult for the

algorithm to separate the source of an outage from the source of a deep coverage hole.

Fig. 3.13: True positive rate of mmWave cell outage detection over varying shadowing with
EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

Fig. 3.14: False positive rate of mmWave cell outage detection over varying shadowing with
EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

In comparison, EFD again starts from a lower TPR and gradually improves becoming

the best algorithm at 10dB open space shadowing standard deviation. The reason for

this is the same as before that is, it is able to extract the source of the outage very
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well from the data and as shadowing increases the impact of outage becomes smaller

compared to coverage holes.

For k-means clustering, the TPR in the case of a mmWave cell outage improves only

gradually since there are not a lot of points associated with the outage a�ected cell to

begin with. However, as mentioned previously, it still lumps coverage holes and outages

together which means its FPR increase dramatically with increase in shadowing.

Key Insights from the Results

While the relative performance of EFD, ICA and k-means is obvious from the results

presented above, some of the more implicit, yet key insights are given below:

� k-means clustering is e�ective for coverage hole detection at lower shadowing lev-

els while EFD is more e�ective at identifying coverage holes at higher levels of

shadowing.

� Both EFD and ICA algorithms are more e�ective at spatially extracting the source

of an outage than they are at identifying the impact of the outage making them

better suited for identi�cation of a cell in outage than k-means. In contrast,

k-means is more suitable for identifying the impact of an outage.

� EFD is a highly e�ective choice for locating outages in spatio-temporal data since

theAmatrix can be constructed to include both spatially and temporally adjacent

points. This can allow EFD based outage detection solution to identify the source

of an outage but also the time at which said outage occurred. This is of great

value in real networks where outages can be very costly if allowed to continue for

extended periods.
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Practical Implementation of EFD based Coverage Hole and Outage Detec-

tion Solution

The results presented in this section have served to highlight the power of the proposed

EFD based solution at overcoming the challenges posed by shadowing and temporal

variations in coverage hole and outage detection. These advantages of EFD make it a

very attractive deployment proposition in future mmWave UDHNs.

For implementation in a practical setup, EFD o�ers several design options and �exi-

bilities including tweaking the value of K in (3.13) to obtain more complex coverage

hole and outage pro�les. The algorithm is also agnostic to the distribution of noise in

the data which also makes it an ideal choice in unpredictable propagation environments

such as UDHNs in dense urban areas. Furthermore, the algorithm sensitivity to changes

in information �ow can also be controlled by the parameter α in (3.18). A higher value

of α makes the algorithm more sensitive to information changes while a smaller value

makes it more focused.

3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, several key issues present in the state-of-the-art coverage hole and out-

age detection algorithms have been presented. These issues include: 1) sensitivity to

shadowing, 2) considering instantaneous spatial network coverage pro�le only, and 3)

making assumptions regarding data and noise distributions. To overcome these lim-

itations, a novel entropy �eld decomposition based solution has been proposed here

which detects outages and coverage holes in spatio-temporal coverage data. The results

presented in this chapter compare the e�cacy of the proposed entropy �eld decomposi-

tion based outage detection method with the state-of-the-art outage detection methods

including independent component analysis and k-means clustering in a dense urban

mmWave-small cell UDHN over a range of shadowing values. Results show that pro-
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posed entropy �led decomposition based solution is a powerful tool in combating the

e�ects of shadowing on coverage hole and outage detection while also demonstrating its

e�ciency at extracting spatio-temporal information �ows from coverage data. However,

entropy �eld decomposition is a computationally complex solution with exponential

computation time with respect to input coverage data. Therefore, for practical imple-

mentation, a distributed execution where the network is divided into small spatial units

is advisable.
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CHAPTER 4

Outage Detection with Sparse User Data

From the discussion in chapters 2 and 3, it is clear that both data sparsity and variable

noise will be features of mobile cellular networks of the future relying on network densi-

�cation and mmWave spectrum utilization. Therefore, a solution is needed that is able

to detect outages even when the network data are sparse and there is variable noise in

the data.

The discussion and results in chapter 3 showed that while the proposed EFD based

outage detection solution was able to detect outages in variable noise environments,

it required full network coverage information to do so. This was because EFD relies

heavily on identifying the entropy of information �ow in the information �eld. However,

if there are not enough spatial or temporal data, constructing a contiguous �eld becomes

improbable and a �eld created from such data will not characterize an outage completely

and accurately.

To this end, a new method for outage detection is presented in this chapter which uses

deep neural networks (DNNs) [227] to extract hidden features from sparse, variable

noise coverage data to localize a small or mmWave cell outage. DNNs have previously

been demonstrated to e�ectively use the hidden features in the data for a variety of

applications ranging from image recognition, text recognition, and classi�cation among

many other use case [227]. In this chapter, in addition to the performance analysis of

the proposed DNN based outage detection solution, a comparison is presented with the

state-of-the-art outage detection techniques.

The choice of DNNs for solving the outage detection with sparse data problem was

motivated by the fact that DNNs can be trained to give extremely accurate results
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provided there is enough training data. It also understood that while the spatial coverage

data is bound to be sparse in future mobile cellular networks, there will nevertheless be

a healthy supply of temporal data since network coverage measurements are reported at

millisecond timescales. Therefore, DNNs will still be able to detect outages with sparse

spatial data since their will be no shortage of training data during the learning process.

4.1 Related Work and Contributions

One way of avoiding the issues associated with data sparsity and noise variability is to

remove these two problems from the data before they are used for outage detection. This

would require data augmentation and noise �ltering, both of which have been explored

in detail in literature, especially from the perspective of visual data. The following

subsections provide a quick overview of the common techniques to deal with both these

challenges along with their practical limitations in terms of outage detection with low

latency. In addition, studies dealing with the use of DNNs for mobile cellular networks

and anomaly detection are also discussed below.

4.1.1 Overcoming the Issue of Data Sparsity

The issue of data sparsity is not unique to UDHNs; in fact, a large number of practical

systems need to deal with the issue of data sparsity which means the topic has been well

researched. Overall, there are two broad methods of dealing with data sparsity which

are: 1) matrix completion [228], and 2) kriging [229]. Di�erent versions of both these

techniques have been used for reconstruction of radio environment maps [230] and are

brie�y explained below.
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Matrix Completion

Matrix completion refers to predicting values in a matrix with low rank and incomplete

entries. There are several methods of achieving this with the most common approaches

being singular value thresholding [231] and grey prediction models [232]. Out of the two

methods, singular value thresholding based radio map prediction has been demonstrated

in [230] while grey prediction has been used for completing small cell coverage matrices

in [71] for outage detection.

Despite its usefulness, matrix completion is a highly complex process with very high

computational complexity. In fact, the convergence time for singular value threshold-

ing increases exponentially with the increase in matrix size. Similarly, grey prediction

models have large overhead costs associated with them in terms of time complexity

which increases as the number of available measurements decreases [71]. Other tech-

niques used for matrix completion for outage prediction include collaborative �ltering

[73] which groups similar user pro�les to predict normal cell performance, while [74] use

simulations to augment sparse user data and build normal cell pro�les for cell outage

detection. Again, both these techniques require additional time to build full network

coverage pro�le before detecting outages which adds to the latency of the solutions.

Kriging

Kriging is another technique that is used to interpolate missing values between reported

measurements. Kriging algorithms work by calculating a probability estimate of the next

point based on previous points and then predicting the next missing value [230]. One

example of this is demonstrated in [204] where the authors have used Bayesian kriging

to predict radio environment map for coverage hole detection.

While kriging gives very good results for systems with known noise distribution, its

performance degrades if the noise distribution is unknown. For example, Bayesian
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kriging assumes that the noise distribution in the data is normal; however, that is not

necessarily true in real networks. In addition, kriging is a computationally expensive

process with exponential computational complexity.

4.1.2 Overcoming the Issue of Unpredictable Noise Variance

The issue of unpredictable noise variance is very common when dealing with image data

with several approaches exist for overcoming it [233]. Among the two most popular

techniques are: 1) data denoising and 2) noise estimation.

Data Denoising

Denoising technique are generally divided into two broad categories: 1) spatial, and 2)

transform domain �ltering methods [234]. Spatial �ltering methods apply some sort

of �lters on the data to remove random perturbations from the data to achieve data

smoothing. The complexity of such methods depends on the nature of �lter, that is, is

it linear or non-linear � and the size of data. Transform domain methods convert data

from the spatial domain into a transform domain, commonly using cosine or fourier

transform, and then separate the noise signal from the transform domain data before

retransforming the data back to the spatial domain.

Noise Estimation

Most of the solutions for outage detection presented in chapter 2 assume some sort of

noise distribution in the data since most predictive algorithms depend on pre-knowledge

of noise distribution. However, in case noise distribution is unknown, noise estimation

techniques can be used which generally use heuristic algorithms to characterize the dis-

tribution of noise in given data [235]. For example, [236] have presented a survey of

methods for estimating noise in the data before applying SVM for regression or classi�-
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cation applications, including priori knowledge, distribution �tting, and regularization

among others. However, noise estimation is never guaranteed to be accurate since it

is only applicable to seen data and the distribution of noise in unseen data might be

di�erent.

4.1.3 DNNs and Outage Detection with DNNs

The stringent low latency requirements for future mobile cellular networks mean outage

detection solutions with high computation complexity will not always be viable going

forward. This means that solutions that require matrix completion, kriging, denoising

and noise estimation will no longer prove to be viable options due to their high time

complexity. Therefore, the ideal outage detection solution for future mobile cellular

networks should have low computational complexity and high accuracy regardless of

data density. To this end, a DNN based outage detection solution is proposed here and

compared with the other state-of-the-art outage techniques described in chapters 2 and

3.

DNNs are an extension of arti�cial neural networks with the di�erence that instead of

the traditional single hidden layer neural network, DNNs usually have multiple hidden

layers with potentially di�erent number of nodes within each layer. Other versions of

deep neural networks include convolutional neural networks, autoencoder, and reduced

Boltzmann machines among others [227].

Over the last few years, DNNs have become extremely popular for a wide variety of

applications and mobile cellular networks are no di�erent. DNNs have been used for

interference control, channel estimation, tra�c prediction, energy e�ciency, and power

allocation among others [237]. In terms of outage detection in mobile cellular networks,

the number of DNN based outage detection solutions are very limited with the only rele-

vant study being [238] where the authors have proposed to use DNN based autoencoder

to detect outages in a homogeneous network.
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Beyond that, several studies have used DNNs for anomalous tra�c behavior detection in

communication networks. In [239] the authors have used di�erent DNN architectures to

detect rogue packet in network tra�c data transmitted over a wireless radio frequency

channel. Similarly, [240] have used restricted Boltzmann machine based DNNs to detect

anomalous packets in the network tra�c data to detect suspicious activity. The same

problem is the focus of [241] where a standard neural network is used to detect anomalous

tra�c data with comparisons against other machine learning algorithms.

4.1.4 Proposed Approach and Contributions

Given the limitations of techniques for dealing with data sparsity and noise variations

in the data in terms of time complexity, and the issues faced by other machine learning

techniques in dealing with spatio-temporal variations in sparse network coverage data,

a DNN based outage detection solution is proposed here. The choice of DNNs for

outage detection was made because of their inherent ability to extract hidden features

from the data while being reasonably e�cient in terms of computational complexity.

The proposed solution takes in pre and post outage received signal strength at a user

location and the distance of the user from serving cell and classi�es whether the user

is in outage or not. To evaluate the performance of the DNN based outage detection

solution, it is compared with several state-of-the-art outage detection solutions including

k-means clustering, SVM, EFD, autoencoder and ICA.

4.2 System Model and Solution Description

4.2.1 System Model

For the purpose of developing the DNN based outage detection solution a system with

single-cell connectivity is assumed for the sake of simplicity. It also assumed that the

user association changes immediately after an outage which is a reasonable assumption
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for mmWave UDHNs with highly overlapping cell coverage. Additionally, it is assumed

that the user location along with received signal strength is frequently updated with the

help of MDT reports [52]. It is also assumed that locations of the users do not change

immediately before and after the outage which is also a fair assumption considering

that mmWave UDHNs will be primarily deployed in dense urban environments with

very slow mobility relative to the frequency of MDT reports. A user is assumed to be

in outage when the downlink received power of that user from its associated cell P c
r,u

falls below a threshold P th
rout due to an outage such that:

Outage := P c
r,u ≤ P th

rout (4.1)

and the user association changes from cell c to another cell ĉ.

To calculate P c
r,u, the standard exponential pathloss model is considered, the log of

which can be written as:

P c
r,udBm

= f(P c
t , Gu, G

c
u, b, d

c
u, β) + εcu (4.2)

where P c
t is the transmit power of cell c, Gu is the gain of user equipment, Gc

u is the

channel gain of cell c, b is the pathloss constant and depends on the clutter, εcu is

the random variation in the received power due to shadowing and other factors at the

location of user u from cell c. dcu is the distance of subscriber u from cell c, and β is

the pathloss exponent. Assuming each of Gu, G
c
u, b and β remains constant, (4.2) can

simply be re-written as:

P c
r,udBm

= f(P c
t , d

c
u) + ε (4.3)

4.2.2 Proposed DNN based Outage Detection Solution

DNNs are generally made up of several layers with at least one initial input layer, one

internal hidden layer, and one obligatory output layer. While the inclusion of input and
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output layers are necessary, the number of hidden layers and their widths are �exible.

A sample DNN algorithm architecture is shown in Fig. 4.1 where the circles represent

neurons and the edges represents connection between neurons in di�erent layers. Gen-

erally in DNNs neurons are fully connected, that is, each neuron in a preceding layer is

connected to every neuron in the proceeding layer. Other variations such as convolu-

tional neural networks do have sparse connectivity between neurons but for this study,

a fully connected DNN is used.

Fig. 4.1: DNN Algorithm Architecture

Each neuron in the hidden and output layers has an activation function along with three

�oats associated with it. These are: 1) input weights w, 2) output ŷ, and bias b. The

weights are the coe�cients of each input connection to a neuron and are updated as

the algorithm is trained, outputs are the result of activation function being applied to

the weighted inputs, and biases are constants used to avoid over�tting. Given an input

vector x, activation function f , weights w and bias b, the output ŷ(l)j of the j-th neuron

of layer l will be:
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ŷ
(l)
j = f(w

(l)
j .x

(l)
j + b

(l)
j ) (4.4)

The choice of activation function is dependent on the type of application for which the

DNN is being used. A popular example of activation function for DNNs is the sigmoid

function:

sigm(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(4.5)

Sigmoid function is a popular activation function for hidden and output layer activation

function because it is monotonically increasing and has a well-de�ned gradient function:

d(sigm(x))

d(x)
= sigm(x)(1− sigm(x)) (4.6)

However, sigmoid function is susceptible to the problem of exploding and vanishing

gradients which can happen if the input values are too small or too big. To counter this

issue, several other activation functions have been proposed including recti�ed linear

unit, hyperbolic tangent, and softmax function among others [227]. Apart from that,

regularization can also be used to avoid weights from exploding or vanishing.

Thus, the process of weight update becomes a critical one to train DNNs well. To

update the weights of all the edges in the algorithm, DNNs follow a two stage process:

1) feedforward and 2)backward propagation. Feedforward refers to passing an input to

the DNN so that outputs of each neuron in the �rst hidden layer are generated using

(4.4) which are then used as input to the subsequent layer and so on until the �nal

output is generated. The output is then compared to the actual target value using a

loss function. If the aim of the DNN is to perform binary classi�cation, as it will be used

to do for outage detection problem, then binary cross-entropy can be used to calculate

loss value E such that:

E = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

[ynlogŷn + (1− yn)log(1− ŷn)] (4.7)
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where N is the number of training samples, yn is the target value and ŷn is the predicted

output of n-th training sample. Once the loss function is calculated, the backward

propagation algorithm updates the weights of the DNN such that:

∆w
(l)
ij = −χ ∂E

∂w
(l)
ij

(4.8)

where ∆w
(l)
ij is the change in i-th weight of j-th neuron in layer l and χ is the learning

rate which dictates how quickly the algorithm weights change. The partial derivative

in the right-hand side of (4.8) can further be broken down such that:

∂E

∂w
(l)
ij

=


(ŷ

(l)
j − y

(l)
j )ŷ

(l)
j (1− ŷ(l)j )ŷ

(l−1)
i if j is an output neuron

(
∑

k∈K wkl
∂E

∂ŷ
(l)
k

∂ŷ
(l)
k

∂
∑M
m=1 wmkŷ

(l−1)
m

)ŷ
(l)
j (1− ŷ(l)j )ŷ

(l−1)
i if j is an inner neuron

(4.9)

The weights of the DNN are updated for each batch of input samples until the algorithm

converges to a minimum value or the training process is stopped.

Apart from the choice of activation function and learning rate, other important factors

to be considered in building a DNN are the number of hidden layers and the number

of neurons in each layer. More layers and more neurons will mean the number of

computations to be done for each training batch will be higher but may also allow the

DNN to converge faster and perform better.

For the problem of outage detection, a four layer DNN is used with four input features

which are received power before the outage P c
r,ut−∆t

, received power after the outage

P c
r,ut , distance between user u and serving cell c before the outage dcut−∆t

, and distance

between user u and serving cell c after the outage dcut where ∆t << t. The distances can

be computed using the user location information from the MDT measurement data. The

DNN has three hidden layers of eight, four and two neurons each with recti�ed linear

unit activation function. The output layer has one neuron with sigmoid activation

function. The choice for layer count and widths was made after testing the performance
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of the algorithm from two to eight hidden layers. It was observed that the performance

of the solution did not improve drastically after adding more than three hidden layers.

For brevity, results for di�erent layer counts are not presented here.

The DNN based outage detection solution is implemented using algorithm 2. A trained

version of the DNN takes the four feature input vectors for all the users in the network

U and classi�es them as normal or outage a�ected. Once the classi�cation is done, the

algorithm updates a set of all the cell whose user were detected to be in outage Ĉ ⊂ C

where C is the set of all cells. At the end of the algorithm, all user classi�cations ŷ

along with the set of all outage a�ected cells is returned.

Algorithm 2 Outage Detection and Localization Using DNNs

Input: P cr,ut−∆t
, P cr,ut , d

c
ut−∆t

, dcut ,C,U, DNN
Output: ŷ, Ĉ

1: for u ∈ U do

2: Pass inputs P cr,ut−∆t
, P cr,ut , d

c
ut−∆t

, dcut to the DNN

3: if thenŷ == 1

4: if c ∈ Ĉ then Continue

5: else

6: Add c to Ĉ
7: end if

8: end if

9: end for

4.2.3 Other Techniques for Outage Detection

To analyze the performance of DNN based outage detection solution, it is compared

against state-of-the-art machine learning based anomaly detection solutions published

recently. The approaches compared here can be broken down into two categories: 1) su-

pervised outage detection techniques, and 2) unsupervised outage detection techniques.

The DNN based outage detection solution presented here falls into the supervised cat-

egory. SVM is another example of supervised technique for outage detection that has

been used for outage detection in several recent studies [62, 63, 66]. The unsupervised
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techniques for outage detection used for comparison in this chapter include k-means clus-

tering, ICA and EFD, all of which were described previously in chapter 3. In addition,

the DNN based outage detection solution is also compared with the deep autoencoder

based outage detection technique presented in [238]. A brief overview of SVM and deep

autoencoder are presented below for reference.

Support Vector Machines

SVM algorithm belongs to the supervised family of machine learning algorithms which

means it needs labeled or classi�ed data for model training. SVM is an extremely

popular technique, especially for high dimensional data. The aim of the SVM algorithm

is to �nd the optimal hyperplane which �ts the multidimensional data in the case of

regression and splits the multidimensional data into separate classes in the case of

classi�cation.

To obtain the optimal decision boundary, the SVM algorithm applies a single-layer ver-

sion of (4.4) to the input data. The de�nition of the function f in SVM is a choice and

there are a variety of functions that transform multidimensional data to two dimen-

sions for easier convergence of the optimization problem that SVM solves [236]. This

optimization problem is given by:

max
w,b

%, (4.10)

s.t.


yn(w.xn + b) ≥ %, n = 1, . . . , N

||w|| = 1

(4.11)

where % is the functional margin which separates the two classes in the classi�cation

problem, w is the weights vector and b is the bias. The optimization problem is solved

using convex optimization or any other gradient descent algorithm. For the purpose of

this study, SVM with radial basis function kernel is used [242].
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Autoencoder

Deep autoencoders are a variation of DNNs which are used to learn lower dimensional

representation of the input data. Autoencoders are actually a combination of two iden-

tical DNNs with the �rst DNN called the encoder and the second DNN called the

decoder. The second DNN is an inverted version of the �rst DNN and the two DNNs

are attached at the output layer of the �rst DNN. A simple autoencoder is shown in

Fig. 4.2. Input data are passed to the encoder which reduces the input features to fewer

dimensional output. That output is then used as the input to the decoder which uses it

to reconstruct the original encoder input. The loss function is calculated by comparing

the original and reconstructed data. In [238], the authors use this loss function to detect

outages in the network. Coverage and quality measurements of top three serving cells at

a user's location are passed to the autoencoder which then reconstructs the input data.

An outage is detected if the reconstruction error for a user exceeds the mean loss plus

two standard deviations. The same autoencoder solution is used here to identify users

a�ected by an outage and the information is passed through algorithm 2 to localize the

outage.

Fig. 4.2: Deep Autoencoder Architecture

4.3 Data Generation and Results

The following subsections describe the details of the algorithm evaluation methodology

that was used for comparing the proposed DNN based outage detection solution with
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Table 4.1: Parameter Settings for Simulation of DNN Based Outage Detection Solution

System Parameters Value

Number of Sites mmWave: 7; Small: 4

Transmission Frequency mmWave: 28GHz; Small: 2 GHz

Transmission Bandwidth mmWave: 100 MHz; Small: 20 MHz

Transmit Power mmWave: 30 dBm, Small: 20 dBm

Antenna Tilt mmWave: 7°; Small: 0°

Antenna Gain mmWave: 18 dBi; Small: 5.7 dBi

Site Placement Random

Shadowing Street: 0 dB - 10 dB
Open Space: 0 dB - 10 dB
Grassland: 2 dB - 12 dB
Low Vegetation: 4 dB - 14 dB
Building ≥ 30m: 8 dB - 18 dB
Building 12m - 30m: 10 dB - 20 dB
Building < 12m: 12 dB - 22 dB

User Density 10 - 35 users per cell

other solutions. Complete details of the parameters used for data generation are given

in Table 4.1.

4.3.1 Network Layout Description

Data were collected through a real network coverage prediction tool Atoll [225] which

is most commonly used for planning and optimization of actual networks by mobile

cellular network operators. The same network topology as was shown in Fig. 3.2 was

used with small cells and mmWave cells deployed randomly within the downtown New

York area. Outage data were created by switching o� Small Site 1 and mmWave Site 1

separately and collecting network coverage and user distance measurements before and

after the outage.

4.3.2 User Distribution Description

Users are assumed to be dispersed across the network randomly but with overall �xed

densities per cell. As given in Table 4.1, the comparison is done over six di�erent user
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densities which vary from 35 users per cell to 10 users per cell. However, it is important

to note that density per cell does not mean each cell will have that many users associated

with it guaranteed. In fact, it was observed while obtaining the data that small cells

generally have more users associated with them compared to mmWave cells due to the

lower carrier frequency and omni-directional coverage.

4.3.3 System Shadowing Description

The performance of the outage detection solutions is compared over six di�erent values of

standard deviation of noise distribution in the data. For simplicity, the term shadowing

is used for the remainder of this chapter to describe the noise in the data since the

results were only compared for stationary systems. The standard deviation values of

shadowing used in the comparison ranged from 0 dB to 10 dB open air shadowing

with 2 dB increments for each subsequent clutter class. This means that if open air

shadowing of standard deviation 0 dB is assumed, then for grassland it will be 2dB, for

low vegetation it will be 4 dB, for high rise it will be 8 dB, for mid-size building it will

be 10 dB, and for small building it will be 12 dB. The complete ranges of shadowing

standard deviations are given in Table 4.1.

4.3.4 Training and Testing Methodology

The number of users a�ected by outages in a network will always be a small percentage

compared to the total number of users. Therefore, if the user data are given as is to any

machine learning algorithm, it will over�t on the normal user data distribution and label

all users as normal. To avoid this, the training data were split into smaller randomly

selected sets using random strati�ed sampling so that the ratio of users a�ected by

outages remained the same. For example, for user density of 35 users per cell and 23

cells, 805 samples are randomly picked out of a total of over 100,000 user data samples.

If the ratio of outage a�ected users in the original data is 1%, then the random strati�ed
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sampling ensures that the ratio of users in the �nal data is still around 1% which in this

case will be 9 out of 805.

4.3.5 F1 score calculation

In datasets such as the coverage data with a small number of anomalies, it is generally

recommended that the confusion matrix [243] should be used as the actual response of

the algorithm instead of comparing the overall accuracy of the algorithm on the entire

dataset. The confusion matrix allows the calculation of a set of other metrics such as

precision and recall which are de�ned as follows:

Precision def
=

true positives
true positives + false positives

(4.12)

Recall def
=

true positives
true positives + false negatives

(4.13)

These metrics are used to calculate a cumulative score called F1 score which is de�ned

as:

F1 Score def
= 2.

Precision.Recall
Precision + Recall

(4.14)

F1 score gives a good measure of how accurate an algorithm is without losing important

information about the detection of anomalies in the data as compared to a straight

accuracy measure. Therefore, F1 score is used to compare the results for di�erent

outage detection solutions in this study.

4.3.6 Results

The following results for outage detection over varying user density and shadowing

distribution are averages of the results for every combination of user density and open

area shadowing standard deviation. For example, in the case of outage detection over

varying user density, the results were �rst obtained for 200 test iterations over each user
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density and shadowing standard deviations. Then, the results were averaged over the

200 iterations, and �nally the results were averaged over di�erent shadowing standard

deviations. The same process was applied to results for di�erent shadowing standard

deviations with the averaging being done over di�erent user densities.

Outage Detection with Varying User Density

Fig. 4.3: F1 Score of mmWave cell outage detection over varying user densities with DNN,
SVM, EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

As mentioned previously, the number of users per cell will be an important contributor

to the sparsity of coverage data information in the network. Therefore, any outage

detection solution used for mmWave UDHNs has to be able to detect outage even when

the coverage data is sparse and with very little computation overhead to avoid latency

issues. Fig. 4.3 shows the results for mmWave cell outage detection for di�erent user

densities. It can be clearly seen that the F1 score trend for all solutions is monotonically

increasing with increase in user density with DNN based outage detection performing
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the best. In comparison, SVM performs better than all the other algorithms but still

loses out to DNN based outage detection. The large gap in the performance of DNN

and SVM compared to all the other techniques stems from the fact that the �rst two

are supervised learning techniques and have learned the distribution of the outage data

from the whole data. Compared to that, the rest of the techniques are unsupervised

learning techniques which leaves them open to misidenti�cation of users a�ected by

shadowing as outages.

Fig. 4.4: F1 Score of small cell outage detection over varying user densities with DNN, SVM,
EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

A special case is the outage detection over sparse data using EFD. Recall from chapter

3 that the data used for outage detection with EFD contained user information at every

point in the network which meant that EFD could identify the precise boundaries of the

source of an outage. Here, since outage detection is done per user with sparse coverage

data, EFD does not perform as well, though it still manages to outperform the other

unsupervised solutions. Another interesting observation is the low performance of the
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deep autoencoder based outage detection solution since it was shown in [238] that deep

autoencoders perform very well for detecting outages. The potential causes of this are

that the results presented in [238] were identifying outages with full network coverage

data and �xed shadowing standard deviation and �xed user association before and after

the outage. Here the performance is evaluated with sparse coverage data, changing

shadowing standard deviation and changing user association.

Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison of the outage detection solutions for small cell outage. The

results here show a somewhat di�erent picture to mmWave cell outage detection. SVM

performs better than DNN for smaller user densities while DNN performs better when

user densities increase. This is because there are more users associated with small cells

than mmWave in the data obtained from Atoll, which means that SVM is able to learn

the class separating hyperplane more accurately compared to the mmWave cell outage

case.

On the other side of the plot, EFD and k-means clustering now show a monotoni-

cally decreasing trend compared to mmWave cell outage detection where the trend was

monotonically increasing with increasing user density. This can also be explained by

the number of users a�ected by small cell outage. Since EFD tries to detect the in-

formation �ow boundary around each user, it now has more false positives than true

positives which means that precision becomes more dominant than recall in the F1 score

calculation. The same is true for k-means clustering which now has more false positive

detections than for the case of mmWave cell outage where the coverage of the mmWave

cell was very limited.

Outage Detection with Varying Shadowing Standard Deviation

Fig. 4.5 shows a comparison of the outage detection techniques for di�erent open area

shadowing standard deviations and mmWave cell outage. Again, DNN performs better

than all other algorithms with SVM a close second. An interesting observation is that
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Fig. 4.5: F1 Score of mmWave cell outage detection over varying user open area shadowing
standard deviations with DNN, SVM, EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

the F1 scores degrade much more steeply for DNN than for SVM which mean that for

very high shadowing standard deviations, SVM actually performs better than DNN.

This is visible in the results for small cell outage detection in Fig.n4.6 which show

that while DNN performs very well for low levels of shadowing, SVM performs better

at shadowing standard deviations at and over 7 dB. And while the trend for SVM also

shows that its performance decreases monotonically, its gradient is much lower compared

to DNN.

In conclusion, DNNs perform very well for mmWave cell outage detection in general and

at higher user densities and lower shadowing standard deviations. In comparison, SVM

performs better than DNN at detecting small cell outages at higher shadowing standard

deviations and when network coverage data is sparse. By comparison, in case of sparse

data, unsupervised learning techniques do not perform as well as supervised techniques

due to the fact that their precision is much lower compared to supervised techniques.
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Fig. 4.6: F1 Score of small cell outage detection over varying user open area shadowing
standard deviations with DNN, SVM, EFD, k-means clustering and ICA

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has explored the potential problems which may be caused by sparse cov-

erage data information and unpredictable noise distribution in the coverage data. In

addition, some solutions for data sparsity and noise unpredictability have also been dis-

cussed along with their shortcomings, especially in terms of computational complexity

which is critical for low-latency 5th generation and beyond mobile cellular networks.

Based on the lessons learned from these techniques, a novel supervised deep neural

network based solution for outage detection has been proposed here which is not only

capable of detecting outages in unpredictable noise environments but also in sparse

spatio-temporal coverage data. The results presented in this chapter compare the pro-

posed deep neural network based outage detection method with several other outage

detection methods including entropy �eld decomposition, support vector machines, in-

dependent component analysis, k-means clustering and deep autoencoders in a dense
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urban mmWave-small cell UDHN over a range of shadowing values and user densities.

Results show that the proposed deep neural network based outage detection solution

performs better than all other algorithms in detecting mmWave cell outage and performs

comparably well with support vector machines for small cell outage. In addition, the

results show that as the user density decreases, the prediction accuracy of all solutions

decreases and the same result is observed for increasing shadowing standard deviation.
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CHAPTER 5

Coordination for Partial Outage Avoidance: Framework and

Proactive Partial Outage Avoidance Solution

So far, the solutions presented in chapters 2 and 3 have focused on reactively detecting

outages in variable noise and sparse coverage data environments. However, as was

explained in chapter 1, a key source of partial outages in exisitng and future mobile

cellular networks are the parametric miscon�gurations which would result from SON

function con�icts. These parametric con�icts would be further exacerbated by the

increase in network entities and OPs as explained in chapter 1 and through Figs. 1.3

and 1.4. In addition to these challenges, future networks will also have to adapt to

enable the coexistence of multiple network types and layers as demonstrated in Fig.

5.1, further adding to the network complexity and potential partial outages.

Fig. 5.1: Future Mobile Cellular Network Architecture.
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Earlier versions of these challenges prompted network solution providers to shift away

from traditional semi-manual methods of network control and optimization, and to-

wards autonomous SON functions. SON functions were originally designed to reduce

network operation cost and service disruptions due to human error. But over the years

SON functions have become more sophisticated to the point where any future network

deployment is inconceivable without them. Yet, despite their bene�ts, SON functions

have not been as widely adopted by mobile cellular network operators as anticipated

due to their potential con�icts described in chapter 2.

In this chapter, a case study is presented of how uncoordinated changes in just one op-

timization parameter (OP) can result in unpredictable network performance. Drawing

inspiration from this case study, the need for a proactive instead of reactive approach

towards SON coordination that uses both network and user behavior predictions to pro-

vide holistic coordination among SON solutions is identi�ed. Then, a novel proactive

SON coordination framework based on this network state characterization is proposed.

The proposed framework is designed to resolve SON con�icts in future 5th generation

and beyond networks with multitudes of network nodes, both mmWave and other-

wise, and OPs by combining key aspects of big data analytics, machine learning, and

human oversight. Finally, a solution leveraging the proposed framework is presented

which proactively optimizes coverage, capacity and load by tuning cell transmit powers,

antenna tilts and cell individual o�sets to prevent partial outages due to parametric

miscon�guration while maximizing user quality of experience.

5.0.1 Why is a Paradigm Shift in SON Coordination Needed?

Each of the four techniques described and discussed in chapter 2 has its own unique

limitations. However, the biggest limitation of the state-of-the-art SON coordination

methods stems from two underlying characteristics:

Static nature: This implies that once a state of the art SON coordination solution has
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been designed and deployed, its modi�cation to re�ect new realities is impossible. For

example, a joint coordination solution may have been designed assuming Poisson tra�c

arrival distribution to maintain tractability. Such a solution would fail if hotspots

develop within the network where there is very high tra�c activity for short periods

and very little activity otherwise.

Reactive nature: This implies that state of the art SON coordination solutions have

limited visibility of only present state of the network to avoid con�icts. Here state implies

current user and network behavior where user behavior is characterized by location,

mobility status and tra�c demand, while network behavior is characterized by the

current KPI-OP relationship which in turn depends upon current user behavior.

5.1 Modelling SON Function Con�icts in a Dynamic Network with Para-

metric Interdependencies

To put the challenges of state of the art SON coordination solutions into perspective, a

case study of modeling SON con�icts in a simple two cell network with mobile users is

presented here.

Consider two cells A and B with users moving freely between the cells. In its natural

state, the load imbalance between the cells would depend on the mobility of users.

SON functions can avoid this by optimizing KPIs including, but not limited to 1) `A':

di�erence in the number of users at cell A and cell B, 2) `B': the di�erence in cell A

↔ cell B handovers (HOs), and 3) `C': the ratio of users bouncing between cells that

is, the ratio of ping-pong HOs between cell A and cell B. To optimize these KPIs, the

MCN operator may modify di�erent soft and hard OPs including, 1) `a': load o�set

which is used to balance users between cells, 2) `b': HO o�set which is used to control

the number of HOs between cells, and 3) `c': inter-cell distance which is determined

when planning the network.
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Though these OPs e�ect the KPIs uniquely, the KPIs are also dependent on each other,

thus forming an intertwined system. While such systems can be very complex and

are certainly not limited to these KPIs or OPs, assuming that the ordinary di�erential

equations (1) - (3), derived from [244], represent its basic example.

∂A

∂t
= a (Bt − At) (5.1)

∂B

∂t
= At (b− Ct)− bt (5.2)

∂C

∂t
= AtBt − cCt (5.3)

Eq. (5.1) signi�es that the user count di�erence changes with the di�erence between

A and B and can be controlled by the load o�set parameter. Similarly, (5.2) implies

that change in HO count di�erence depends on the di�erence in the number of users

and HOs between cell A and B as well as the number of ping-pong HOs between them

and can be controlled using HO o�set parameter. Finally, (5.3) indicates that the rate

of change of ping-pong HOs depends on the product of the di�erence in the number

of users at cells A and B and the number of HOs between them and decreases if the

distance between the two cells is increased.

Fig. 5.2 shows KPI interaction under when two OPs a and c are kept �xed and only b

is changed. For the �rst set of OP values, the KPIs quickly converge to a stable value.

Now assume that the value of b is increased from 5 to 10 by the load balancing SON

function. As a result, the KPIs become less stable and take longer to converge resulting

in degraded subscriber QoE. Such a situation is an example of a partial outage where

the network performance degrades temporarily but eventually recovers to a stable, if

not optimal, value.
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Fig. 5.2: Temporal Interaction of Three Performance Indicators.

In contrast to the �rst two settings, if b is increased even further to 28, the KPIs become

completely unstable and the system becomes chaotic. This implies that the cell loads

will never reach equilibrium, and user associations will continue to change resulting in

a breakdown of subscriber QoE and a complete outage.

Given the results in Fig. 5.2, in the absence of a SON coordination solution that

has a holistic visibility of current and near future states of the network, the expected

increase in network density and diversity in 5G MCNs may increase the likelihood of

such con�icts and oscillations.
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5.2 A SON Coordination Solution for 5th Generation and Beyond Mobile

Cellular Networks

It is obvious from the preceding discussion that SON coordination in 5G MCNs cannot

rely on static models of spatio-temporal user behavior. Therefore, future SON coordina-

tion solutions must have holistic visibility of the network state in terms of user activity

and network behavior. This implies that the solutions must be able to identify how any

user activity, such as mobility and tra�c pattern, can in�uence network behavior and

vice-versa. Additionally, these solutions must be able to predict network state up to

some point in the foreseeable future to avoid OP settings based on current state from

creating potential SON con�icts in the future.

Developing a holistic view of the network state requires understanding how the KPI-OP

dependencies react to user behavior. However, as discussed previously, creating tractable

models for all KPI-OP combinations for every type of user behavior is not practically

possible. To overcome this challenge, a SON coordination framework is proposed here

that can work with model-free characterization of network states to resolve potential

SON con�icts. The proposed solution, shown in Fig. 5.3, builds on the big data-

aided SON architecture in [8] by incorporating information from the network into a

comprehensive state-aware SON coordination framework.
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Fig. 5.3: SON Coordination Solution for 5G and Beyond.

5.2.1 Characterizing Network State

The �rst step towards enabling the proposed SON coordination framework is to charac-

terize network state in terms of KPI-OP dependencies and user behavior. This can be

accomplished using control and user plane data from the network, as well as contextual

information from non-traditional sources such as social media, as described in [8].

The network behavior consists of KPI pro�les and KPI-OP dependencies. KPI pro�les

use past and present KPI data to predict the normal behavioral trend of a KPI. These

are then used in association with OP settings data to generate KPI-OP dependencies

which de�ne the impact of each OP on every KPI in terms of correlation co-e�cients

or weights (see KPI-OP tables in Fig. 1). The weights can be learned using techniques

such as association mining or multi-modal auto-encoders which are a type of deep neural

networks and can be trained to identify precisely which input OPs are associated with

which KPI and what is the degree of association. Since di�erent OPs have di�erent
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units, these weights need to be normalized to re�ect the impact of unit change in OP

value on the value of the KPI.

The second step in the proposed framework is utilizing user mobility and tra�c data to

create spatio-temporal user behavior predictions. These include: 1) User mobility pre-

dictions which can be made using tools such as Markov chain processes as demonstrated

in [245]; 2) User tra�c predictions which can be made using tools such as Support Vector

Machines and Deep Learning as demonstrated in [246]; and 3) User SINR predictions

which predict the minimum expected SINR of the user. User SINR can be predicted

using techniques such as Grey prediction as demonstrated in [71].

The third step in this process is to combine the above three types of predictions to

determine network load or state which is basically a prediction of when, where and how

users will utilize network resources. A demonstration of how such intelligence can be

generated from underlying predictions is provided in [245].

5.2.2 Handling Data Dynamicity

A key challenge in practical utility of the network and user behavior prediction is the

dynamicity of cellular environment. The dynamicity that is pertinent to proposed co-

ordination framework can be boiled down to two types: that is, short and long-term

dynamicity.

Addressing Short Term Dynamicity: Short-term dynamicity is a consequence of changes

in user locations and tra�c patterns over short periods ranging from minutes to hours.

This results in variations in cell loads which in turn change the KPI-OP relationships.

This type of dynamicity can be addressed by exploiting its intrinsic feature that is, its

cyclic nature that stems from strong patterns in user mobility [245] and tra�c genera-

tion/consumption routines [246]. Exploiting these patterns, the short-term dynamicity

challenge can be resolved by creating �nite set of KPI-OP association tables, where each

table represents the KPI-OP dependencies for a given time window/part of the day (see
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Fig. 5.3).

Addressing Long Term Dynamicity: Long-term dynamicity, also called concept drift, is a

consequence of factors such as deployment of new sites, changes in topography, seasonal

changes in vegetation, and signi�cant changes in tra�c pattern with public events and

festivals. Therefore, long term dynamicity is di�cult to predict and hence address

via the approach proposed to address short term dynamicity. To re-calibrate network

and user behavior predictions a�ected by concept drift, a weighted combinations of

stored network and user behavior predictions and predictions based on current network

and user data using ensemble methods such as bootstrap aggregation is created. The

weighting factor of stored predictions will decrease as the number of times they result in

non-optimal OP settings increases. This will prevent the SON engine from continuously

producing wrong OP settings, while also preventing knee-jerk updates to the existing

predictions.

5.2.3 SON Action Triggering

The fourth step in the proposed SON coordination framework is the design of SON

function triggering mechanism. The SON triggering mechanism in the proposed co-

ordination framework combines reactive and proactive SON triggering. The rationale

behind this hybrid design is that reactive triggering is useful in slow-changing macro

cell networks, while proactive SON triggering will be vital to meet the stringent QoE

requirements in ultra-dense mmWave cell networks with fast user mobility and low cell

sojourn times.

Reactive Triggering: SON actions are triggered in reaction to outages, either full or

partial. One potential reactive outage or anomaly detection algorithm that can be

employed in the SON coordination framework is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 [4]. For a

comprehensive overview of other reactive anomaly detection in MCNs the reader is

referred to a recent survey [247]. For example, abnormally high user tra�c can lead to
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Fig. 5.4: KPI Anomaly Detection Algorithm

extreme congestion in the network which would result in unusually high call rejections.

The reactive anomaly detection mechanism will detect this discrepancy in the KPI and

trigger load balancing SON functions. However, while this triggering method is e�ective

in providing self-healing/self-optimization capability in macro cell networks, it will not

su�ce to meet the stringent QoE requirements for 5G networks and beyond, and would

only be employed as a back-up to the proactive triggering method.

Proactive Triggering: Proactive triggering uses prediction of the potential problem to

preemptively trigger appropriate SON function. The enablers for proactive triggering

can be cell load predictions to identify areas of the network where potential tra�c

congestion will most likely necessitate load balancing or additional capacity activation,

or areas where network load will go down enough to allow energy saving. Other enablers

include prediction of outages due to hardware/software failure, the models for which

have been recently proposed in [17]. The main advantage of proactive triggering is

reduced time to execution for given SON function, and hence improved QoE.
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5.2.4 Con�ict Avoidance

The �fth and �nal step in the proposed SON coordination framework is the con�ict

avoidance mechanism, that is, an algorithm that receives the call to reactively restore

or proactively stabilize a KPI by invoking the appropriate SON function. The challenge

here is to choose the OP(s) for adaptation that have only positive or no e�ect on other

KPIs. As illustrated in [144], due to inter-dependencies among KPIs and OPs, this is a

di�cult task.

This problem is solved by making the KPI-OP inter-dependencies visible as explained

above and illustrated in Fig. 5.3. This strips down the complex SON con�ict avoidance

problem into a relatively manageable two step problem: 1) Select the KPI-OP depen-

dency table that corresponds to current network state/load; 2) In that table, choose the

OPs that have maximum impact on the desired KPI and only positive or minimal neg-

ative impact on all other KPIs. The second sub-problem is analogous to a scheduling

problem that can be solved using tools from operations research such as linear pro-

gramming, integer programming, and dynamic programming to name a few [9]. The

advantage of such a con�ict avoidance mechanism over state-of-the-art SON coordina-

tion techniques lies in its ability to resolve SON function con�icts without necessitating

tractable KPI-OP models for di�erent network states.

Fig. 5.3 shows the schematic of con�ict avoidance mechanism in the proposed solution

where OP̂s is the set of OPs for which the sum of weights ωi,KPIj with respect to the

target KPI j is maximized, and c represents the sum of weights of OP̂s for all the other

KPIs k. In the following, the operation of the proposed con�ict avoidance mechanism

through is explained below with some examples.

Consider the state-aware KPI-OP association tables in Fig. 5.3 which illustrate how

M di�erent KPIs react to unit change in N di�erent OPs for L di�erent loads/network

states. If it is assumed that a degradation in KPI1 is the trigger to call a SON function

when the network is in state 1, the OPs that maximize positive change in KPI1 would
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be OP2 and OPN. Furthermore, these OPs do not have any negative impact on other

KPIs; therefore, they can be used to obtain a KPI-OP function based on the techniques

described in [8].

However, if the current load in the network corresponds to the second table that is,

network is in state 2, it can be seen that the only usable OP is OPN. This is because

even though OP1 and OP2 have a positive impact on KPI1, their individual impact on

KPIs 2 and 3 are negative, making them unsuitable for stabilizing KPI1.

A yet more extreme case can arise, as exempli�ed by state L, where none of the OPs

has a non-negative impact on KPIs other than KPI1. In such an event, the con�ict

avoidance algorithm will fail to converge. At this point, if c is smaller than some

operator de�ned threshold th, the con�ict avoidance mechanism can suggest the SON

engine to optimize OP values within a very small range. However, if c > th, the con�ict

avoidance algorithm will trigger an alert to seek human expert intervention. The human

expert can then decide on a compromise that is least deviant from the MCN operator

policy in terms of QoE, energy e�ciency, capacity or coverage etc.

Once the OP̂s are found, they are passed on to the SON Engine which determines

the optimal OP values and performs KPI optimization. An example of SON Engine

implementation that can avoid risky OP settings by two-layer vetting process that is,

based on system level simulator and human expert, is given in [8]. For KPI optimization

purposes, SON Engine can use any one of analytical models, simulation based models,

or network state predictions.
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5.3 A Solution for Proactive Partial Outage Avoidance using Proposed

Framework: Coordination between Coverage and Capacity Optimiza-

tion (CCO) and Load Balancing (LB) SON functions

CCO and LB individually represent two of the most well researched SON functions in

both academia and industry [144]. However, these SON functions represent a classic

case of SON function con�icts with overlapping OPs, such as antenna tilts, transmit

powers, and cell individual o�sets, and con�icting KPIs that is, coverage, capacity and

cell load. The following case study, derived from [248], describes an analytical solution

to enable concurrent optimization of coverage, capacity and cell load using the SON

framework illustrated in the previous section and Fig. 5.3 by optimizing the three most

critical parameters for these KPIs, namely antenna tilts, cell transmit powers and cell

individual o�sets.

5.3.1 System Model

Here describe the system model employed in the formulation of the joint CCO-LB SON

function is described along with the underlying assumptions.

Network and User Speci�cations

For formulating the joint CCO-LB problem, a network of hexagonal macro base stations

is assumed with at least one randomly deployed small cell in the coverage area of each

macro cell. 100% frequency reuse is considered between macro and small cells. Macro

cells use directional antennas while small cells employ omni-directional antennas. An

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access based system with resources divided

into physical resource blocks (PRBs) of �xed bandwidth, is assumed. For conciseness,

the downlink direction is chosen for the analysis as this is where most imbalance in

coverage of macro and small cells occurs. It is assumed that users in the network are
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stationary. It is further assumed that requested user data rate is known which gives

a lower-bound on the desired instantaneous user throughput. Desired user throughput

can be modeled as a spatio-temporal function of subscriber behavior, subscription level,

service request patterns, as well as the applications being used with the help of big data

analytics as recently proposed in [249]. The formulation is not dependent on particular

scheduling techniques.

Parameters and Measurements

Cell Loads: The instantaneous cell load can be de�ned as the ratio of PRBs occupied

in a cell during a Transmission Time Interval and total PRBs available in the cell. This

information is available as a standard measurement from 3GPP as "UL/DL total PRB

usage" [147] and can be broadcast to the users. To de�ne cell load ηc for this system

model, �rst the minimum number of PRBs ηcu to be allocated to a user is calculated:

ηcu =
1

ωB

(
τ̂u

f(γcu)

)
(5.4)

where τ̂u represents the (desired) throughput of user u ∈ Uc, where Uc is the set of all

active users associated with cell c. γcu represents the SINR of user u when associated

with cell c and ωB is the bandwidth per PRB. f(γcu) denotes the spectral e�ciency

of the user link for given SINR. If features such as MIMO or coding scheme gains

and scheduling gains are considered, f(γcu) can be de�ned as f(γcu) := Alog2 (1 +Bγcu),

where A and B are constants that can capture throughput gains (per PRB) achievable

from various types of diversity schemes, or losses incurred by signaling overheads and

hardware ine�ciencies. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, it can

be assumed that A = B = 1. Thus, the residual cell capacity and cell load can be

de�ned as:

Residual Capacity = Λc = N c
b −

1

ωB

(∑
Uc

τ̂u
log2 (1 + γcu)

)
(5.5)
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Cell Load = ηc =
1

N c
b

(
1

ωB

(∑
Uc

τ̂u
log2 (1 + γcu)

))
(5.6)

where N c
b is the total PRBs at cell c. Consequently, the range of cell load is ηc ∈ [0,∞).

If the cell load exceeds 1, the cell in reality will be fully loaded and incoming users will

be blocked. The value of load ηc is therefore referred to as virtual load and ηc > 1

re�ects congestion in cell c.

Received Power: In LTE networks, downlink RSRP from nearby base stations is

continuously monitored by the users and reported to the serving cell for a number of

purposes. In the proposed CCO-LB approach the RSRP is used to calculate coverage

probability in the network.

Cell Individual O�set: Cell individual o�set (CIO) can be de�ned as a combination

of multiple cell association parameters introduced by the 3GPP [250] including cell

hysteresis, cell o�sets and event related o�sets which are used to decide user association.

CIO information is by each cell and decoded by the users as part of standard operation.

For the purpose of this study CIO is treated as a simple virtual boost in RSRP.

5.3.2 Problem Formulation

To incorporate user quality of experience into the joint CCO-LB optimization, the

problem is formulated as a per cell per user throughput optimization problem. The �rst

step towards this goal is to build a SINR model as function of all three optimization

parameters under consideration.

User SINR as Function of Tilt, Transmit Power and CIO

Downlink SINR γ̂cu of a reference signal at user location u when associated with cell c

can be expressed as the ratio of RSRP P c
r,u measured by user u from cell c to the sum
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of RSRP measured by user u from all interfering cells i such that ∀i ∈ C/c, and the

noise power κ:

γ̂cu =
P c
tGuG

c
uεu

ca (dcu)
−β

κ+
∑
∀i∈C/c P

i
tGuGi

uεu
ia (diu)

−β (5.7)

where P c
t and P i

t are the transmit powers of serving cell c and interfering cell i, Gu is

the gain of user equipment, Gc
u and G

i
u are the gains of transmitter antenna of the cells

c and i towards user u, εcu and εiu is the shadowing observed at the location of user u

from serving cell c and interfering cell i, a is the pathloss constant, dcu and d
i
u represent

distance of user u from cell c and i, and β is the pathloss exponent. The numerator

in (5.7) is obtained from the standard exponential pathloss model while εcu and εiu in

equation (5.7) can be modeled as random variables with either Gaussian or log-normal

distribution varying over both space and time.

The expression in (5.7) is only useful when estimating the quality of reference signals

which are always being transmitted by all the cells. Thus, γ̂cu is not a true measure

of SINR on the PRBs where interference generated is dependent on utilization of that

same PRB in other cells at the same time. it is assumed that user arrival in the system

follows a general distribution, thus the exact interference becomes a function of time.

Therefore, to obtain an SINR estimate independent of time, a reasonable low complexity

substitute for average downlink interference from a cell i is to use the ratio of occupied

PRBs in the cell. The expression for SINR estimate for user u in cell c can then be

given as:

γcu =
P c
tGuG

c
uε
c
ua (dcu)

−β

κ+
∑
∀i∈C/c η̂iP

i
tGuGi

uε
i
ua (diu)

−β (5.8)

where η̂i denotes actual cell load in a cell, that for a cell i can be obtained by modifying

(5.6) as:

η̂i =
1

N i
b

 1

ωB

∑
Ûi

τ̂u
log2 (1 + γiu)

 (5.9)
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where Ûc ⊆ Uc ⊆ U is the set of all active user associated with cell c. Here U represents

the complete set of users in the network and the di�erence set Uc − Ûc represents users

who requested but were denied resources by the cell c due to congestion which implies

η̂c ∈ [0, 1]. Note that in SINR expression (5.8) above, the virtual cell load from (5.6) is

not used, but the actual cell load which can never exceed 1.

As macro cells in the system under consideration use directional antennas, using the

expression for 3D antenna gain from [251], the gain from base station to user Gc
u can

be given as:

Gc
u = 10

−1.2
(
λv

(
ψcu−ψ

c
tilt

Bv

)2

+λh

(
φcu−φ

c
azi

Bh

)2
)

(5.10)

where λh and λv are the weights of horizontal and vertical beam patterns of the antenna,

ψcu is the vertical angle between user c and the antenna of cell c, ψctilt is the tilt angle of

serving cell antenna, φcu is the horizontal angle of user u from cell c, φcazi is the azimuth

of antenna of cell c, and Bh and Bv are horizontal and vertical beam widths of the

transmitter antenna of cell c. As the variable of interest in (5.10) is tilt angle and the

rest of the antenna parameters can be treated as constants, for the sake of conciseness

(5.10) can be simpli�ed using the following substitution:

xcu =
(Bv)

2λh
λv

(
φcu − φcazi

Bh

)2

(5.11)

and re-write the SINR expression from (5.8) as:

γcu =
P c
tGu10

µ
(
(ψcu−ψctilt)

2
+xcu

)
εcua (dcu)

−β

κ+
∑
∀i∈C/c η̂iP

i
tGu10

µ
(
(ψiu−ψitilt)

2
+xiu

)
εiua (diu)

−β
(5.12)

where µ is consolidated constant based on �xed antenna characteristics.

Finally, CIO in the SINR expression is addressed. This o�set parameter is used for cell

association as:

P c
r,udBm

= Ṕ c
r,udBm

− P c
CIOdB

(5.13)
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where P c
r,udBm

is the true signal power in dBm received by user u from cell c and Ṕ c
r,udBm

is the received power reported back by user u to cell c in dBm. This value includes

P c
CIOdB

(the CIO value of cell c in dB) which is then subtracted by the cell to retrieve

P c
r,udBm

.

The motivation behind introduction of CIO was to allow load balancing among cells.

However, if CIO has to be invoked to alter natural RSRP based cell association for the

user, the SINR for that user is bound to be lower. Nevertheless, CIO is a necessary

means to balance cell loads while capacity loss due to drop in SINR can partially be

o�set if the cell association takes into account cell load in addition to RSRP.

An Improved Load-aware User Association Mechanism

The state-of-the-art method of determining user associations Uc is to use the RSRP

measurements along with CIO values as given in (5.13). However, this method overlooks

the key role of user association in overall capacity and QoS through cell load and SINR

distributions. To overcome this challenge, user association with cell j can be established

not only based on received power but also load in that cell. More speci�cally, this load-

aware user association with cell j can be determined as:

Uj :=

{
∀u ∈ U | j = arg max∀c∈C

((
1

ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ c
r,udBm

)(1−α))}
(5.14)

where Uj is a set of all users for whom (a scaled version of) the product of the

RSRP(+CIO) in Watts Ṕ c
r,u and the normalized residual cell capacity is maximized

for cell j. α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor introduced to allow trading between the im-

pact of RSRP and cell load measurements in the user association. As established in

(5.6), cell load is dependent on the SINR of users in the cell that is, better the SINR

of users in candidate cell, lesser the load in the cell for given tra�c demand. Note that

in (5.14), to make new user association decision with a cell the virtual load is used and

not the actual load. While, using actual cell load that has range η̂c ∈ [0, 1] can indicate
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the current load in a cell, it cannot help take into account the users that are already

associated with that cell but were not served. On the other hand, virtual cell load as

de�ned in (5.6) with range ηc ∈ [0,∞), provides a truer picture of e�ective potential

load in the candidate cell.

The expression in (5.14) gives the set Uj of users to be associated with the cell j and

thus represents both active and idle users. On the other hand, the set Uc used in the

expression for SINR in (5.12) represents the set of only active users associated with

the cell c. With α = 1, the user association simply becomes a function of cell load

and SINR at the time of association. Consequently this cell association espouses the

LB SON function only. On the other hand, if α = 0, the proposed user association

method simply represents state-of-the-art RSRP based cell association method which

helps achieve coverage optimization aspect in the CCO SON function. Determining the

optimal value of weighting factor α is an optimization problem worth investigating in

itself. In the results, the KPIs are evaluated with a range of α.

Problem Statement

A common approach towards throughput maximization in LB or CCO is to use a prob-

lem formulation that maximizes the mean throughput per user per cell. However, if the

arithmetic mean of user throughput determined by SINR expression derived above is

maximized, users with no throughput and cells with no load will be equally acceptable

as users with very high throughputs and cells with full loads. While such formulation

will achieve the objectives of CCO, it will not perform load balancing, and hence cannot

be suitable approach for joint CCO-LB. To simultaneously re�ect the goals of both CCO

and LB in a single objective function,the objective function to be modeled is given as:

max
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

∏
C

(∏
Uc

ωculog2 (1 + γuc )

) 1
|Uc|


1
|C|

(5.15)
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The outer geometric mean in this formulation dampens the load disparity among cells,

and thus integrates LB goal into the optimization objective. This formulation is intended

for scenarios where user required rates are not known or predicted. Thus, use of inner

geometric mean instead of arithmetic mean for user throughput protects users with

lower SINR from being unfairly treated, while maximizing the overall throughput.

However, if the framework described in section 5.3 and Fig. 5.3 is used, the desired user

throughput can be predicted which allows the adoption of a more greedy approach by

replacing the inner geometric mean with arithmetic mean as it is bound to provide an

improved or equivalent result [252]. The new objective function with this assumption

is given as:

max
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

(∏
C

(∑
Uc ω

c
ulog2 (1 + γuc )

|Uc|

)) 1
|C|

(5.16)

A comparison between performance of both formulations is presented in the results. The

formulations in (5.15) and (5.16) inherit two basic constraints to achieve full objectives

of CCO and LB SON function that is,:

i The ratio of covered users C must meet or exceed the minimum network coverage

threshold$ that is, C > $ where C is dependent on the number of users satisfying

the equation P c
r,u > P c

th;

ii Cell load, as de�ned in (5.6), for every cell has to be less than or equal to the cell

load thresholds set by operator policies: ηc 6 ηcth∀c ∈ C

An additional constraint is de�ned in the formulation to avoid blocking any users that

is,:

iii The set of served active users Ûc by cell c must be equal to the total set of active

users Uu associated with the cell c: Ûc = Uc.
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The satisfaction of constraint (i) depends heavily on the pathloss model employed in

(5.7). Despite the assumption that user location remains the same over time, random

variations in shadowing εcu over space introduce uncertainty into the determination of

P c
r,u. Consequently C becomes a function of the distribution of εcu such that constraint

(i) becomes Pr(C(εcu)) > $. This also implies that the evaluation of P c
r,u > P c

th is

a probabilistic problem rather than a deterministic one which can make the overall

problem intractable. In order to overcome this issue, constraint (i) can be reformulated

such that it becomes deterministic.

Proposition 6.1: For Gaussian distributed shadowing εcu, the probable coverage ratio

Pr(C(εcu)) can be estimated using the transformation 1
|C|
∑

C
1
|Uc|
∑

Uc 1
(
P c
r,u > P c

th

)
.

Proof The complete proof of Proposition 6.1 is provided in Appendix A. �

Substituting the expression for SINR from (5.12) in (5.15) gives the fair joint CCO-LB

formulation given in (5.17a), while substituting SINR from (5.12) in (5.16) gives the

greedy joint CCO-LB formulation given in (5.17b). Combining the two formulations

with the above problem constraint and user association expression in (5.14) gives the

�nal formulation in (5.17).

max
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

Ω =

max
P c

t ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO

∏
C

∏
Uc

ωculog2

1 +
P ct Gu10

µ
(
(ψcu−ψ

c
tilt)

2
+xcu

)
εcua (d

c
u)
−β

κ+
∑
∀i∈C/c η̂iP

i
tGu10

µ
(
(ψiu−ψitilt)

2
+xiu

)
εiua (d

i
u)
−β




1
|Uc|


1
|C

(5.17a)

OR

max
P c

t ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO


∏
C


∑

Uc ω
c
ulog2

1 +
Pct Gu10

µ
(
(ψcu−ψ

c
tilt)

2
+xcu

)
εcua(d

c
u)
−β

κ+
∑
∀i∈C/c η̂iP

i
tGu10

µ
(
(ψiu−ψitilt)

2
+xiu

)
εiua(diu)

−β


|Uc|





1
|C|

(5.17b)

subject to =


1
|C|
∑

C
1
|Uc|

∑
Uc 1

(
P cr,u > P

c
th

)
> $,

ηc 6 ηcth∀c ∈ C

Ûc = Uc

(5.17c)

Uj :=

{
∀u ∈ U | j = arg max∀c∈C

((
1

ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ cr,udBm

)(1−α))}
(5.17d)
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5.3.3 Solution Methodology

Firstly, the convexity of the joint CCO LB user Association aware SON function

(CLASS) presented in (5.17) is analyzed and then methodologies to implement it are

presented.

Convexity Analysis

Assuming a network of macro cells only, if the range of transmission powers can be

de�ned as P c
t ∈ [20W, 40W ], antenna tilts as ψctilt ∈ 90° + [0°, 15°] and CIOs as P c

CIO ∈

[0dB, 10dB]. A�ne sets are convex sets, therefore, the �rst requirement for convexity

for problem (5.17) that is, the constraints should be convex, is ful�lled. It has been

proven that geometric and arithmetic means preserve convexity of a function. it is also

known that the logarithmic function is also a convex function over the interval (0,∞).

This leaves, the SINR expression in (5.12) to be examined to see if the formulation in

(5.17) is convex or not.

Proposition 6.2: SINR as a function of antenna tilts as given in (5.12), is a non-

convex function.

Proof: Fig. 5.5 plots the interference (denominator of (5.12)) as function of antenna

tilts of two neighboring cells. Clearly it is not a convex function implying Proposition

6.2. A more formal proof of Proposition 6.2 is provided in Appendix B. �

Alternate Solution Methodologies

Given the non-convexity and large scale of the problem, heuristic approaches can be

used that can �nd optimal or near optimal solution of the formulation in (5.17).

Algorithm to Implement Proposed Cell Association: Before delving into possible

non-convex optimization techniques to solve (5.17), an algorithm to practically imple-
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Fig. 5.5: Interference Distribution Over Antenna Tilts of Interferers

ment the proposed user associations for given values of the three optimization param-

eters and obtain the updated value of objective function with new user associations is

presented in Algorithm 3. This routine has to be called at each iteration of the heuristic

optimization techniques to be discussed in the following.

Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP): One way to solve non-convex prob-

lems of the type (5.17) that have linear constraints is to approximate it piece-wise with

a convex quadratic function and then use convex optimization to solve it, a method also

known as sequential quadratic programming. To leverage SQP the problem in (5.17) is

re-written as:

max
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

−Ω
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
(5.18)

subject to =



W
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
:=

$ − 1
|C|
∑

C
1
|Uc|
∑

Uc 1
(
P c
r,u > P c

th

)
> 0,

X
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
:= ηc − ηcth 6 0∀c ∈ C

Y
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
:= Ûc − Uc = 0
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Algorithm 3 Objective Function (5.17) Implementation Routine

Input: P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO

Output: Ω
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
(5.17a) or (5.17b)

1: for u ∈ U do

2: Find serving cell j = arg max∀c∈C

(
Ṕ cr,udBm

)
3: Calculate SINR γ̂ju and ηju
4: end for

5: for c ∈ C do Calculate cell load ηc
6: end for

7: for u ∈ U do

8: Find new serving cell j =

arg max∀c∈C

((
1
ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ cr,udBm

)(1−α))
9: Find updated SINR γju and ηju

10: end for

11: for c ∈ C do Calculate cell load ηc
12: end for

13: if 1
|C|
∑

C
1
|Uc|

∑
Uc 1

(
P cr,u > P

c
th

)
> $ then

14: if ηc 6 ηcth∀c ∈ C then

15: if Ûc = Uc then
16: Calculate Ω

(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
17: end if

18: end if

19: else

20: Ω
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
= −∞

21: end if

Uj :=

{
∀u ∈ U | j = arg max∀c∈C

((
1

ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ c
r,udBm

)(1−α))}
As compared to unconstrained problem or problem with inequality constraint, equality

constraints can reduce the search space of optimization problem signi�cantly. User

association is expressed as an equality constraint such that for u ∈ Uc

Z
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
:=
∑
i∈C/c

1

((
1

ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ c
r,udBm

)(1−α)
>

(
1

ηc

)α
∗
(
Ṕ c
r,udBm

)(1−α))
− |C|+ 1 = 0 (5.19)

The expression in (5.19), where 1(.) is the indicator function, means that for a user u

to be associated with cell c, the association function of the user with that cell must be
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greater than all the other cells. Lagrangian of (5.18) can be given as:

L
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO, λ

1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5,λ6,λ7
)

=

Ω
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
− λ1W

(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
−
∑
c∈C

λ2cX
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
−
∑
c∈C

λ3cY
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
−
∑
u∈U

λ4uZ
(
P c
t ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
−
∑
c∈C

λ5c
(
P c
t − P c

t,min

)
−
∑
c∈C

λ6c (ψctilt − 90)−
∑
c∈C

λ7c (P c
CIO) (5.20)

where λx represents the x -th vector of Lagrangian multipliers for the constraints in

(5.18) and (5.19). Thus, the quadratic sub-problem to be solved at each iteration of

SQP is given by (5.21),

min
y

(
1

2
)yT Ĥ

(
L
(
P c

t ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO, λ

1,λ2,λ3,λ4,λ5,λ6,λ7
))
y +∇Ω

(
P c

t ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
(5.21)

subject to =



yi +W
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
6 0, for i = 1

yi +X
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
6 0, for i = 2, . . . , |C|+ 1

yi + Y
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
= 0, for i = |C|+ 2, . . . , 2|C|+ 1

yi + Z
(
P ct ,ψ

c
tilt,P

c
CIO

)
= 0, for i = 2|C|+ 2, . . . , 2|C|+ |U|+ 1

yi + P ct − P ct,min 6 0, for i = 2|C|+ |U|+ 2, . . . , 3|C|+ |U|+ 1

yi + ψctilt − 90° 6 0, for i = 3|C|+ |U|+ 2, . . . , 4|C|+ |U|+ 1

yi + ψctilt 6 0, for i = 4|C|+ |U|+ 2, . . . , 5|C|+ |U|+ 1

where Ĥ represents the approximate Hermitian matrix, which is updated at each iter-

ation using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno approximation method [253].

Other Heuristic Techniques: Through results presented here, it was found that

SQP returns an acceptable solution with low number of iterations in most instances at

the cost of a lack of guarantee that the solution is optimal due to the large dimensions

of the problem in (5.17). Furthermore, the enormous search space size of (5.17) makes
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validation of the results produced through brute force almost impossible. Therefore,

a number of heuristic techniques were tried that are known to converge to optimal

solutions given enough iterations. In the following, a discussion of two heuristics which

yielded most promising results for this problem is presented.

Genetic Algorithms: Genetic algorithms are known to be one of the most suitable heuris-

tic algorithms available for solving complex combinatorial problems of kind of (5.17). It

is important to note that the genetic algorithm starts from a random parameter set in

the solution space, therefore, for each run, the time to �nd the feasible space is di�erent.

However, once found, the algorithm can quickly move towards the optimal solution in

the feasible space. Algorithm 4 represents the pseudo code for the genetic algorithm

used to solve (5.17).

Pattern Search: Another e�ective solution methodology to solve (5.17) is Pattern Search

Method, a simpler version of Powell's method [254]. Algorithm 5 presents a generic

pseudo-code which describes the main elements of a pattern search method [255] where

Nelder-Mead algorithm is used as the exploratory search algorithm within each iteration

of pattern search [177].

5.3.4 System Level Performance Analysis

Simulation Setup

A 3GPP standard compliant network topology simulator [251] is used to generate typical

macro and small cell based network and user distributions. The simulation parameters

details are given in Table 5.1.

Wrap around model is used to simulate interference in an in�nitely large network

thus avoiding boundary e�ect. To model realistic networks, users are distributed non-

uniformly in all the sectors such that a fraction of users are clustered around randomly

located hotspots in each sector. Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate average
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Algorithm 4 Genetic Algorithm for CLASS Implementation
Input:

Algorithm 1 to solve (5.17)

Parameter set space S(P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO),

Maximum iterations G,

Solution space samples per iteration P,

Key samples per iteration E,

Mutation ratio M.

Output:

Solution X = [P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO]

1: Generate |P| parameter sets from S randomly;

2: Generate values of Ω for each set in P

3: Create an empty set Pop and save the sets from P in it;

4: for i = 1 to G do

5: Number of elite members in Pop numelite = E;

6: Select the best numelite sets in Pop in terms of the value of Ω and save them in Pop1;

7: Number of crossover solutions numcrossover = (|P| ∗ numelite)/2;

8: for j = 1 to numcrossover do

9: Randomly select 2 parameter sets X1 and X2 from Pop;

10: Generate X3 and X4 by one-point crossover to X1 and X2;

11: Save X3 and X4 to Pop2;

12: end for

13: for j = 1 to numcrossover do

14: Select a parameter set Xj from Pop2;

15: Mutate each element of Xj at a rate M and generate new solution X́j ;

16: if X́j is non-feasible then Update X́j with a feasible solution by repairing X́j ;

17: end if

18: Update Xj with X́j in Pop2;

19: end for

20: Update Pop = Pop1+Pop2;

21: end for

22: Return the set X which has the best value of Ω in Pop;
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Algorithm 5 Pattern Search Algorithm for CLASS Implementation
Input:

Algorithm 1 to solve (5.17)

Parameter space S(P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO)

Output: Solution X = [P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO]

1: k = 0;

2: while k < iterationmax do

3: Determine a step size sk using exploratory search algorithm;

4: Test Ω at parameter set x0 and two more points x1 and x2 in a triangle;

5: Label best, good and worst points as xB, xG and xW ;

6: Re�ect xW on the plane as xR;

7: if Ω(xR) > Ω(xG) then

8: if Ω(xR) > Ω(xB) then replace xW with xR;

9: else Find xE |2xR − (xB + xG)/2, �nd Ω(xE)

10: if Ω(xE) > Ω(xB) then replace xW with xE ;

11: end if

12: end if

13: else

14: if Ω(xR) < Ω(xW ) then replace xW with xR;

15: Compute xC = ((xB + xG)/2) + xR) /2, �nd Ω(xC)

16: else Compute xC = ((xB + xG)/2) + xW ) /2, �nd Ω(xC)

17: end if

18: if Ω(xC) < Ω(xW ) then replace xW with xC ;

19: else Compute xS = (xB+xW )/2 and replace xW with xS and xG = (xB+xG)/2

20: end if

21: end if

22: Compute pk = Ω(xk)− Ω(xk + sk)

23: if pk > 0 then xk+1 = xk + sk
24: else xk+1 = xk
25: end if

26: Update pattern vectors and step size k = k + 1

27: end while

28: Return X = [P ct ,ψ
c
tilt,P

c
CIO]
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Table 5.1: Parameter Settings for Simulation of Joint CCO-LB SON Coordination

System Parameters Value
No. of Macro Base Stations 7
Sectors per Base Station 3
Small Cells per Sector 1
Number of Users per Sector 25
Transmission Frequency 2 GHz
Transmission Bandwidth 10 MHz
Network Topology Hexagonal
Macro Cell Transmit Power Max: 46 dBm, Min: 40 dBm
Macro Cell Antenna Tilt Max: 15°, Min: 0°
Small Cell Transmit Power Max: 30 dBm, Min: 27 dBm
Small Cell CIO Max: 10 dB, Min: 0 dB

Fixed Parameter Settings (FPSs)

Macro Transmit Power: 43 dBm; Small
Transmit Power: 27 dBm; Tilt: 0°
(FPS - 0), 10° (FPS - 10), 15° (FPS
- 15), 20° (FPS - 20); CIO: 0 dB

Cellular System Standard LTE
Macro Cell Height 25 m
Small Cell Height 10 m
Inter-site Distance (Macro) 500 m
Macro Cell Antenna Gain 17 dBi
Small Cell Antenna Gain 5 dBi
Coverage Threshold P c

th 95%
Load Threshold ηcth 100%

performance of the algorithms. Five di�erent user tra�c requirement pro�les are con-

sidered corresponding to 24 kbps, 56 kbps, 128 kbps, 512 kbps and 1024 kbps desired

throughput.

Results

Here the impact of di�erent α values used in load-aware user association on CLASS is

compared along with a comparison of load-aware user association with state-of-the-art-

maximum RSRP and maximum SINR user association methods. Using the proposed

load-aware user association with best performing α value, the results from 4 FPSs

against the optimal parameter values returned by both CLASS equations using SQP,
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genetic algorithm and pattern search are compared to demonstrate their gain. For

simplicity, the CLASS solution in equation (5.17a) is henceforth referred to as CLASS1

and solution in equation (5.17a) as CLASS2. The results of proposed solutions are

further compared with the two algorithms that are most relevant to this solution that

is, the distributed tilt based CCO solution presented in [249] and the tilt based CCO-LB

function given in [176]. It is important to note here explicitly that due to the use of

virtual loads in the system, the user association from [176] returns unde�ned results.

Therefore, the algorithm in [176] is implemented using load-aware user association.

Impact of Load-aware User Association: The proposed load-aware user associa-

tion (5.14) is dependent on three features: cell loads at the time of association, downlink

received power with CIO and the association exponent α. The impact of cell loads and

received powers on user association are obvious from (5.14); however, the impact of

exponent value on user association requires quantitative evaluations of system KPIs for

di�erent values α. A very relevant KPI in this case is the cell load and its distribution

among cells for given total tra�c in the network. A lower average cell load and smaller

load variance among cells for given tra�c re�ects a better performing user association

scheme and vice versa. Though a comparison of α ∈ [0, 1] for both CLASS formulations

was carried out, for brevity Fig. 5.6 only presents cell load distribution for α ∈ [1
4
, 1
2
].
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison of O�ered Cell Load Distribution for α values in Load-aware User
Association

From the results in Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the load distribution improves and

becomes the most compact at α = 7
16

and starts to spread beyond it. Using α = 7
16

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 present a comparison of the proposed load-aware user association

with coverage based Max RSRP user association and quality based Max SINR user

association techniques for macro and small cells.
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison of O�ered Macro Cell Load Distribution for load-aware (LUA) vs. Max
RSRP and Max SINR user association

The results in Fig. 5.7 show that the proposed load-aware user association manages to

keep macro cell loads within 80%, Max RSRP keeps macro cell loads to within 60%,

while Max SINR association overloads a number of macro cells due to their stronger

signals. In comparison, Fig. 5.8 shows that the proposed load-aware user association

technique attempts to distribute load evenly between macro and small cells, with only

a few small cells marginally overloaded. On the other hand, due to a lack of load

awareness, both Max RSRP and Max SINR association overload the small cells with

more than half the small cells overloaded. The even load distribution o�ered by the

load-aware user association methodology also results in fewer unsatis�ed users that is,

users who are unable to achieve their desired throughput due to a lack of physical

resources at the serving cell.
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Fig. 5.8: Comparison of O�ered Small Cell Load Distribution for load-aware (LUA) vs. Max
RSRP and Max SINR user association

This is evidenced by the ratio of unsatis�ed users in the network and the utilization

of physical resources in the network given in Fig. 5.9. It can be seen that while the

load-aware user association occupies more resources, it is able to minimize the ratio

of unsatis�ed users by evenly distributing the load between cells. On the other hand,

the Max RSRP and Max SINR user association schemes are oblivious to the needs of

the users and blindly associate them with cells o�ering best coverage and quality. This

leads to cells becoming overloaded and higher ratio of unsatis�ed users. The results in

Figs. 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, also demonstrate that the �exibility in the design of the proposed

load-aware user association scheme allows it to be an e�ective coverage, capacity and

load optimization solution, even when deployed independently in a cellular network.
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Fig. 5.9: Comparison of network utilization and unsatis�ed user ratio for load-aware (LUA)
vs. Max RSRP and Max SINR user association

Comparative Analysis of Proposed Solutions:

Downlink SINR: To compare the performance of the two CLASS formulations, down-

link SINR is used as the benchmark performance indicator. In Fig. 5.10 the results

for CLASS1 obtained using SQP, genetic algorithm and pattern search are compared

against di�erent �xed parameter settings de�ned in Table 5.1. The results show that

50th percentile users achieve 14dB SINR with CLASS1-PS compared to 10dB for top

performing FPS-20. In Fig. 5.11, the same comparison is presented for CLASS2 which

shows that 50th percentile users achieve 4.5dB higher SINR with CLASS2 compared to

FPS-20. Recall that using CIOs alone for LB has negative impact on SINR. But when

CIOs are adapted through the proposed load-aware user association in conjunction with

transmit power and antenna tilts, a gain in SINR is still achieved. This rationalizes the

need to include all three optimization parameters in the proposed CCO-LB solution,

compared to existing studies which use one or two parameters at a time. Another key

results to point out here is that the solutions obtained using genetic algorithm and pat-
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tern search perform better for both CLASS1 and CLASS2 compared to SQP. This is

due to the fact that the genetic algorithm and pattern search attempt to �nd the global

optimum whereas SQP is a gradient driven process that is vulnerable to convergence to

local extrema.

Fig. 5.10: Downlink SINR CDF - FPSs vs. CLASS1-genetic algorithm (GA), pattern search
(PS) and SQP

Fig. 5.12 compares the best solution obtained for CLASS1 (pattern search) and CLASS2

(genetic algorithm) against the CCO algorithm proposed in [249] referred to by the au-

thors as SOT, and the CCO-LB algorithm JOINT1 presented in [176]. Results show

that CLASS1 and CLASS2 o�er SINR > 10dB for almost 80% of users. In comparison,

with SOT and JOINT1 only 20% and 30% of users have SINR above 10 dB respectively.

It can also be seen that CLASS1 performs slightly better compared to CLASS2 for cell

edge users that is, the lower half of users with CLASS2 giving slightly better perfor-

mance for the top half. This is because of the use of geometric mean in CLASS1 which

forces fairness in all user throughputs, whereas the use of arithmetic mean attempts to

maximize the extreme throughput values.
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Fig. 5.11: Downlink SINR CDF - FPSs vs. CLASS2-genetic algorithm (GA), pattern search
(PS) and SQP

Fig. 5.12: Downlink SINR CDF - SOT, JOINT1 vs. CLASS1 and CLASS2

Offered Cell Load: Fig. 5.13 compares o�ered cell loads for CLASS1, CLASS2, SOT

and JOINT1. The results show that for CLASS1, the cell loads range from 10% to

80%, and from 10% to 70% for CLASS2. This di�erence is due to the higher focus
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of CLASS1 on fairness which means it attempts to increase throughput of low SINR

users by allocating them more resources compared to CLASS2 which only focuses on

maximizing total throughput. By comparison, SOT shows the widest disparity among

cell loads. This is primarily due to the fact that SOT is a CCO-only algorithm that only

optimizes antenna tilts, thus highlighting the importance of formulating LB and CCO

jointly with all three parameters. JOINT1 being a CCO-LB solution that incorporates

two parameters that is, antenna tilts and CIOs, o�ers better load balancing compared

to SOT, but is still signi�cantly outperformed by both CLASS1 and CLASS2.

Fig. 5.13: O�ered Cell Load Distribution - SOT, JOINT1 vs. CLASS1 and CLASS2

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 show the performance of the proposed CCO-LB solution in terms of

LB and QoS by showing load distributions for macro and small cells separately. While

none of the macro or small cells are overloaded by the CLASS solutions, SOT heavily

favors macro cells over small cells for loading causing almost 50% of the macro cells

to become overloaded. Similarly, since JOINT1 only optimizes CIOs and antenna tilts,

it also favors macro cells for load bearing over small cells. Another key insight here is

that contrary to existing load balancing schemes [256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,

264, 265, 266], the proposed solution not only balances loads between macro and small

cells but actually increases capacity in the system by jointly optimizing soft and hard
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parameters, thereby satisfying CCO objective at the same time.

Fig. 5.14: O�ered Macro Cell Load Distribution - SOT, JOINT1 vs. CLASS1 and CLASS2

Fig. 5.15: O�ered Small Cell Load Distribution - SOT, JOINT1 vs. CLASS1 and CLASS2

This is further put into perspective when the residual cell capacity across the network

is observed, as shown in Fig. 5.16. The box plots show the median residual capacity

value along with the distance between 1st and 3rd quartiles, whereas the points inside

the box plots signify the mean residual capacity. The average residual cell capacity of

the proposed CLASS1 and CLASS2 solutions are 54.8% and 55.5% respectively, which
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is 20% more than the average residual capacity of the algorithm in [249], and over 45%

more than the residual capacity of the algorithm in [176]. However, the key observation

in Fig. 5.16 is compactness of the 1st and 3rd quartile, and the outer fences for CLASS

solutions compared to the residual capacities of other solutions. The increased residual

capacity creates additional space for transit users within each cell, a feature that is

highly desirable in ultra-dense HetNets due to the expected high user mobility.

Fig. 5.16: Residual Cell Capacity - FPS-0, FPS-20, SOT, JOINT1 vs. CLASS1 and CLASS2

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter presents the case for a comprehensive SON coordination overhaul that can

cater to the proposed innovations in future 5th generation and beyond mobile cellular

networks including ultra-dense mmWave cell deployment and multi-technology integra-

tion. An example case study of SON function interactions is presented to highlight

the chaotic consequences of uncoordinated SON function con�icts and to identify the

characteristics needed in next generation SON coordination frameworks. Building on

these insights, a detailed SON coordination framework has been presented that: 1) is
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�exible to short and long-term dynamicity that is hallmark of cellular networks; 2) im-

plements con�ict avoidance and KPI optimization in line with network operator policies;

3) can operate without analytical models of network and user behavior; and 4) renders

a holistic and transparent view of all KPIs while implementing con�ict avoidance.

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework, the chapter also includes a com-

prehensive solution for joint CCO and LB SON functions with transmit powers, antenna

tilts and CIOs as the optimization parameters. The proposed CCO-LB solution lever-

ages the network state prediction capability of the SON coordination framework and

not only provides signi�cant gains in terms of downlink SINR and throughput, it also

provides balanced distribution of cell loads in a heterogeneous network which is key to

meeting overall resource e�ciency demands. The proposed solution also shows how the

amount of free resources in the network after all users are satis�ed, that is the residual

capacity is the key to achieving temporal stability in the network optimization process

due to the acute mobility dynamics of HetNets.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion and Future Research Directions

6.1 Conclusion

Self-healing will play a frontline role in managing the costs of deploying and maintaining

mobile cellular networks of the future. However, the path towards satisfying the quality

of experience requirements of these future networks is fraught with challenges. These

challenges stem primarily from the technologies to be employed in these networks such

as network densi�cation, millimeter spectrum utilization and massive multiple input

multiple output solutions among others.

The challenges which will result from these technologies include: 1) unpredictable noise

variance in the network, 2) spatio-temporal variability of network data, 3) sparsity of

data, and 4) increased probability of parametric misco�guration. An in-depth review

of the state-of-the-art solutions for self-healing shows that these solutions are not yet

capable of adapting to these challenges. Therefore, self-healing solutions for future

mobile cellular networks will be required to address these challenges in order for them

to be e�ective. This dissertation attempts to address these challenges for future mobile

cellular networks.

To address the challenge of detecting spatio-temporal outages in variable noise environ-

ment, this dissertation presents an entropy �eld decomposition based outage detection

solution that is robust to noise distribution. The proposed solution is demonstrably

better at detecting both coverage holes and outages compared to the state-of-the-art

solutions.

The entropy �eld decomposition based outage detection solution relies on complete net-

work coverage information. However, in the very likely event that only sparse network
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coverage information is available, this dissertation presents another solution that uti-

lizes the hidden feature extraction capabilities of deep neural networks to detect network

outages. This alternative solution performs much better than other state-of-the-art so-

lutions in highly sparse network information environments even when noise distribution

is variable.

Additionally, in order to address the challenge of proactively avoiding partial outages

due to parametric miscon�guration, this dissertation presents a comprehensive frame-

work for resolving con�icts between self-organizing network functions. The proposed

framework combines heuristic, analytical and machine-learning based outage avoidance

methodologies under one all-encompassing umbrella.

The proposed partial outage avoidance and SON coordination framework is leveraged

to develop an analytical solution for con�ict avoidance between coverage and capacity

optimization and load balancing functions with results showing that such a solution can

perform better than state-of-the-art solutions if the user requirements are known.

6.2 Future Research Direction

The future research directions opened up by this dissertation include the development of

outage diagnosis and compensation solutions for millimeter wave ultra-dense heteroge-

neous networks that will form the backbone of future mobile cellular networks. Another

potential area of research opened up by this study is the use of the proposed outage

avoidance framework proposed in this dissertation to develop coordination solutions

that will address the idiosyncrasies of millimeter wave cell communication networks in-

cluding the limited directional coverage, low cell sojourn time per user and higher data

rate requirements.
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List of Key Symbols

P c
r,u Received power by user u from cell c

P t
routh Received power threshold for outage

P t
rch
h Received power threshold for coverage hole

P c
t Transmit power of cell c

Gu User equipment antenna gain

Gc
u Channel gain

b Pathloss constant

εcu Shadowing in dBm

dcu Distance of user u from cell c

beta Pathloss exponent

P̂t Subset of cell transmit powers

Pt Set of cell transmit powers

Pr Set of downlink received powers

Prout Set of downlink received powers with outage

ζl Combined spatio-temporal coordinate

H Hamiltonian function of an interacting �eld

Z Partition function

ϑ Field transformation of input signal

D Information propagator

j Information source

Ho Hamiltonian function of non-interacting �eld

V Signal interaction terms

Ṽ Field interaction terms

σ2
Pt

Transmit power covariance
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N Noise covariance

A Adjacency matrix

Q Information �eld interaction matrix

ak Eigenmode amplitudes for information �eld reconstruction

jk Eigenmode amplitudes for information source

ϕ Eigenmode of information �eld

λ Eingenvector of information �eld

Prnorm Set of downlink received powers without outage

PrRT Set of real-time downlink received powers

O Computational complexity notation

A Weight matrix for independent component analysis

µ
(t)
i i-th mean at time t for k-means clustering

S
(t)
i i-th set of points at time t for k-means clustering

ŷ
(l)
j Output of j-th neuron of layer l

w
(l)
j Weights of j-th neuron of layer l

x
(l)
j Inputs of j-th neuron of layer l

b
(l)
j Bias of j-th neuron of layer l

E Loss of deep neural network

P c
r,ut−∆t

Received power by user u from cell c before an outage

P c
r,ut Received power by user u from cell c after an outage

dcut−∆t
Distance of user u from cell c before an outage

dcut Distance of user u from cell c after an outage

C Set of all cells in the network

Ĉ Set of outage a�ected cells in the network

U Set of all users in the network

% Functional margin of SVM algorithm

A Di�erence in the number of user between cell A and B

B Di�erence in the cell A ⇔ cell B handovers
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C Ratio of users switching between cell A and cell B due to handovers

a Load o�set between cell A and Cell B

b Handover o�set between cell A and Cell B

c Intercell distance between cell A and cell B handovers

ηcu Physical resource blocks allocated to user u at cell c

ωB Bandwidth per physical resource block

τ̂u Desired user throughput

U Set of all active users

γcu SINR of user u at cell c

Û Set of all active satis�ed users

N c
b Total physical resource blocks at cell c

κ Thermal noise

$ Network coverage threshold

P c
th Downlink Rx power threshold

ηcth Cell load threshold

α User association exponent

µ Antenna gain constant

Ω Objective value for CLASS solutions

ψcu Vertical angle between user u and cell c

ψctilt Antenna tilt of cell c

φcu Horizontal angle between user u and cell c

ψcazi Azimuth of cell c

PCIOdB Cell individual o�set of cell c
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Appendix A

The dowlink received power based on standard exponential pathloss model with Gaus-

sian distributed shadowing for user u associated with cell c is:

P c
r,u = P c

tGuG
c
uε
c
ua (dcu)

−β

Due to the randomness of εcu, the coverage constraint of user u i.e. Cu := P c
r,u > P c

th

becomes a function of εcu such that for user u, the coverage constraint will be satis�ed

with some probability i.e. Pr(P c
r,u(ε

c
u) > P c

th). We can then calculate the minimum

value of εcu above which the coverage constraint for an individual user will be satis�ed.

Pr(P c
tGuG

c
uε
c
ua (dcu)

−β > P c
th)

Pr(εcu >
P c
th

P c
tGuGc

ua (dcu)
−β ) (6.1)

Based on the assumption that εcu has a Gaussian distribution, the value of εcu inside

the parentheses in (6.1) gives the Z-score below which the coverage constraint of an

individual user will be violated. If p gives the probability Pr(εcu >
P cth

P ct GuG
c
ua(d

c
u)
−β ), we

can remodel the event that a user is inside the coverage of its serving cell as a Bernoulli

variable with probability p.

The consequence of modeling Pr(P c
r,u > P c

th) as a Bernoulli random variable is that

the network coverage C can be modeled as a Binomial random variable with chance of

success p per user. Thus the probability of having $ ∗ |U| users or more in coverage can

be given as:

Pr(k > $ ∗ |U|) >
|U|∑

i=$∗|U|

(
|U|
i

)
pi(1− p)|U|−i (6.2)
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If the desired value for Pr(k > $ ∗ |U|) −→ 1, and $ −→ 1, then

lim

$−→1

Pr(k>$∗|U|)−→1

p = 1

In such a scenario, we can substitute the probability p with the indicator function 1(.),

thus giving us the following formulation for constraint (i):

1

|C|
∑
C

1

|Uc|
∑
Uc

1
(
P c
r,u > P c

th

)
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Appendix B

The simpli�ed form of the SINR function in antenna tilts is given as:

γcu =
10

µ
(
(ψcu−ψctilt)

2
+xcu

)

κ+ 10
µ
(
(ψiu−ψitilt)

2
+xiu

)
The expression for antenna gains expressed as a function of tilts is given as:

Gc
u = 10

µ
(
(ψcu−ψctilt)

2
+xcu

)

We treat xcu and µ as constants and assign then unit value and -1.2 respectively which

gives us the resulting function of ψctilt:

f(ψctilt) = 0.0631 ∗ 10−1.2(ψ
c
u−ψctilt)

2

Taking derivative of f(ψctilt) gives us:

f ′(ψctilt) = 0.0631ln(10) ∗ 10−1.2(ψ
c
u−ψctilt)

2

∗ (2.4(ψcu − ψctilt))

Taking the second derivative:

f ′′(ψctilt) = 0.3634ln(10) ∗ 10−1.2(ψ
c
u−ψctilt)

2

[(ψcu − ψctilt)ln(10)− 0.417]

For a function to be convex, the second derivative has to be non-negative which is only

possible in the range [(ψcu−ψctilt) 6 −0.4254, (ψcu−ψctilt) > 0.4254]. Hence, the antenna

gain function is a non-convex function and by extension, the SINR expression with

antenna gain is non-convex.
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